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ABSTRACT . 
The Fonformations of the lipid-binding segments from human apoE, apo'A-II and C 

5 - 
. apoA-I have bee9 deierminkd by two-aimensional NMR s$ectros~opy * and distance a . 

% . , \ .  
geometry caQlatibhs in the piesence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SPS), ApoE(267-289) 

was fbund to b; a two-domain arnphipathic helical structure and ip~(263-286)  a curved 
1 

helix-bend-helix structural mdtirwith a bend angle of -1 50'. ' Enhanced lipid binding of 
t' . , 

apoE(2631286) compared to ap~(267-289)  was attributed to the f~rmation of a second 
\ 

hydrophobic cluster at the N-terminh of the former in addition to the aromatic-aromatic 
t .  - 

interactioni. Thus., aromatic rgsidues and hydrophobic pairs are essential lipid-binding 
a 

elements in anchoring apoiipoproieids to lipid. Thg lipid binding of a p o ~ - 1 1 W )  was 
\ .  

enhanced by adding a hydrophobic-pair-containing pentqer  EWLNS to the ~Iterminus 

of the peptide. 'The structure of apo~-11(18-30)t in SDS was found to be a class A2 
i 

arnphipathic helix. J 

Circular dichroism studies indicates that association of apoA-I( 166- 185): apoA- 

I( 142- 1 87) and apoA-I(-122- 1 87) with SDS or dodecylphosphocholifie (DPC) induces a 
% 

conformational change from random to helical. The lipid binding*of apoA-1(142-187)-is 

also suggested by fluorescence spectroscopy. The structure of qpoA-I(166-185) is .more 

helical at physiological pH than at acidic pH. Similar class A l  arnphipathic helix . 

structures were found for the region 168-182 in SDS, DPC, or lysophosphatidylcholines. 

The conformation of apoA-I(142-187) was found to be a curvkd helix-hinge-helix 

in either SDS or DPC with all the hydrophobic side chains, on average, on the concave 
* 

face. The averaged interhelical structure is a half-turn in DPC and a helical bend in SDS. 

Side chains of Ml48, Hl55, Y 166, H162, K182, and seven arginines in apoA-I(142-187) 

= showed intermolecular NOES with SDS, indicating that all of the helix-hinge-helix binds 

SDS. ~ h e s e 6 0 ~ s  also indicate-that cationic side chains in class A &nphipathic helices 

ekance  anionic lipid binding. A model is proposed for apoA-I(142-187), wherein the 

curved peptide structure straddles the micelle. 



The helix-hinge-helix mot3 fomd in apoA-I( 14% €87) is retained in qmA-1(€22- % 

187),. and most likely in intact apoA-I (243 residues) based on peptide-aided signal , 

assignments. Due to the periodicity in the primary sequences, such a peptide-aided signal 

assignment strategy may be usell for multidimensional NMR studies of exchangiable 
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CHAPTER I: INTR$ODUCTION 

1.1 Lipoproteins 

The interest in lipoprotein research originates mainly frpm the clinical observation 
+;.' 

that HDL cholesterol levels are negatively correlated with ischemic heart disease whereas 
-7- 

LDL Eholesterol levels are positively correlated (Miller, 1987). Recgntly, Luc et al. - .,.:? 

( 1  997)' found that there is a correlation between small LDL and apoA-11-free HDL.- The 
8 

level of apoA-I is correlated well with the plasma HDL cholesterol level (Cheung & 

Albers. 1977). In addition, ' apoA-I transgenic mice have much less atherosclerosis 

subceptibility than the control (Rubin et al., 199 1 ; Breslow, 1996; Castro et aL, 1997) and 
> e 

such a protective effect associates only with apoA-I-containing x particles (Warden ~zt al., 

1993): Thus. it has been proposed that- apoA-I, be regarded as a more accurate predictor 

of the risk of heart disease than HDL cholesterol (De Backer et al., 1982). $ 

Human serum lipoproteins are complexes of lipid and proteins. Formation of 

lip~protein~complexes is the first-step in tlie transport of otherwise water-insoluble lipid 

between the tissues pf human body. The common lipoprotein particles are given in Table 

1 .1 .  -Note that these particle classes are inhomogeneous. For example, HDL can be 

further fractionated to HDL, (1.063-1.070). HDLz (1.070-1.125) and HDL , (1.125- 1.2 1 

g/mL) due to variations in protein content and proteinllipid ratios (Osborne & Brewer, 

1977). HDL,. one of the smallest HDL particles, contains more protein than HDL,. HDL - 
t 

has also been divided'into LpA-I (particles containing apoA-I without apoA-11) and Lpe- 

I/A-I1 (particles containing both apoA-I and apoA-11) (Cheung et al., 1987; Nichols, 
-3 

1 990). 

The model of HDL was'delineated as a spherical particle with a monolayer of 

phospholibids and cholesterol, and apolipoproteins, on the surface and cholesterol esters 
I 

and triglycerides in the hydrophobic core (Morrisen et al., 1977; Shen et al., 1977; 

Edelstein er al.. 1979). Other lipoproteins (Table 1.1) share a similar oil-droplet model 

(Segrest et ;I., 1994). 



Table 1.1 : Lipoprotein Properties and Composition* 

HDL LDL VLDL I Particles Chy lorn icrons 

Density (gfmL) 1 .063- 1.2 1 1 .O 19-17063 0.93- 1 .006 0.93 t 

Particle size (A) 50- 170 180-250 300-800 750- 12.000 

Electrophoresis a - L P  P-LP 

Composition 

Protein (96) 50 20 

Al. All, E B 

Phospholipid 30 24 

- AI, B, CI, CII, CI 

% 

'Gofman cr al., 1949; Zubay, 1993; Segrest et al., 1994; Alaupovic, 1996 -&$ 

-. 
*+. - - .  

The protein components of lidoproteins, apo ipoprofiins, are listed in Table 1.2. 

Apolipoproteins have been classified into three gro.ups (Pownall & Gotto. 1992; 

~ l a u ~ b v i c .  1996): The first group is water soluble and exchangeable ~polipoproteins 

(apoA's, C's, and E). Lipid binding of these proteins is proposed to be due to 

amphipathic helices. The representatives of the second group are apoB. Different from 

the first group. the repeating proline-rich sequences may be responsible for lipid binding - 
by forming P-sheets (Yang el al., 1986a; Yang and P6~mal1, 1992). The minor hroteins 

such as apoD constitute the third group. They have no sequehce similarity to eiiher the 

first or second group. 

In addition to the major function of lipid transport, apolipoproteins modulate the 
+ 

d 

lipid metabolism by interacting with various lipolysis enzymes and receptors. The- 

metabolism of lipoproteins is complex and there are many excelleni reviews on the 

subject (for example. ~ i chb l s .  1990:Barter & Rye. 1996; Barrans el al., 1996). 
% 



- 

Table 1.2: Members in the ~ ~ o l i ~ o ~ r o t e i n ' ~ a m i 1 ~  Q 

- 

Protein Molecular , Amino acid C-terminal Putative functionb L 

C 

name. weighta numberb 3 residues 

243 NTQC Structural, LCAT+, ligand for HDL 

* , ' receptors, cholesterol eftlux+ - 
Structural. hepatic lipase+ 

LPL*. LCAT+ 

Structural. secretion of VLDL, 

Ligand for LDL receptor 

Structural, secretion of chyromicrons 

LCAT+, removalzf TGRL by LDL 

receptor-related protein- 

LPL+ 

LPL-, uptake of TGRL by liver- 

Not known 

Not known 

Ligand for various receptors 

a~ownall & Gotto. 1992; Segrest el al.. 1994; b~atsch & Gotto. 1996; 'Brewer et al., 1978; d ~ r e w e r  et al. 

1972; '~lshourbagy et al., 1986; ' ~ a n g  et al., 1986a; g ~ h e n  el a1..,1986; h~hulman el al., 1974; '~ackson er 

d.. 1977: '~rewer  et al.. 1974: 'zhang er aL. 1996; 'Drayna et al.. 1986:~ang el al,. 1994: m ~ a l l  er al.. 
' 

1982. &i the Table, "+" denotes activation or promotion. "-" means inhibition; "i" implies modulation. 

~ t h e r o s d i s  results from over-accumulation of cholesterol in peripheral cells. 

This does not occur in healthy people probably due to the benefit of reverse cholesterol , 

transport by HDL (Glomset, 1968). ApoA-I is a potential ligand for HDL receptors, the 

first of kvhich was characterized by Acton el a/. (1996). It is also active in prom,oting 
9 

cholesterol efflux from peripheral tissues to HDL coAplexes (Castro er a!., 1988; Barkia 

et al., 199 1 ; Yancey et al., 1995; Zhao er al., 1996). ApoA-I is the principal cofactor of 

the key enzyme lecithin-cholhsterol acyltransferase (LCAT) (Eielding et al., 1 Wi?), bhich 

esterifies cholesterol. The esterified cholesterol is then transferred from the particle - 



> 
. .  . 

j f .  - . - 
.. . 

;* 

surface -to the core of HDL with. the' a s s k i  of cholegerol ester tfansfer protein 

(CETP) and finally degraded in the liver or recycled. In adgtion, apoA-I also has other 

beneficial effcets suih as inhibiting= virus-induced cell fusion (Srinivas et d, 1991;' 

Segrest et at., 1994). 

ApoA-11, the second major protein in HDL, has been shown totenhance the 

activity of hepatic lipase (Jahn et al., 1983; Mowri et al., 1996) but inhibit LCAT activity - 
(Soutar et al., 1975). 

/ Upon association with lipid, apoE and apoB are ligands for the LDL receptor 
i 

(apoE/B receptor) (Innerarity,et al., 1979; for a review on apoE, see Weisgraber, 1994'. 

Also, apoE isdorms are involved in Alzheimer's disease (Pokier et al., 1995; Weisgraber 
- -& MaMay, 1996). Consequently, apoE is another apolipoprotein that plays a-kcial  role 

in 'lipid metabolism. 

# 

1.2 Protein structures 

The amino acid sequence of a protein is the primary  structure^ The secondary 

structure describes the local structure of a peptide chain such as a-helices, turns, and P- 
strands. The packing of the secondary structural units in spike constitutes a tertiary 

structure of a protein while a quaternary structure results h m  co-folding of several 
B 

tertiary structural domains, each folded from a separate peptide chain (Linderstrlm-Lqg 

& Schellman, 1959; Shulz & Schirmer, 1979; Branden & Tooze, 1991). . 
~nfi&n (1973 and references cited therein) showed that the protein structural 

information is contained in the amino acid sequence. Prediction of the protein structure 

based on the amino acid sequence has since been one of the ultimate goals for structural 

biochemists. The new impetus for the prediction originates from rapid increase of protein 

sequences deduced from cDNAs. Except for transmembrane a-helical segments, which 

can be predicted up to an accuracy between 75 and 99.9% (Aloy et al., 1997), the residue 

predictive accuracy of the secondary structure of globular proteins is 6&75% (Branden & 

Tooze, 199 1 ; Frishrnan & Argos, 1997). 

\ 



ApoA-I, A-11, C-11, C-111, and E share the same genomic s€ructm, namely four 

exons (expressed gene segments) separated by three introns (silent gene segmetas)% 

suggesting that they were evolved from a common ancestor (I... et el., 1988). All the 
+ a  - - 

mature apolipoproteins, except apoA-IV, are encoded by exon HI and exon IV while 

Exon I1 encodes the signal peptide and Exon I is one of the non-translated regions. The 
0 

primary s t r u c k s  of exchangeable apolipoproteins have been deduced by peptide 

sequencing or fmm ihe corresponding nucleic acid sequences (for derences, pl- see 

&e legend of Table 1.2). ' e 

I 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

DEPPQ SPWDR VKDLA TVWD VLKDS GRDW SQFEG (helix 0) . 
40 45 50 55 60 65 

SALGK QLNLK LLDNW DSVTS TFSKL REQLG P @elix 1) 
70 75 80 85 90 95 

VTQE'FWDNL EKETE GLRQE MSKDL EEVKA KVQP (he lw)  
.. 100 I05 110 115 120 

' . Y LDDFQ ,ICKWQE EMELY RQKVE P (helix 3) 
$ 125 130 135 140 

LRAE LQEGA RQKLH ELQEK LSP (helix 4) 
145 " 150 155 I60 165 

LG EEMRD RARAH VDALR THLAP (helix 5) 
170 175 180 185 

YSDEL RQRLA ARLEA LKENGG (helix 6) 
190 195 200 205 

ARLA EYHAK ATEHL STLSE KAKP (helix 7) 
210 215 220 225 230 235 240 

A LEDLR QGLLP VLESF KVSFL SALEE Y I k U  NTQ (helix 8) 

Fig. 1.1: The primary sequence of human rpbA-I (mature) (Brewer et d., 1978). The Brookhaven 

Protein Data Bank uses the preproapoA-I sequence, which contains additional 24 residues at the N- 

teainus, which are MKAAVLTLAVLFLTGSQARHFWQQ. 

The'sequence of apoA-I was first reported by Baker et al. (1974) and later by 

Brewer et al. (1978). The Brewer's sequence is consistent with the sequence deduced 

from cDNA except that 41464147 should be E146E147 (Cheung &- Chan, 1983; 

-Karathan~is et al., 1983). ApoA-I contains a single polypeptide chain of 243 amino acid 

residues ( ~ k w e r  er al., 1978) (Fig. 1.1). The publication of the sequence in 1974 led to 

k 



the-discovery of the sequence periodicity in apoA-I in f 977 simultaneaqsly by three- 
%a? 

research groups (McLachlan, 1977; Fitch, 1977; Barker & Dayhoff, 1977). ApoA-I a 

contains 22 amino acid residue repeating units, each consisting of two 1 lmers. 
- 

Subsequently, it was fdund that this is also true of other exchangeable apolipoproteins' 

such as apo A-IV (Elshourbagy et al., 1986fSegrest el al., 1 994). 

1 

1.4 The amphipathic helix a 

- $ 
i * . F *  . 

A significant structural model of apoli$oprotems was the amphipathic helix 
t 

proposed by Segrest el al. (1974) based on CDdab  and model building. An amphipathic 
i 

helix possesses two distinct faces: hydrophilic*and hydrophobic. Amphipathic helices. 
'-% % "  

have been grouped into several classes, of which the most irpportant are class A, G*, and 

Y (Segrest et al.. 1990; 1994). The class A helix is characterized by clustering of cationic 

side.chains in the interface separating the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces. Class A 

helices can be further categorized into class A1 and A2. One of the major differences - - 
between these two classes lies in the content of cationic side chains: mainly lysines in 

class A3 but arginines in class Al .  The class G*, helix is characterized by random 

distribution of cationic side chains on the hydrophilic face. In the class Y helix, catiohid 

side chains are not only located in the interface but also in the center of the hydrophilic 

face in a pattern resembling a "Y". Fig, 1.2 gives the helical wheel representatioil 

(Shiffer and Edmundson, 1967) of  typical amphipathic helices fro @oA-I, apoA-I1 and 
I "P 

apoE. The arnphipathic helical regions in apolipoproteins have been predicted based on 

hydrophobic moment calculations (Eisenberg et al.,. 1982) and summarized in Segrest et 

al. (1 994). The number of the putative amphipathic helices in apolipoproteins 'A-I, E, and 

A-IV was found to determine the particle size and functional properties (Jonas el al., 

1993). Proteins with more amphipathic helices tend to form larger particles with lipids. 

~ ra s seu i  et dl. (1992) calculated hydrophobic and hydrophilic contour lines 

around an 18-residue putative helical peptide. The most interesting finding of such 

calculations is that the putative helices in apoA-I, A-IV, and E have similar hydrophobic 

(angle pho) and hydrophilic facesl (angle phi) whereas .the hydrophobic faces in the 



helic 

I 

. C . 
of apoA-II, C-I, and C-III are larger than the hydrophilic fa s This calculation Y -- 

has been employed to classify arnphipathic helices into two groups based on the pho and 

phi angles, The higher stability of the complexes of apoA-11, C-I, and C-111 with lipid may 
a 

be attributed to larger pho than phi in the arnphipathic helices. - ,  

Fig. 1.2: Helical wheel representation of typical amphipathic helices in apolipoproteins. (A) Class A2 
' 

, helix from apoA-I1 residues 18-30 plus EWLNS at the C-terminus. (B)  class A1 helix from apoA-I 

corresponding t o  residues 166-185. (C) tlass G* helix from apoE residues 267-289. and (D) class Y helix 
h 

from apoA-I residues 220-243. 



Solid-state peptide synthesis plays an important rolewin testing the arnphip&ic 

helix hypothesis and in understandhg apolipoproteins because of the flexibility it offers 
i 

in obtaining protein fragments otherwise unavailable. In addition, some larger peptide 

fragments can be obtained by selective digestion of the protein chemically 6r 

enzymatically; For example, CNBr reacts with three methionines (M86, M112, and 

M 148) in apoA-I and produces two large fragments of 86 and 95 residues, respectively. 

Using restricted proteolysis, Ji & Jonas (1 995) obtained apoA4(1- 192). Another 

important technique is site-directed mutagenesis, which made available various proteiii 

mutants to test either lipid binding or the predicted apolipoprotein structures. A frequent 

observation is that these protein mutants usually yield complementary information to that 

deduced from synthetic peptide studies. For example, apoA-I(145-185) was shown to 

activate LCAT (Sparrow & Gotto, 1980) while deletion of either 143- 164 or 165- 186 

from the protein resulted in reduction of apoA-I ability to activate LCAT by 97-98% 

(Sorci-Thomas er al.. 1993). 1 

% 

Q 

1.5.1 Peptides 
1 I J 

The first attempt to model the amphipathic helix with small peptides was made by 

J-T. Sparrow (Sparrow & Gotto.1982 and references cited therein). Two types of 

peptides have been studied, some corresponding to part of the apolipoprotein sequence 

and others having no relationship to the protein sequence (de n o w  peptides). The 

synthetic peptide work on apoA-I, A-11, C-I, C-11, and" C-I11 hqs been reviewed by 

Sparrow and Gotto (1982). A summary of the lipid-binding studies on the synthetic 
* 

0 

peptides of apoE is presented in Section 4.1 of this thesis. These peptide studies indicate 
0 

that hydrophobicity;peptide chain length, and helix-forming 'potential are important in e 

_ lipid binding (Spariow and Gotto, 1982). Lipoprotein peptides as sho4 as 10- 12 residues 

have been shown to bind lipid (McLean et al., 1991). Note thai others have shown that 
c 

an (ant)agonist dipeptide (Carpenter et al., 1996) or a model tripeptide (WNeil & Sykes, 'i 

C 



1989) interacts with micelles. The lipid affinity of amphipathic helices deternines t 

rates of clearance of the tipid-peptide cdmptexes fiom testing "animals (Fownall et all, 
0 

1987; Schmidt et al., 1995). 

There have been numerout studies pn the function of the interfacial cationic side 

- inthe peptid5 sequence was switched, leading to a "reversed class A arnphipathic helix". 

The resultant peptide, 18R, showed lower lipid affinity than the original peptide, 18A, 

designed to mimic a class A amphipathic helix (Kaneklis et al., 1980; ~nantharamaiah et - 
al., 1985). In another set of experiments, the authors synthesized peptides using lysine 

analogues with methylene-group deletion. The peptide thus obtained showed lower lipid 

, afinity.(,Segrest et al., 1992; Mishra et al., lt994). Based on above observations, thesb 

authors proposed that cationic side chains dnhance lipid binding epitomized in the 

snorkel hypothesis (Segrest et al., 1990; 1994). According to this hypothesis, the 

hydrophobic side chains of the amphipathic helix are buried within the lipid bila er while B 
the cationic side chains bend by approx~mately 90•‹ toward the hydrophilic face so as to 

hydrate the charged amino groups while the hydrophobic moieties of the amphipathic . 
side chains are embedded in the hydrophobic phase (Segrest et al., 1990; Epand er al., 

1995). 
? 

' '  Various de novo amphipathic peptides were designed to study the amphipathic 

helices in activating LCAT.  owna all et al. (1980) showed that lipid-associating peptide 

LAP-20 activates LCAT although it has no sequence homology with apoA-I. Ponsin el 

al. (1986) found that inserting a proline in the middle of LAP- 0 caused a decrease in 

helicity, lipid binding and LCAT activation. Fukushima. et al. t 1980) reasoned that the 

penetration depth of an amphipathic helix in lipid may determine the LCAT activation. 

While reversing the charges of the clasq A amphipathic helix led to a decrease in bo* 

lipid binding and LqAT aciivation (Segrest et al., 1994), Subbarao et al. (1988) 

demonstrated that a peptide lacking cationic side chains adtivates LCAT well. Another 

paper suggests that in the consensus peptide sequence mimicking apoA-I Glul3 is 

important (~naharamaiah  et al., 1990). Recent peptide analogues designed with fewer 



* 

acidic residues on the hydrophilic face were found to promote cholesterol eMux but not 

to activate LCAT (Labeur et al., 1997). These authors proposed that the acidic residues 

in the center of the hydrophilic facepare critical for LCAT activation. 

1.5.2 Site-directed mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis studies have mainly focused on human apoA-I 

(Minnich et al., 1992; Sorci-Thomas et al., 1993; 1997; Holvoet et ul., 1995; F r h k  et ul., 

1997). According to Mimiich.et al. (1992), the region from residues 148-1 86 may be 

involved in LCAT activation since apoA-I matants with the deletions A(148-186). A(2 12- 

233), and A(2 12-213) were much less active toward LCAT (0.5%. 28%. and 13% of wild 

type activation: respectively). Sorci-Thomas et ul. (1 993) have narrowed the -1 48- 186 
* 

domain even further *showing that deletion of residues 14% 164 and 165-1 86 from GoA-I 

B led to decrease in L'CAT activity by 97 and 98%, respectively. Their finding is supported . 

by the work of Holvoet eet al. (1995). More recently, Sorci-Thomas eet al. (1997) showed 

that substitution of residues 143-164 by another copy of residues 220-241 in apoA-I 

caused a 5-6-fold decrease in LCAT activation. These studies suggest that the middle 

region of apoA-I is most important in LCAT activation. The same truncation strategy has 

also been applied to apoA-IV and the LCAT activating domain was located to residues 

1 17- 160 (Emmanuel et al., 1994). 

1.6 Structural studies of apolipoproteins 

Because of the complexity of lipoprotein systems, biochemical and biophysical 

studies are usually carried out using reproducible, more homogeneous, and well-defined 

model lipid systems. The most commonly used models include vesicles (or liposomes). 

emulsions, monolayers, and detergent micelles (for a review, see Jonas, 1992). The 

detergent micelles have been employed mainly to prepare reconstituted HDL (Jonas, 

1986). For the studies using these lipid systems, interested~eaders are referred to 

t 
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volumes 128, 129 and 263 in the "Methods in Enzymology" and-a mohograph on the 
." - 

* .  

"Structure and Function of Apolipoproteins" (Rosseneu, 1992). 

+ s l 

- A 

1.6.1 Low resolution techniques 

CD is based on the absorption difference of right- and left-pola/zed light upon 
/ 

passing through a medium containing c h i d  molecules such as proteins: It has been the 

major technique in the studies of the seco~dary structures of apolipoproteins. The helix 

content can be estimated fiom the 222 nm band (Chen et al., 1972; Jackson et al., 1973) 

or by deconvolution techniques such as convex constraint analysis (Perczel et al., 1991). 

Almost all exchangeable apolipoproteins become more helical upon association with lipid 

such as DMPC (Morrisett et al., 1977; Jonas, 1992). For example, the helix content of 

apoA-I increased fiom -50% in aqueous solution to -70% in DMPC (Momsett et al., 

1977; Wald et al., 1990; Sorci-Thomas et al., 1997). Such observations played a pivotal 

role in the proposal'of the amphipathic helix model (Segrest et al., 1974). Based maihly 

on CD data, the structure of apoA-1 in reconstituted H D ~  was proposed to contain several' 
i 

heliceb separated by b-turns (Jonas et al., 1989; Nolte & Atkinson, 1992; for a review, 

see Brouillette & Anantharamaiah, 1995). 

The protein IR band of major interest is the amide I, ranging from 1600 to 1700 
I a 

cm-', resulting fiom C=O stretching vibration coupled with the other atoms in the peptide 

bond (Elliot & Ambrose, 1950). The most widely used method to extract the structural - 

information from the broad amide I band involves deconvoluting the band into 

underlying components and then fitting the generated bands to the raw band (Byler & 
-. de' 
Susi, 1986; Surewicz & Mantsch, 1988; 1996). Based on this approach Yang et of. 

(1991) found 40% helix and 50% p-structures in apoA-I bound to DMPC, which differs' 

from the secondary structures found by CD (above). In addition, polarized Fourier 

transform attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) was applied to the 

determination of the orientation of the putative helices of proteins relative to the bilayer 

of the DMPC discs. The 90" and 0" polarized light absorption difference between the 
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helical bands of apoA-I/DMPC P- discs was positive, suggesting that the helices in apoA-I 

I are parallel to the acyl chains (Lins et al., 1992). 

1.6.2 High resolution techniques 

1.6.2.1 X-ray crystal structures 

Lipoproteins, like membrane proteins, are notoriously resistant to crystallization. 
e 

, To date no human apolipoprotein structure has been solved by X-ray diffraction. The 

structure for the N-terminus of human apoE was ?letermined as at four-helix bundfe 

(Wilson et ul., 1991), which has been assessed as a miIestone in. the understanding of tr 

apolipoprotein structures. A similarJive-helix bundle structure was reported for 

apolipop);orin-111 from L. *miptoria (Breiter et al., 199 1 ). Also. human apoC-I has been 

crystallized (Weisgraber er al.. 1994) and the structure is expected to appear soon. These 

structures provide a good basis for the understanding of the solubility, helicity, and 

aggregation properties of apolipoproteins in aqueous solu,tions. However, it is not 

.obvious how the helix bundle structure will associate with lipid. It  has been proposed 

that the helix bundle of apolipophorin-I11 (Breiter et i l . ,  1991) will open in a manner 

similar to the hinge model, which was proposed for apoA-I to explain the different sizes 

of HDL particles (Cheung et-al., 1987). In such a model, two helices flip by 180" and' 

stick out into solution whereas others remain on the lipoprotein particle (Segrest et al., 

1994). Although a similar open mode was also put forward for the apoE bundle structure 

(Weisgraber, 1994). De Pauw et al. (1995) proposed that the long helices (-35 residues) 

in the bundle may break into two helices of 17 residues each. 

1.6.2.2 NMR spectroscopy 

Apart from X-ray crystal diffraction, NMR is the only technique that offers high 

resolution~structural details of proteins (Wiithrich, 1986; Clore & Gronenborn, 1989; 

Cavanadh et al., 1996). In addition, structures of membrane proteins are amenable to 



NMR investigation in 

* 

model lipid systems 

* .  - 

'such as micelles, bicelles, and bilayers (Opelia 

et al., 1 997). C 

I 

1.6.2.2.1 Reconstituted lipoprotein models 

As protein signals .in biological membranes were too broad to observe (Austin et 
I I 31 al., 1975). C-. 'H-. P-NMR studies of reconstituted lipoproteins focused on lipids 

(Stoffel et al., 1974; Forrest & Cushley, 1977; Reijngoud et a!., 1982; Treleaven et al., 

1983; Parmar et al., 1985; Thewalt et al., 1986; 1987; Fenske et al., 1990; Spuhkr et al., 

1994). These studies indicate that the interactions between- zwitterionic phospholipid 

head groups and apolipoproteins are not significant (Stoffel et al., 1974; Reijngoud et al., 

1982) but the acyl chain order of lipids increases by 3-5 fold in reconstituted HDL than in 

vesicles (Parmar et al.. 1985). Spuhler et al. (1994) found that the positive'mo!ety of the 
" ' J  

lipid head group mkes  toward the watd phase presumably due to interactions with 

cationic side chains. 

of apoA-I or apoE in 

in spherical particles 

et al.. 1995). 

By "C-labeling iysi*;side chains of the protein, the conformation 
b * 

reconstituted discoidal particles w;~s  found to be different from that 

(Lund-Katz et ul., 1988; 1993; Sparks et al., 1992; 1993; Paananen 

8 

a 

1.6.2.2.2 Use of lipid micelles to mimic th; lipoprotein environments 

Small phospholipid unilamellar vesicles (SUV) are large in size (2 220 A) and 

have correlation time of -lod S, thereby not very usehtl for high resolution NMR studies 

because of severe line broadening (Brown & Wuthrich, 1977; Feigenson et al., 1977; 

Opella & Marassi, 1996). Micelles, however, are small enough (-50-60 A) and have 

correlation time on the order of 10.' s, giving s h G  NMR lines (~rown,  1979; Lautenvein 
1 

et al., 1979; Brown and Wuthrich, 1981; 'Gierasch et al., 1982). As a consequence, 
8 

micelle models, consisting of perdeuterated DPC or SDS, have been extensively 

employed to study conformations of membrane proteins and peptides (Inagaki . et al., 

1989; Rizo et a/.. 1993; Henry and Sykes, 1994; Opella & Marassi, 1996; Dune et al., 
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1996; Sejbal et al., 1996a; Williams et al., 1996; Opella et al., 1997). The first hig 
- 

resolution NMR studies of apolipoprotein peptides Lycksefl et at. (1992) and Zhong 

(1 992). The work of Lycksell et al. (1992) yas camed out on the C-terminal30 residues 

of apoC-I1 in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFE) and the NMR structure for the. 
* 

peptide appeared one yew later (Ohman et a!., 1993). bwever,  organic solvents are not 

ideal mimicks of lipid environment and HFE and TFE are known to promote helix 

formation (Nelson & ~alknback,  1989; Macquaire et al., 1993; Luidens et a!., 1995: 

Opella & Marassi, 1996; for a review, see Rajan & Balaram, 1996). The Cushley group 
i 

was the first to empioy perdeoterated micelle models to study apolipoprotein structures 
I 

by high resolution NMR (Zhwg, 1992; Cushley et al., 1994). Using sodium dodecyl 

sulfate (SDS) and dodecylphosphocholine (DPC), the group has recently determined the 

structures of synthetic peptides fiom human apoC-I (Razek et al., 1995, 1997), apoE 

(Wang et al., 1996a), apoA-11 (Buchko e t  al., 1996a), and apoA-I (Wang et a!., d996b; 
$ 

-1 997b). In addition, high resolution NMR spectra of intact apoA-I1 (collected in 1993, 

see dhaper 8), apoC-I (Rozek et of., 1996), apoA-I (Wang et al., 1997a,b), and apoC-111 
k 
\\ 

@uchko et al., 1997) have been obtained in SDS or DPC. A preliminary structure for * 
apoC-I has been reported (Rozek et al., 1996). 

In the thesis, 2D NMR, CD, fluorescence, and FT-IR are used to investigate the 

conformations of apolipoprotein segments fiom apoA-I, apoA-11, and apoE in lipid- 

mimetic environments such as SDS, DPC, and lysophosphatidylcholines (lysopc). The 

chemical structures of these model lipids are given below: 
.t- -4 

SDS CH,(CH2), ,OSO,'Na+ 

DPC - CH3(CH2), ,0P0,'CH2CH2N'(CH3)3 

LysoPC CH,(CH~),,C=OOCH~-CH(OH)-CH~OPO,'CH~CH~N+(CH~)~ . 

Where n = 14 or 16. These lipids or detergents have the potential to form micelles. For 

properties of DPC and SDS, please refer to Wang et al. (1997b). 
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chapter 2: THEORY 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will first cover some basic principles necessary to understand 
* 

the 2D NMR experiments employed in the thesis and then describe the procedure for 

protein structure determination. Exhaustive treatises on NMR theory can be found in 

several monographs (Abragarn, 196 1 ; Ernst et a!., 1987; Poole & Farach, 1987; Friebolin, " 

1991; van de Ven,' 1995). There are also several books dealing with bibmolecules in 

general or protein structure determination in particular (Dwek, 1973; Jardetzky & 

Roberts, 198 1 ; Wiithrich, 1986; Evans et al., 1995; Cavanagh et a!., 1996). The book by 

Wiithrich (1986) summarizes the protein structure elucidation by 2D NMR while the 

book by Cavanagh et al. (1996) emphasizes the theory and of homonuclear and 

heteronuclear multidimensional NMR of proteins. Crippen and Have1 (1988) have 

written the mathematics for distance geometry and its use in molecular conformation 

2.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), established in 1945 by F. Bloch at Stanford 

and E.V. Purcell at Harvard, is a technique based on the Zeeman splitting of a nucleus 

(spin quantum number I + 0 )  in the magnetic field into (21 + I) different energy states an8 

the transition of spins between the states determined by the selection rule (magnetic 

quantum number Am = f I) when irradiated by B, at the resonance frequency. Thus, the 

I .  NMR equation is: 

AE = 'hv = hyB(1-o)/2n, (2.1) 

where AE is the energy resulting from the interaction between the magnetic field and the 

nucleus, v is the resonance frequency where transition occurs, y is the gyromagnetic ratio ' 

of the nucleus, B is the magnetic field, and o is the shielding constant, which depends on 



the chemical- environment in which a nucfeus is located. NMR is an insensitive 

spectroscopy since the population difference in the ~ w o  states of interest is very small (1 

in 10'-lo6) obeyiAg the Boltzmann distribution. As AE is proportional to the maiqetic 
5 

field, both sensitivity and resolution increase with increase of the field s e g t h .  Another , 8 

important approach to increase sensitivity is isotope enrichment of nuclei of l o ~  natural : 
h 

abundance such as I3C and "N. 
t 

* 

2.2.1 The BIoch vector model and relaxation mechanisms 6 , 

- 
2.2.1.1 The classical description 

B \ 

The spin angular momentum of a nucleus is a vector quantity with both direction 

and magnitude quantized. A spin-112 nucleus (I = 112) such as 'H, I3C, "N, and "P - 
0 

adopts two orientations in the magnetic field: parallel (+ 112) or antiparallel (- 112). The 

net $opulation difference of an ensemble of these spifk, or macroscopic magnetization, 

can be expressed by a vector, normally placed along the z-axis (Fig. 2.1, left). The vector 

can be tilted by a 90' rf pulse, Bl (Fig. 2.1, right). The evolution of the magnetization in 
- /  

the statie magnetic field (B,) can be described by the Bloch equatians (Bloch, 1946): 

dM/dt =-y(M,B,sinot + qB,cosot)  - (M, - M,)/T, 

where M, is the i axis magnetization at time $ M, is the inmal M, magnetizationeat the 

equilibrium state, Ti is the longitudinal relaxation time, and T, is the transverse relaxation 

time. The first term in above equations on the right describes the motion of the 

magnetization due to interaction with the magnetic field. The magnetization precesses at 
J 

the Larmor frequency (a = 2nv) and induces a current in the receiving coil, namely th y 
NMR signal. Such a process can be repeated n times after re-establishment, at least 

partially, of the Boltzmann distribution to improve the signal to noi- by the square 

root of n (Jardetzky et al., 1963). 
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Fig. 2.1: Vector model description of I D  NMR. In th'e rotating frame, the initial magnetization, M,, 

along the z axis is flipped to the y axis by a 90" pulse applied along x axis. 

2.2.1.2 Relaxation mechanisms .. 

The second term on ihe right of Eq. 2.5 assumes an exponential decay of the . 

with time, that is, magnetization relaxation. The time required for the 

relax along the z axis to ihe equilibrium state is called T;. the spin- 

pttice relaxation time. Similarly. the time measuring. the decay of magnetization in the 

plane is &led T,. the spin-spin relaxation time. The corresponding relamaion rates 

IIT, and R1 = 1/T2. The perturbed spin system will resume the Boltzmann 
$ 

R,. Nkglecting the effect of the rf field, the total Harnitonian of-the 

sq'stem contains the following terms: 
*' 

H = Hz+ HDD + HCS + HI + % + &, G3) 
, is the Zeeman term, describing'the interaction between the magnetic field &d * . 

a the nuc us, HDD is the dipole-dipole interaction, 4, is the chemical shift anisotropic 

spin-spk-coupling intergction. H, is the quadrupolar interaction. and H, is , - 4, 
I I 

other interactions. The total relaxation rate (R) is a sum of the relaxation rates owing to , 

these interactions (Eq. 2.3), i.e., 

R = ZR, (2.4) 

The relaxation is most efficient when the frequency of the fluctuating local field matches 

the appropriate Larmor frequency as depicted in Eq. 2.1. Thus, electronic motions and 



molecular vibrations are unimportant whereas ~rownian motion (rotational and 

diffusional) is eficient. The fluctuating local fields have different e f i s t s  on R, ruKi R,. 

Any of such fields can be decomposed into three principal components, e.g., 

Rl  by definition depends only on the k component whereas R2 is influenced by both i and - 
4 

j components. In general, the spectral density function describing the ngclear relaxation 

due to Brownian motion has the form (Shaw, 1984): 

where r, is the cordation time that measures the time required for the molecule to tumble 

around by 1 radian. -For spherical proteins the isotropic rotational t, can be estimated 
4 

from the Stokes-Einstein ~ a w :  

~vhere q is the yiscosity of the solvent, V is the volume of the protein molecule, k is the I 
Bo\tz.mam's constant, and T is the absolute temperature in K. 

e 

2.2.1.2.1 Dipolar relaxation 

Dipole-dipole interactions are the predominant relaxation mechanism for spin-112 

nuclei. For a spin pair I = S = 112, the local fluctuating field (B,,) that causes relaxation 

Therefore, dipole-dipole relaxation is$nfluenced by gyromagnetic ratios, the distance 

$tween nuclei I and S (r,,). and the spectral density function (Eqs. 2.6 & 2.7) (Shaw, 

2.2.1.2.2 Chemical shift anisotropy 

~ o t i o i  of electrons in the molecules generates different local fields. Due to ' 1  
anisotropy, the local fields vary with the molecular reorientation in solution, that is, 

i ,  



i- 
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where o, and o, are the parallel and peq?endicular components of the chemical shift 
&% 

tensor, respectively (Shaw, 1984). Such a chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is more 

pronounced' for nuclei with larger chemical shift ranges such as "C, "N, and -"P, 

especially at higher magnetic field (Eq..2.10). For protons, spin relaxation due t~ CSA is 

negligible. 
A - 

2.2.1.2.3 Scalar spin-spin coupling ' 

The J-related coupling provides a fluctuating magnetic field, which is 

B,,' = 2/3S(S + l )z'J' (2.1 1) 

This mechanism depends on thz properties of bonded nucleus. It is most efficient when 

chemical exchange is fast (the first kind) or the lifetime for the excited state of t h ~  % 

nucleus is short (the second kind) (Abragam, 166 1 ; Shaw, 1984). 

"Q1 

2.2.2 Building blocks of multidimensional NMR 

v 
Two-dimensional NMR was discovered by exploiting the time domain (Emst et 

Q 
d., 1996). The information in the time domain can be extracted by a combination of 

pulses and time delays followed by detection. Fig. 2.2 gives the basic pulse sequences 

for ID, 2D, 3D, and n A multidimensional NMR experiment is composed - 
oT four building evolution, mixing, and detection. There is no 

evolution and it in 1D NMR experiments. Two-dimensiorial. experiments 

contain one 3D NMR experiments contain two such units. 

I 



D-PI-t ,-P2-~l-P3-t2-P4-t2-PS-A~q (t,) Q 

Fig. 2.2: Pulse sequences for multidimensional NMR experiments. In the Figure, D = relaxation delay 

in sec; P, = pulse j (j can also stand for the flip angle); the mixing time in ms, for example. in NOESY. 
' 

I .  

'it can be zero, for example, in COSY; Acq = acquisAion time; t, = incremental time delay. Four- 
- - > 

dimensional NMR has been performed (Kay er d., 1990; CIore ef ai., 1991). 

2.2.3 Density matrix description 

In quantum mechanics, the state of a system can be expressed either by the wave , 

function Y(t) (Lowe. 1993) or by the density op&tor p(t) (Po& & Fanch, -1 987). The 

time evo•’ution of derisitj; operators cm be described by the Liouville-von Newnann 

equation or density operator equation: 

where H is the reduced (divided by W n )  total energy Hamitonian of the system. 

Assuming H is time-independe$t, the solution to Eq. 2.12 is simply 

pft) = exp(-i~t) p(0) exp(i~t), 

where p(0) is the initial density operator. For example, the Harnitenian is H = ByI, fqr a . 
I 

sirtgte spin system. ??K dertsity operator description of the 1D pulse in Fig. 2.2 at 

different stages is given kfow (van de Ven, 1995; Cavanagh et ui,, 1996): 

At the thermal equilibrium state: 

Po = 1, (2.14) . " 
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C. 
I u 

After the 90" pulse applied along x: 

= exp(-in121,) I,exp(in121,) = Iicos9O0 - 1, sin90•‹ = - I, (2.15) 
F ,~ - 

The last line in Eq. 2.15 is true because of w'o&utq$ion [I,, I,]= il,.' Similarly, the 
<4 K h 

density matrix for a 2D COSY pulse sequence-(Fig. 2.2,2D, where t = P, 7 0) is 

p(t) = exp(-i~,t,) exp(- i~,~, )<x~(- i~, t , )  exp(-~(H,P,) x 

p o e x ~ ( W J  qxp( i~&J  exp(i%P,) exp(it+,t,), (2.16) 

where P, and P, are the pulse lengths in ps for the two 90' pulsks and t, and t, are the two 
L 

tiine delays. From the derived density operator p(t), the expectation value for the 

observable is calculated by finding the trace of the matrix product of the observable 

operator I, and the density operator, namely 

<I,> = tr.(I,p(t)). (2.17) 

Once the matrkv has been calculated. the trace is the sum of the diagonal terms. 

2.2A Product operator formalism 

The density matrix calculation is tedious and not very informative in 

understanding pulse sequences. Therefore, a simplified notion called product operator 
.# 

formalism was proposed (Serrensen et al., 1983; Ernst et al., 1987). In thk formalism, the 

density matrix is decomposed into a set of basqperators. The coefficients for the basis 

operators are directly proportional to the expectation value of the observable quantity. As 

-the matrix size for N spins with quantum number I = S = 112 is 2" x ZN, a two spin system 

can be expressed by linear combination of 16 basis operators: 

112E (E = unitary operator), 
P 

I,, I,, I,, S,, S,, S, (2.18) 

21,S,, 21,Sy, 2I,S,. 21yS,, 21,Sy, 21,S,, 2I,S,, 21,Sy, 2I,S, 

The effects of pulses, chemical shifts. and spin couplings on the operators are easy to 

follow since the transformations obey the right-hand rule. In the right-hand rule, let the 

thumb co-phase with the direction along which the pulse is applied. The rotational 



direction of the operator (as if it were a vector) correSpnds to the direction the other four 

fingers are pointing at. 

2.2.4.1 Pulses 

The Hamitonian for a pulse of phase x can be.expresse,d as H = PI,, where P is the 
t 

flip angle of the pulse., The &sformation of I, by P-pulse is 
3s- 

I, 1,cosp - 1,sinp. (2.19a) 

Similarly, the transformation of I, by a -Iy pulse of the same flip angle is I, + 1,cosp - 
1,sinp. A pulse along the i axis (i = x, y, and z) does not affect the operator along the 

same auis. 

2.2.4.2 Chemical shifts 

The Hamitonian of a chemical shift has the form H = RI,. The magnetization 

evolves as follows: 

2.2.4.3 Spin coupling 

The Hariitonian for evolution under a spin coupling is H = 2nJI,S,. Hence. the 

operators I,. I,, and I, will evolve according to the following equations: 



quanth coherences. Thus, it is a key step for multiple-quantum cahewrce experiments 

such as DQF-COSY and HMQC. 

I 2.2.5 Product operator description of 2D NMR 
* 

Assuming a two-spin system with spin 1/2, the operator evolution of the two spins 

(I-S, chemical shifts R, and Rs with a weak coupling constant of J, neglecting relaxation) 

is identical and here only the change of I, will be followed. Refer to the 2D pulse 

sequence in Fig. 2.2. Let us start from the equilibium state with initial operator of I,. 
* 

a. After 90•‹, pulse 

Iz -+ -Iy 

4 -__ 
b. During t,  the magnetization corresponding to the -IY operator evolves under both the 

chemical shift (R,) and spin coupling (Eq. 2.19, b & c) and leads to four terms 

c. After the second 90•‹, pulse, we have 

+ I,sin(ZT,tl)cos(xJt,) - 21,Sysin(R,t,)sin(xJt,). (2.20~) 
0 1 

For COSY, P, ='P, = 90•‹ and r,  = P, = 0 in the 2D sequ&e in Fig. 2.2. Only 

terms 3 and 4 in Eq. 2 .19~  will further evolve into observable magnetization during 

acquisition time t2 under the chemical shifts and J (Eq. 2.19, b & c): 

term 3: -_ ~ ~ s i n ( R ~ t ~ ) c o ~ ( x ~ t ~ ~ ~ ( R ~ t ~ ) c o ~ ( x ~ t ~ )  + 21y~Cin(R,t,)cos(~~tl)cos(RIt2)~in(x~~~ 

+ ~,sin(~~t~)c~~(n~t,)~in(~~\~)co~(x~t~) - - - 21xSzsin(R,t,)cos(xJtl)sin(41,)sin(xJt2). - - 



term 4: -21,S,sin(R,t,)sin(xJtI)cos(RSt2~cos(nlt2) + SKsi~(Q,t~)sin(nJt,)cos(Q,t1)sin(xJt2) -_ - 

(2.22) 
Q 

The underlihed terms in Eq. 2.21 give diagonal peaks as seen from the same chemical h, 
shift at (Q,, Q,). The underlined terms in Eq. 2.22 lead to off-diagonal cross peaks at (Q. 

+ 

I Q,). The fine structure of the cr s peaks due to the coupling between spins I and S -3 8--*, 

becomes evident by performing the fbllowing trigonometric conversions 
\I . 

sin(Q,t,)cos(nJt,) = 1/2[sin(Q~, - nJt,) + sin(Q,t, + hJt,)] (2.23) 

and I 

'C 

Hence, cross peaks have anti-phase lige shape (Eq. 2.24) while diagonal peaks are in 

phase (Eq. 2.23). 

For DQF-COSY (Rance el al., 19$3), PI = P, = P, = 90" and r ,  = very short delay 
ZL 

/-- - - -  in the 2D sequence in Fig. 2.2. Only te-m %- .,~2I,S,cos(Q,t,)sin(xJt,), in Eq. 2 . 2 0 ~  will be 

chosen. This term is the superimposition of the double quantum (DQ) and zero-quantum 

(ZQ) cohsences, namely, + 

-213, = -21,,S2, = -1/2[(2I,,S,, + 2IIyS,,) + (2I,,S,, - 2I,,S,,)] 

= DQ + ZQ. (2.25) 

The first double quantum term above is chosen by phase cycling. The last 90•‹, pulse will 

generate -1/2[(21,,S2, + 21,,S2, )cos(Q,t,)sin(nJt,). Further evolution o&I,, and S,, leads to 

diagonal and cross peaks, respectively. Both are antiphase cross peaks. Therefore, DQF- 

COSY does not have the problem of COSY, where phasing of cross peaks leads to 

dispersive diagonal peaks, which blur cross peaks there. 
\ 

In an NOESY experiment (Jeener er'al., 1979). PI = P, = P, = 90' and r,  = mixing 
v 

time in ms in the 2D sequence in Fig. 2.2. . Term 1 (Eq. 2.21c), -I,cos(Q,~,)cos(~J~~), 

corresponding to? the inverted magnetization in a transient ID NOE experiment (Noggle 

& Schirmer, 1971), is chosen. However, the zero quantum coherence term in Eq. 2.25 

remains as well, which can be identified at a shorter mixing time as dispersive peaks 



(Cavanagh et al., 1996). During the mixing time t,, the magnetization I, transfers to k 

spins according to the Solomon equation (Section 2.2.8.3.1): 

where a,, = [exp(-Rr,)] is the (1, k)th element of the matrix exponential and R is the 

matrix of relaxation rate constants,(p, and q,). In the matrix, the diagonal terms results 

from the transfer of the magnetization to the same spin (p,). All other non-diagonal terms 

(qJ)  produce NOE cross peaks, which contain the distance information required for 

structural elucidation. The exponential relaxation matrix exp(-Rt,) can be expanded in a 

- ,  
power series (van de Ven, 1995): 

a,, = [exp(-Rr,)],, = 1- RIkrm + ( 1 / 2 ) r , * ~ ~ , ~  5, + -.. (2.27) 
I 0 ,  

When r, is very short, R,,rm is dominant andpther higher terms above can be neglected. 
/ 

The NOE intensity is proportional to o, x rm , which builds up linekly with r,,,. 
* 

The most efficient correlated spectrum in identifying the spin systems is TOCSY 

(Braunschueiler er al.. 1983) or HOHAHA (homonuclear Hartman-Hahn spectroscopy, 

Bax and Davis, 1985). The magnetization transfer in. TOCSY is achieved bnder 
I 
Hartman-Hahn conditions via strong scalar coupling Harnitonian. 

2.2.6 Phase cycling and pulsed field gradients 

As pointed out above, certain experiments usually focus on a specific type of 

coherence and other unwanted coherences or artifacts will be removed using either phase 

cycling or pulsed field gradients (PFG). In  phase cycling, the phase of the detector 

follows the required coherence whereas the phases of other coherences will be cycled so 

as to cancel each other by summing or subtraction operations. For examples, see 

Wiithrich (1986) and Ernst et al. (1987). 

PFG woks by dephasing unwanted coherences. The dephasing rate is both 

coherence- and gyromagnetic ratio-dependent (Cavanagh er al., 1996): As PFG reduces 

phasecycles and artifacts. it is expected to find wide use in nD ex6eriments (Keeler et al., 



1994; Kay, 1995). In addition, PFG is also used to imp;ove solvent suppression (sic 
C 

* Section 2.2.7). 

2.2.7 Water suppression 

Biological samples are normally analyzed in aqueous solution. In deuterium 

oxide the amide prqtons become weak or even disappear due to exchange with D,O. lt is 

thbrefore necessary to run protein sa&les in water, where the NOES from akide protons 

to other protons can be seen. Relative to water, where the proton concentration is 110 M, 

the solute sign& (-1-5 mM peptides) gre much heaker. ~ e h c e ,  water signal hust  be 
- .  

suppres&d?-~ost commonly used techniques include pre h turation, I-1 Jump and return 

(Plateau & Gueron, 1982), and PFG WATERGATE (Piotto et al., 1992). Presaturation . 

during recycling delay lea$ to water signal saturatiqn and no transition will occur: The 

disadvantage. is that signals near water are also saturated. In the more recent 
* 

WATERGATE techniq;e (Piotto et a!., 1992); signals near water in t,-direction are 

maintained. , 

2.2.8 NMR structural information 

2.2.8.1 Chemical shifts d 

- 

T h e  relationship betwehn chemical shift and protein cture is not well 
/ f"' 

- understood (0sapay & Case, 199 1 ; Szilagyi, 1995). The chemical shifts for amino acids 

in unstructured model peptides Have been tabulated by Wiithrich (1986) and are given in 

Table 2.1. Statistical analysis of the accumulated body of chemical shifts from peptides 

and proteins revealed that a-protons in a helical conformation shift upfield by 0.39 ppm, 

on average, relative to the value in the random structure whereis they shift to lower field 

by 0.37 ppm in 9-strands (Markley et al., 1967; Jimenez et al., 1987; Szilagyi & J 

Jardetzky, 1989; Williamson, 1990; Pastore & ~audek, 1990; Wishart et al., 1991; 

Szilagyi, 1995). 



The secondary shifts have been utilized to predict protein secundary structures 
9 

when a full assignment is achieved (Wishart et al., 1992). The amide proton chemical 

shifts of arnphipathic helices were shown to present a periodicity (Bruix et al., 1990; 

Kuntz p al., 1991; Zhou et a/., 1992). 0sapay and Case (1991) showed that there is a % 

good correlation between the calculated chemical shifts and the measured ones. They 
f 

suggested that such calculated chemical shifts may find use in protein structure 
- 

refinement. , .  

2.2.8.2 Spin-spin coupling constants 

The isotropic scalar (or spin-spin) coupling Harnitonian, H, = 2xJ,,IS between spin 

I and S slightly affect the Zeeman energy levels of the coupled spins. Hence, coupled 

spins show splitting as described, for example, in Eqs. 2.19 & 2.20. The J values are a 

valuable structural parameter as reflected in the Karplus~equation'(Karplus, 1963): 

where 0 is the dihedral angle formed by the three covalent bonds. Values obtained for the 
" 

constants are a = 6.0-6.7, b = -1.3-1.76, and c = 1.5-2.4 I'or 'Iw, (Cavanagh et al,, 1996). 

However, such J values are not available from micelle-bound peptides or proteins as a 

result of association with lipid (Henry and Sykes, 1994; Wang er al., 1996b; 1997b). \ 

- 



" Ala 8.25 ' 4.35 1.39 % 

Val 8.44 4.18 2.13 0.97,0.94 
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' ~ a t a  for trans-Pro, ; -.; -* 



Both chemical shifts and .J constants are smctwrd pararnetdm. However, the 

-nuclear Overhauser effect (Solomon, 1955; Noggle & Schirmec, 1971) provides the most 

abundant and k f u l  information for the structural determination of biomolecules. 

2.2.83.1 Solomon equation 

From Fig. 2.3, the Solomon equation can be derived for a pair of spins with spin * 

quantum number S = I = 112 (Solomon, 1955; Cavanagh et af., 1996): 

where pi= Wo + 2W1 + W, is referred to as autocorrelation rate constant and a = W,-Wo 

- 
s 

denotes cross relaxation ratelrefer to the'legend of Fig. 2.3). The important result is that 

dipole-coupled spins do not relax independently. The influence of spin I on the 

relaxation of another nucleus S nearby leads to the signal enhancement (nuclear 

Overhauser effect). 

aa 

4 * 

Fig. 2.3: Spin transitions for a two-spin system, with I = S =ID. W, and W, are the single-quanhun 

transitions of spins I and S whereas W, and W,, are the doubli-quantum and zcroquantum transitions, 

respectively. The overall relaxation rates are a combination of all the possible pathi 



2.2.8.3.2 ~ t & d ~  state and transient 

steady-state condition, dA&(t)/dt = 0 in Eq. 239. Whm q& I is kradisted by rf 
. . 

saturated, the population for I, is equalized, namely I. = 0. The% wc~baye (Freeman, 
- t 

' -  * 
C . 

&' 
1 994) -?  2- .- - 

--=.-. - .- - ~ 

. 
(2.30) S, = so + Ioa/p,. 

Therefore, nuclear Overhauser enhancement: 
. . 

t (2.3 1) 
P' 

NOE = (S, - So)/So. 
7 

Substituting Eq. 2.30 into Eq. 2.31 gives 

NOE = ( Y ~ J  (W2 - WJWo + 2Ws + WJ. (2.32) 

It is evident that for small molecules W, is dominant and positive NOE is obtained 

assuming y > 0. For large molecules such as proteins Wo is dominant, leading to negative 

NOEs. 

Measurement of transient NOES can be made by both 1D and 21) experiments. ., 

The NOE is characterized by the cross relaxation rate. Using the isotropic rotor spectral 
.- . 

density function, the cross relaxation rate bettween spins I and S for a homonuclear spin 

system is given by the following equation (Cavanagh et al., 1996): 
, 

2 2 4  a = [(h p,, y rJ(40n2r6)] {6/(1 + 4c02r:) ->I). (2.33) 

That is to say, NOE is related to both the distance and the spectral density function. Eqs. 

2.27 & 2.33 thus form the basis for structural determination. 

2.2.9 Assignment of protein sigmals 

The key step before strbcture +termination is to corn assign all proton 

signals of proteins. The sequential assignment method was &st demonstrated for a cyclic 

peptide using 1D NMR (Gibbons et al., 1976). The elegance of the method, however, 

was not fully appreciated until the application of 2D NMR to proteins (WattVich, 1986). 

For homonuclear NMR work, three types of 2D experiments are required to l l l y  assign 

the spectra. They are TWSY, DQF-COSY, and NOESY. The first two are through- 

* 



bond correlated experiments whereas the third is through-space correlated experime 

TOCSY is bsed to find amino acid spin systems. Second, NOESY i s d  to link 

slightly from the sequential strategy in that the MCD does not fialy assign the spin 

t (Englander & Wand, 1987). Identification of the NOE pattern for helices 

or P-sheets is the mgn step in the assignment. 
- ,  

The h e  of homonuclear 2D NMR spectra is limited to proteins with moleqular 

weight €10 kD under favorable conditions. For all helical proteins bound to micelles, the 

limit drops to -5 kD or -50 residues (Wang et a/., 199%) as a result of spectral overlap. 

It is natural to extend the 2D technique to higher dimensions (Griesinger et al., 1989; 

Clore & Gronenborn, 198% Ernst, 1994; Gronenborn & Clore, 1995). Although the fmt 

3D NMR spectrum is homonuclear (Oschkinat et al., 1988), almost all 3D work at 

present is heteronuclear-edited or triple Pesonance experiments. In an '?&edited 3D 

HMQC-NOESY experiment (Clore"& Gronenborn, 1989), the overlapped NOE peaks are 

now scattered onto a series of 2D slices, where there is a great chance to be resolved. The 

2D assignment methods (Wiithrich, 1986; Englander & Wand, 1987) are applicable to 

R heteronuclear-edited experiments such as HMQC-NOESY ( &on et k, 1989; clog 

and Gronenborn, 1989). A J-related assignment approach was developed for the 
* 

heteronuclear triple-resonance experiments to assign backbone signals (Ikura et al., 1990; 

Kay et al., 1 990;,' Clore 8; Gronenborn, 1991; Bax.& Gnesiek, 1993; Oschkinat et al., 

2 3  Dhtance geometry and protein structure calculation 
* 

Distance geometry is a study of geometric problems with an emphasis on distance 

between points (Crippen, 198 1 ; Kuritz et al., 1989). The calculation can be either d e d  

out in real space (Niles et al., 1988) or in distance spa= (Havel, 1991). The DGII 
',- 1 by the author belongs to the latter, which is detailed below. In principle, 

there is no solution to an incomplete distance set (Crippen & Havel, 19.88). However, 

-.1IcI 



atomii coordinates can be estimated From a set of incomp1'ete distances (simulated 

restraints measured fmm X-ray structures). .%se fotding d the protein BPTI w q - .  

s u c c e d l y  reproduced using the simulated NMR restraints, indicating that the . '~ 

systematic error from distance geometry calculation is not significant (Have1 & WUthrich,\ 

1984; 1985; Wagner et al., 1987; Bemdt et al., 1996). In 1985, the h t  NMRderived 

protein structure appeared (Williamson et al., 1985) and the method was soon 

summarized in a monograph (Wllthrich, 1986). l"he attempt to determine protein 

structure from NOE data obtained from 1D NMR, however, commenced slightly earlier, 
0 - 

for example, in Jardetzky's lqbratory using model building (Ribeiro et al., 198 1). The 

development of heteronuclear 3D and 4D NMR (Oschkinat et al., 1988; Vuister et al., 

1988; Kay et of., 1991; Boucher et al., 1992) and deuteration (Markley et al., 1968; 

Crespi et al., 1968; LeMaster et al., 1988; Torchia et al., 1988) techniques enabled signal 

assignment of proteins with a single polypeptide chain up to 269 residues (Remerowski et 
- al., 1994; Fogh et al., 1994) and proteintoligonucleotide complex as large as 64 kD (Shan 

et al., 1996). - Recently, the structure for a peptide of 259 residues has been determined 

(Garrett et al., 1997). The largest protein complex with structure solved so far by NMR 

'is 37 kD (Zhang et a!., 1994) v w h e ~  the largest protein complex determined by X-ray 

diffraction to date is, 700 kD (Stuart & Jones, 1997). Attempt has also been made to 

refine the protein structure by combining NMR restraints and x-ray diffraction data 

(Schiffer et al.; 1 994). 

23.1 Upper bound distance generation from NOEs 

The most) efficient experiment that leads to a large quantity of NOEs is 

multidimensional dOESY. Normally, a series of .NOESY spectra are collected at 

P 

' different mixing times under identical conditions. The cross,relmtion rates can then be 

estimated from the NOE build-up curves. As shown in Eq. 2.33, such a cross relaxation 

rate (o) is proportional to both distance between protons (r) and the correlation time (r,) 

(Wiithrich, 1986). For globular proteins it can5be assumed that the protein tumbles 



isotropically with the same r,. This assumption leads to the cancellation of the other 

terms in Eq. 2.33 by calculating the ratio of cross relaxation rates 

o m  = 0,(rm/rJ4, 

where o, and r, y e  the cross relaxation rate and distance between 
i 

I 

known distance such as well resolved methylene protons, om 

(2.34) 

a pair of protons with 

and rm are the cross 

relaxation rate and the distance of an unknown proton pair, respectively (Wiithrich, 

1 986). Eq. 2.34 is also known as isolated spin-pair approximatioi (ISPA). The signal to 
4 , I 

noise r a w d  at very short mixing times and NOE volumes are difficult to measure 
3 

accurately. As a result, accurate distances are not readily obtained. On the other hand, 

Eq. 2.33 becomes invalid for mobile parts in the molecules (Doucet & Weber, 1996) or at 

a long mixing time due to potential indirect NOE effect (spin diffusion) with big 

biomolecules. Spin difhsion results from @e transfer of the magnetization from spin A 

to a third spin C via spin B (Eq. 2.27). As a'result, the cross peak betwean B and C 
$ 

shows a lagged NOE build-up and can be identified and discarded (Wiithrich, 1986). The 

common practice in structural calculation, however; is to deduce approxirnd e distances f 
from NOE cross peaks. These distances are employed conservatively by treat 

the upper bounds and hrther grouping them into ihree or four classes suc 

(1 30-2.80). medium (1.80-3.50), and weak (1.80-5.00 A) (Clore & Gronen 

~vith 1.8 being the lower bound set for a pair of protons. Such a ciassific 

uncepainty only in the boundary, thus significantly reducing the effect of p 

diffusion, uncertainty in the integration of cross peaks due to overlap OF clasi$cation. 
! 

and internal mobility of molegiles. It has been shown that the most important *;actor in 

determining the quality of the protein structure is the number of uskful restraints rathe; 

than accurate distances (Clore & Gronenborn, 1991 ; Gronehborn and Clore, 1995; Havel, 

1996). t 

Z 
2.3.2 Holonomic restraints 

C 

NMR data alone are not adequate to determine the conformation of biomolecules 

(Jardetzky & Roberts. 1981). The covalent structure of the peptide with known bond pr 



c o ~ c t e d  from the standard amino acid librsry'of ihe empirical owformation energ 

program for peptides (ECEPP) (Momany et al., 1975; for a list of bond lengths 

angles, see Woife et al., 1986. The choice of extended peptide chain is necessary to 

prevent initial bias toward specific conformation. * holonomic restraints such as . 
- 

c h i d  and planar covalent constraints are created to ensure a cortect geometry. The c h i d  

constraints are indispensable since the handedness of a molecule can not be determined 

mathematically by the distance restraints (Crippen & Havel, 1988). The distinction 

between D and L (or R and S$-~onfiguration is made by the signed &eminant consisting 

of the dartesian coordinates of the four points (or atoms) around the c h i d  center. 

Multiplying the determinant by -1 leads to the mirror image. L-isomers have psitive 

determinant volumes. As a special case, the planarity of the peptide bonds and aromatic 
& % a- 

rings are enforced by equating volumes to zero (Crippen & Havel, 1988; Kuntz et al., - 
1989). towerdbounds are also imposed as the sum of van der- Wads radii to prevent 

steric inconsistency. For example, the lower bciund between a pair of protons is usually 

set to 1.80 A. , 
I 

\ 

213.3 B ~ I I E I ~  smoothing ~ 

4 

"e 
1 

Because NOE-derived distances involve only protons and are thus incomplete, 

. ' smoothing i s  conducted in combination with geometric restraints to $compute more 

& .  . precise restraints. In other words, smoothing reduces the Nowed conformation space of - b 

* 

the molecule by lowering the upper boun'ds and increasingr the 'lower bounds. The 
-< = 

following relation is the basis for triangle smoothing: 

*It is simply the law of triangle inequality borrowed b m  Euclidw geornetry;!where i, j, 
- 

0 

'r i 
a d  k denote the three atoms in consideration. 

a *  

d 
* -+ 

' : Development and'w of tehangle smoothing (Crippm -& Havel, 1988) stah &om 

the, poor approximatione of triangle smoothing to the distance uppr Ages. Using 

tetrangle inequality, tighter distance limits can be calculated @&hope & Havel, 1989). ~- 3 



number of atoms in a molecule), S i t i n g  a thornugh search is impifal As a 
5 ' 

consequence, in the DGII package, only a restricted tetrangle smoothing was pm&rammed 

by scanning four atoms or quadruples (1) with two pairs of covalently bonded atoms; (2) 
, * 

with tyo pairs of atoms, where each pair is taken from the same amino acid group; and 
6 

(3) with two pairs of atoms from consecutive amino acid groups in the sequence (Havel, 

2.3.4 Embedding 

Embedding is the key step that converts the distance matrix to the coordinates yet 

consumes the least computing time. The distance matrix is constituted by randomly 

choosing distances between all upper and lower limits. The main steps are summarized ' 

below (Crippen, 1 977; Crippen and Havel, 1978; Havel et al., 1983). 

Step 1. Construct a trial distance matrix D = (dij) by randomly sampling distances fiom 

the ranges set by all upper and lower bounds. The procedure rnetrization is included at 

this step to maximize the sampling in all the conformation space (Havel, 1990). The 

rnetrization is also based on the law of triangle inequality. The shortest-paths tree data 

smcture is utilized to efficiently calculate the distances from one atom to all its 

neighbors and then extend W e r  (perspective). The starting atom is randomized by the 

program to prevent biased ctalculation. The sampling of distances fiom between the 

lower and upper bounds determines that there is no unique solution to the distance 

restraint file deduced from NMR NOESY data. That is w& NMR structures are always 

reported as an ensemble by sampling m times fiom the same distance set or restraint file. 

The number of conformations (m) reported in literature varies from 10 to 50 (Wilthrich, 

1986; Dunne et al., 1996; Rozek et al., 1995; Wang et al., l996a). 

Step 2. From the distance matrix D, calculate the distances from each atom or point i of - 
ca 

the molecule to the mass center or centroid 0 by a 

d 2 ,  = n"Xd2,, - d2Z*, 



P 

Step 3. Establish the metric matrix G = (gij) using the taw of cosine: X 

2g,J = 2 io .jo = d2, + d2@ - d2,, (2.37) 

where giy is the dot product of the two vectors iO and jO. This is central to the entire 

program, which is why the method is called metric matrix distance geometry. 

Step 4. Find the largest three eigenvalues, A,, &, and 5, and eigenvectors w,, for matrix 

G. 

Step 5. Calculaterthe coordinates for each of the n atoms in the matrix as below: 

v ,  = P . w  . J IJ (2.38) , 

Step 6. Improve a weighted least squares fit between the trial distances and the 

coordinates; a procedure called majorization in the program (Havel, 1991). 

Note that normally more than three eigenvalues are found. Taking only the first three 

largest eigenvalues leads to the truncation of data. Such a "shrinking" effect is one of the 

reasons why optimization is always conducted (Kuntz et d., 1989). 
d 

2.3.5 Optimization 

The purpose of optimization is to reduce the violations of restraints to 'an 

acceptable level. Different protocols can be applied for this step depending on the 

complexity. of the problem. For small molecules (less than 100 atoms), conjugate 

gradient algorithms are satisfactory. For peptides or proteins, such simple algorithms 

. always fail because of the existence of multiple mimima. To achieve the global 

minimum and structure convergence, simulated annealing is included in the distance 

geometry program (DGII, Havel, 199 1 ). 

DGII ,advises that annealing be done in 4D for molecules with more than 300 

atoms. The error fimction is scaled to an equivalent energy (in kcal) that is adequate to I - 

heat the system up to the initial upper bound T"-, typically 200 K. The upper bound 

e T,, is thus defined as 

T,, = T",{~[(s,, - i)ls,,,,J2 - 2[(~,-i)/~-J3), (2.39) 



where S,, is the total number of annealing steps. The larger the steps the lower the 

energy of the system. The initial energy is asually found using "previewing" by watching 

the distribution of fast atoms. The error function in 4D is defined as (Havel, 199 1 ) 

where $ 

D2,(P) = 6 ~ d , ' .  
15 

The three terms A,. B,. and C,,,. enforce the hard sphere ib&r bounds. the remaining ' 
5 

- < .  

lower and upper bounds. and the chirality constraints, ~espectively. The parameters a, 0, 
and y are the weight coefficients of the fir? three terms relative to the upper distances. ^ 

6 

The fourth term, D',, is the dimensionality error, where the fourth coordinate, dl, is driven 

to zero. The coefficient 6 is a dimensionality weight. The computation of distances in 

4D and the use of heavy atoms are additional procedures to avoid local minima in the 

annealed structures although they do not have physical meaning. The use of 4D not only* 

fixes the problem with local chirality of the molecule at lower temperatures and a shorteg 

calculation time but also improves the final structural convergence. The use of heavy 

atoms renders annealing in a larbr contour of the energy surface, thus providing extra 0 

stability to the process. This in turn allows many more step-sizes (Eq. 2.39). For small 

molecules. a full matrix analysis of the error function could be conducted. For large 

molecul~s'such as the peptides studied in this thesis, thebsparse matrix was employed. 

\vhich considers only input restraints or distances from smoothing. I t  is evident that the 

"simulated annealing" protocol used in DGII program is different from others such as 

Niles ut al. ( 1  988). The dynamic simulation of others was performed at 1000 K in order 

to either try to eliminate residual violations or to calculate structures from random 

coordinates by adjusting force fields. However, both procedures were derived from 

metallurgy, where annealing is performed to remove "brittleness" of alloys and obtain 

materials of higher quality. 



Although the coordinates obtained above are .almost a minim-. further 

minimization was programmed to minimize the error h t i o n  to a precise minimum. 

The protocol adopted in DGII (Havel, 1991) is Shanno's conjugate gradient method 

(Shmno, 1978)' which is an iterative procedure to approach the minimum. 



3.1 Materials 

* 

Protonated SDS (> 99%) was purchased fmm BDH (Poole, UK). Perdeuterated . - 
DPC (98.9% D) and SDS (98% D) were purchased fiom CDN Isotopes (PQ, Canada) and 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (MA, USA), repipectively. Deuterium oxide (99.9% D) 

was from Isotec Inc. (OH, USA). TMA and IysoPC (Sigma) were kindly provi d ed= by Dr. 

Cornell (Simon Fraser university). 

3.1.1 Peptides 

ApoE(267-289), PLVEDMQRQWAGLVEKVQAAVGT, apoA-II(18-30)+, 

VTDYGKDLMEKVKEWLNS, and apoA-I(166-185), YSDELRQRLAARLEALKENG, - 1 

were purchased fiom' Dr. Ian Clark-Lewis (University of British Columbia) and 

synthesized as described elsewhere (Clark-LeGs et al., 1986). 

ApoE(263-286), S WFEPLVEDMQRQWAGLVEKVQAA, apoA-I(142- 187), . 
apoA-I( 122- 187), apoA-I( 1 14- 142) and other peptides mentioned herein were synthesized 

by Dr. James T. Sparrow (Baylor College of Medicine) on an Applied Biosystems 430A 

synthesizer using solid-phase method (Barany and Memfield, 1980) as detailed in 

Sparrow & Monera (1 996) and also the co-authored papers (Wang ef al., 1996a; 1997b). 

3.1.2 Apolipoprotein isolation and purification 

Apolipoproteins (A-I, A-11, and C-I) were purified fiom human blood plasma 

provided by the Canadian Red Cross. Briefly, HDL was isolated by sequential isopycnic 

ultracentrifiigation (Have1 et al., 1955; Schumaker and Puppione, 1986) for 20 h or longer 



between density 1.063 and 1.2 1 gfmL in a Beckman 50.2 Ti rotor at 42,000 rpm p d  4•‹C. 

Density was adjusted using KBr- A third spin was perforqed to remove tfte r e m a t s  s f  ' 

albumin: Lipids-in HDL were removed bjr excdction with a mixed solvent of diethyl 

ethkr and ethanol (2:3, vlv) (Scanu and Edelstein, 1971). The delipidated HDL or 

apoHDL (-70-100 mg) was then dissolved in the 25 mM imidazole buffer containing 7.2 

M urea and 25 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.4, to a protein concentration of '10-1.5 mg/mL. 

The protein'solution was applied to a PBE-94 column (1.4 x 40 cm) (Phannacia) and 

proteins were fractionated with the elution buffer containing 11 1 mL of polybuffefi74 
I 

(~harmaiia)  plus 889 mL of 8 M urea, pH 4 (Mcleod et a!., 1984). The urea 

(electrophdresis grade) was deionized prior to use by chromatography on a Rexyn 1-300 

(Fisher Scientific) column (3 x 100 cm). UV spectroscopy (280 nm) was employed to 

locate protein fractions and the purity was checked by SDS-PAGE before pooling the 
* 

fractions. The pooled pure protein fiactions were then run through the column ( I  .0 x 10 

cm) packed with 2.0 g of hydroxylapatite (HTP) to remove polybuffer. These protein 

fractions were finally dialyzed against 4 L of the standard bufkr (0.15 M NaCt, 0.04% 

EDTA. 0.03% NaN,. pH 7.0) with two changes. Alternatively, apoC-I was eluted first 

from PBE-94 column using the equilibration buffer (0.025 M imidazole, -1 mM EDTA, 

7.2 M urea, pH 7.4) followed by eluting apoA-I & A-I1 with the normal elution buffer. 

The detected apoC-I fractions we& then pooled and dialyzed against 10-mM NH,HCO, 

buffer directly. During dialysis, the monomer apoA-I1 isolated can be oxidized back by 

0.023% H,Oz to the native dimer form. A second method employed to isolate intact 

apoA-I1 from delipidated HDC (above) was FPLC (Mezdour et al., 1987). 

The apoA-I (90 * 5%) (Letter from Dr. J. E. Doran), provided by the Swiss Red 

ross, was purified by the cold ethanol fractionation procedure (Peitsch et al., 1989). 4 
Sucrose in apoA-I was removed by dralysis against IO-mM NH,HCO, buffer with two 

changes. Finally. the protein 2olution was dialyzed against water once. For NMR 

studies, such a dialysis protocol is required to remove the majority of the salts such as 

EDTA in proteins purified by other procedures (below). 

The '5~-labeled apoA-1 was provided by Dr. Marcel, expressed in E. coli 

(Bergeron et ill., 1997). 



3.1.3 Peptide or protein assay 

I 

The peptide or protein concentration in the stock solution was assayed by the 

method of Lowry et al. (1951) using bovine serum albumin as standard or measured by 

UV spectroscopy at 280 nm (Gill & von Hippel, 1989). Synthetic peptides were judged 

pure by analytical HPLC,, automatic amino acid sequencing and mass spectroscopy 

(Sparrow & Monera, 1996; Wang et al.; 1997b). The purity of apolipoproteins was 

checked by SDS-PAGE (Raymond & Weinstraub, 1959; Maguire ef al. 1989) and NMR 

spectroscopy. The p;otein el&trophoresis gels were ~oornassie blue or silver stained 

(Heukeshoven and Dernick, 19857, the latter having sensitivity 5 times higher .than the 

former. For NMR samples, 1-2 pL was taken directly and loaded to the gel wells after 

mixing with 1 p L  of glycerol (1:1, v/v). The p r ~ e i n  ladder corftains bovine semm 

albumin, carbonic anhydrase, lysozyme, aprotinin, and somatostatin (all Sigma products). 

-- 
3.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy 

4 

Fluorescence measurements were 

spectrofluorometer at 20•‹C. Tryptophans in the 

conducted on an SLM4800C 

peptides were excited at 280 nm and 

emission spectra were observed from 300 to 450'nrn. Samples of apo~-1(142-187) and 

the standard, tyrosine (Narayanaswarni et al., 1993), were excited at 277 nm and emission 
% - 

was recorded from 270 to 350 nm. The excitation and emission bandwidths were both 8 

nm. T* relative quantum yield (Q,) was calculated according to the equation (Freifeld'er, ' 

1976): 

+ - Qx = ( Q S V W ( ~ A ) ,  (3.1 ) 
= where Q, and Q, are the quantum yield of the unknown and standard samples, 

respectively; 1; and I, are the integrated intensities of the unknown and standard sampies; 

and A, and A, are the optical density of the unknown and standard at 277 m. 



& 
\ 

\ 
CD spectra were recorded on a Jasc6 17 1 0 spectropolqimeter with a Neslab RTE- 

110 temperature controller and interfaced to a personal cpm uter. The i~strument was i z t ' calibrated using d-(+)-camphorsulfonate at- 290.5 nm  and et al., 1986b; Johnson, \ 
1990). The pH (k 0.1) of the sample was measured by glass electrode into the 

I \  

. CD cell (0. l -cm path length). Each spectrum was the average of two scans, 

\ collected from 190 to 260 nrn every 0.5 nm at a scan speed of 20 p n  per minute and the 
\ 

response time of 0.25 s. After smoothing and background subtraction, the recorded 
I - 

degrees were converted to molar ellipticity per residue, [el, in deg.cx$'.dmol~': 

[el = 0/[l Odcn], 
\ 

where 0 is an angular measure in degree, d is the light path in centir@eter, and c is the 
'\ 

molar concentration (mol5) of the peptide or protein, and n is the number of residues in 
* 

the peptide or protein. I 

The helix content was calculated using convex constraint analysis (Perczel er al., 

199 1, 1992). Alternatively, the helix content was estimated based on the132?-nm band 
t .  

using the.formula &low (Jackson el al., 1973): 
I 

where len21 is the absolute value of the molar ellipticity of proteins at 222 nrn. 

3.4 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

The FT-IR samples were aliquots of NMR samples (Chapters 4-6), which were 

lyophilized and dissolved in the same volume of 40. The IR procedure was detailed in 
B 

the co-authored paper (Shaw et al., 1997). 



3.5 Nuclear Magnetic resonance 

3.5.1 NMR sample preparation 

i* 
PS 

The apoE(267-289) (2.9 mM) or apoE(263-286) (5 mM) peptides w&,co- 
-5 * - -ST -  

I. - 
dissolved with SDS-d,, in 0.6 m l  of 90% H@ and 10% D,O solution and f i l t e ~ d  irito a 5 

mm NMR tube. i'he final peptide1SDS ratio was 1:90 (mol/mol). The ratio refers to 

molar ratio hereafter in the thesis unless otherwise indibted. NMR samples for other 

peptides (5 mM) were prepared similarly. The pH (meter reading without isotope effect 

4 correction) of the samples was measured dirgctly in the NMR tube with a glass electrode 

(Broadley James Inc., CA, USA), calibrated using two standard buffers at pH 4.0 and 7.0, 

and adjusted using a small fractions. of NaOH or HCI solutions. The difference in pH 

before and after data collection was within * 0.1 -pH unit. 

To the freshly purified yet still dilute apoA-I1 or apoA-I solution immediately 

after the final dialy& againstwater (Section 3.1.2), perdeuterated SDS was added at a 

proteidSDS ratio of 1 :80 for apoA-]I and 1 : 140 for apoA-I (Reynolds, 1982). The SDS- 

containing protein solution was then freeze-dried and dissolved in 0.5 mL of H,0/D20 

(911. vlv) solution. The solution was filtered into the NMR tube, filled with nitrogen gas 

and sealed. 

\ 

3.5.2 Data acquisition and processing 

NMR spectra were initially recorded to optimize the spectral resolution in the 

amide regions(-6-1 1 ppm) by changing pH, temperature, or both. The stability of the 

sample was routinely followed by NMR spectra before and. after 2D experiments. All 

NMR spectra such as TOCSY (Braunschweiler et al., 1983; Bax and Davis, 1985), 

NOESY (Jeener et al., 1979), and DQF-COSY (Rance et al., 1983) were acquired at the 

same 'H resonance frequency of 600.13 MHz on a Bruker AMX 600 spectrometer 



- * 
at Simon Fraser University. The spectral widih in - -.CI b& dimensions was 6250- 

- 
7246.3 Hz with the carrier frequency set at the water resonance. The water signal-was 

suppressed by the WATERGATE technique (Piotto e i i i . ,  1992) using 3-9- 19 pulse # 
&- 

sequence (Sklenir et al., 1993) for TOCSY and NOESY expeiirnents. I~DQF-COSY 

experiments in 10% ar 99.9% D,O the water signal wasP suppressed by a presaturation ' 

pulse during the recycling delay. 'All spectra were collected in the t ipe proportional 

phase incrementation (TPPI) mode (Redfield and ~untz, 1975; Marion & Wiithrich, 

1983) with 2K data points in t, and 512-640 increments (32-64 scans each) in t,. NOESY 

spectra were recorded at a series of mixing times p c h  as 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 ms. 
**+:f.f 

TOCSY experiments were peiformed at the=&xing time of 45 to 125 ms with a trim 

pulse before the MLEV-17 spin-locking sequence. 
B 

NMR data were processed using the &mmercial software FELIX (v. 2.30 or v. 

95. Biosym Technologies, Inc.) on the Silicon'Graphics workstation. The residual water 

signal was removed by the convolution difference low-pass filter technique (Maricn et 

al., 1989). The first data point was scaled by a faitor of 0.5 .to reduce t, ridges and 

baseline distortions (Otting et d ,  1986). The F ~ D  was apodized by a shifted squared 

sine-bell window function 90" in F, and 0" in F, for the spectra of apoE(263-286) and 60" 

in both dimensions for the spectra of apoE(267-289). After zero-filling, the time domain 

a data were Fourier transformed to give a 2K x 2K matrix. The frequency-domain data. or 

NMR spectra, were baseline corrected using a fifth order polynomial function in both 

dimensidns. Chemical shifts were referenced to external DSS for signal assignments but . 

to the methyl signal (0.00 ppm) of internal DSS to facilitate pH titration or temperature 

coefficient measurements (Section 3.5.3). Other proton s om DSS resonate at 

2.90, 1.75, and 0.63 ppm, respectively. 3 

C 
2 5 / 

, , 
3.5.3 Temperature coefficients of amide protons 



@ 
To measure temperature coefficients (AWAT) for amide protons, NOESY and = 

TOCSY spectra were collected from 22 to 47 "C in steps of 5 "C. Tempqature was 

controlled by a variable temperature* (VT) unit on ihe spectrometer with the precision of * - 0.1 "C. A minimum of 0.5 h was allowed for the sample to reach a new equilibrium state 

each time when the temperature was changed. The chemical shifts of each amide signal' * 

read from NOESY at various temperatures were linearly regressed against temperature. 
m 

" The rate of chemical shift change per degree of temperature,"i units of ppbI0C, is the 

temperature coefficient of the specific amide proton. 

3.5.4 Intermolecular NOE experiment 
I 

d 

Intermolecular NOES (Kaiser, 1965) between apoA-I peptides and SDS were 

observed in the presence of protonated SDS or a mixture of 50% SDS-d2, and 50% 

protonated SDS. + 

3.5.5 Measurement of pKa 

0 The change of chemical shifts of the protons nearest to the ionizable groups with 

pH was followed by 2D NMR (Khoda et al. 1992) as key cross peaks were not resolved 

on 1 D NMR spectra. The chemical shifts at various pHs were then fitted to the modified 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation h 

where 6,, is'the chemical shift observed at specific pH. bA a n t  s 
of the acidic and basic forms, respectively. * 

3.6 Structure calculation 

Three-dimensional structures of apolipoprotein peptides in miqelles were 
%% 

calculated from NOE distance restraints using DGII (Havel, 1991) of Insight11 (Biosym 
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Technologies, U 1 Inc.): The NOE pe& were integrald using FELIX (v. 2.30). They were ~ 

. i! 

,grouped into three classes: strong (1.8-2.81, medium (1.8-3.8), and weak (13-5.0 A) . . 
acto;ding to NOE volumes (Gronenborn and Cloie. 1995) a e r  tce consisttnt valence 

force field (CVFF) $per and lower force constants at 10 kcal-mol-'-A.? for 
6 

286) and 32 kcal.rnol-'.br-' for apoE(267-289) with a maximum forqe eonst - * 

k c a ~ m o l ~ ' ; ~ ~ ~  for both. For apo&-f(l 66- 185) (chapter 6) and apo~-11(1 8-30)i fi)uchko 
= 

et al., 1996a), cross-peaks on the NOESY spectra, mixing times gf 10OG1 50 ms, 
i) 

 classified into . Y three intensitq levels: strong (1-.80-2.50),.medium (2.51:3.51)), sind we$& 

(351-5.00 A) according to the p e a  vt-$um~ (Wiithrich, 1986). Distance respainti for 
- . 8,. :. ' 

apoA-I(142-187) were generated from--the NOESY sped& (80 ms in QPC and 100 d s  m 
4 *. 

t 

SDS) a d  classified into 1.8-2.8; 1.8-3.8, and- 1.825.0 A based on the intensjty o f  cross . 1- 
* 

pe&s. The upper distance bounds were calibrated using the known distanfe between . 
+ r e m  

pairs of well-resolved methylene protons (1.74 A) for apo-A-I(166-185) or based on the 
1 

known histances in an a-helix :structure for apoA-I(142- 187) (Wiithrich, 1986; Cavanagh * 

er ul., 1996; Johnson et al., 1996) such that ndmally HN,-HN,+I should be strong (1.8-3.0 
4- 

A) and H ~ - H ~ , + ,  should be medium (1.8-3.8 A) ( ~ i i t k i c h ,  1986): Pseudoatom 

corrections were made for unresolved methylene, methyl,+aromatic protons and 2 methyl? I - .  

byaadding 1.0, 1.5, 2.0and'2:4 A, respectively, to the upper bounds of pertinent restraints 

f V(iithich et al., 1983) using the NMR-Refine Module of InsightII. An additional 0.5 
-* * 

was added to the distance *upper bounds involhving methyl group protons(C1ore et al., 

1987). In addition to these distance restraints, the chiral and geometry restraints were . 
generated from the corresponding extended covalent peptide structure. 

5 

D 

Distance geometry calculations include three major steps: smoothing, embedding, , * -  - 
% 

a d  optimiiation (Chapter 2). The optimization step contains a simulated annealing 

protocol and an energy minimbtion program based on the conjugate gradient algorithm. 

The initial energy for annealing was found using the P VIEWTNG protocol and 800 

and 1700 kcallmol were found to be proper for -20mers and the 46mer, respectively. 

Simulated annealing was performed by converting the error function to an equivalent =:> - energy (in kcal) that is adequate to "cook" the system to 200 K, the initial upper bound on 

. 



will be performed if the find emr  of the mirror image is ag@n greater than the fail level. 

, Such structures were discarded. Tb; fail level reflects the distance, chirality, and contact 

violations. Upon completion of the calculation, the distances with violations greatter than 81 

0.1 A were listed and examined. When the upper distance bound violations in -20% of 

ihe structures are greater than 0.2 A, these, bounds were relaxed to an upper class to 

reflect the uncertainty in classification or integration due to spectral o~mhp. When no 

--, fiuther improvements were achieved after iterative refinements, 20-50 structures were 
a4L3 g 
calculated in the fmal M. Structures accepted have fail level less than 0.1 and contact 

error below 0.1 A. No distance violations greater than 0.5 A were obsewed. - 



Human serum apoE (M, = 34,200) consists of a single polypeptide ch ln  of 299 - 
1 .  

B i amino acid residues (Rall et al., 4 982': Breslow et k, 1982). When associated 4 t h  lipid,, i 
i ,i 

9t ' .  
I 

1 apoE modulates the lipid metabolism via binding to LDL receptors ( I ~ r a r i t y  et al., 
8 8 i. 

. 
1 1 979; Mahley and Innerarity, 1983; Weisgraber, 1994). 

* 6 

Thrombin digestion of apoE yields two segments: residues 1-1 91' and 216-299. - 
4 - 

The N-terminal fiagment only w a y  interacts with lipid (De Pauw 'et al., 1995). Thi 8- 
- 

ray crystal structure for apoE(1-191) is an anti-parallel four-helix bundle structure with 

all the hydrophobiC side chains oriented toward the center forming a hydrophobic core 

(Wilson et al., 1 99 1$ 6 s e  helices contain 1 9,28,36, and 35 amino acids; among &em 

helix 3 (residues 8F120) is kink* at G1 05. The N-terminal tiagment Is purported to 
I 

contain the LDL receptor-binding domain in the region corresponding' to residues 140-' 

150 (Innerarity et al., 1983). Dyer et al. (1995) found that the dimer ofsynthetic peptide 

14 1-1 55 binds to the LDL receptor.' Sparrow et al. (1985) found &at synthetid peptide 

129-1 69 bound DMPC whereas the segments 139-1 69 or shorter did not. The C-terminal 

fragment is proposed to contain the major lipid-binding domain (Wetterau et al., 1988) 

and to be responsible for LCAT activation (De Pauw et al., 1995). Using synthetic 
* 

peptides, Sparrow et al. (1 992) showed that segments 202-243,2 1 1-243,267-286 did not 

associate with DMPC while 263-286 did. ' The importance of 263-286,was subsequently 

confirmed by truncation mutagenesis studies (Wes te r ld  and -&&j@ber, 1993)., 
_- 2 

Segment 263-286 hqs thus been recognized as one of the p& lipid-binding regions of - . _  
apoE (Sparrow - et al., 1992; Weisgraber, 1994; De Pauw et a!. ,199g:-; * 

In order to elucidate the structural details of the apo~(263-286) b d  apoE067- 

289), the author has performed fluorescence and CD spectroscopy and 2D NMR studies r I 

of both peptides in SDS rnicelles. 

* L 

.1 



< >  - - 
4.2 RESULTS 

1 

2 ,  

'; * 

4.2.1 Circular dichroism 

I 
Fig. 4.1 depicts the CD spectra of apoE(263-286) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B). In 

:the absence of lipid, both peptides are mainly random as indicated by' the strong negative 

band at 198-200 nm (Woody, 1995). Convex constraint analysis (Perczel et al., 1991) 

yields 68% and 62% random coil and -7% and 2% a-helix for apoE(263-286) and 
4c 

apoE(267-289), respectively. The addition of SDS induced a dramatic change in the 

spectra of both peptides. At a peptideISDS ratio of 1 :5 or greater, the CD spectra for both 

peptides possess a positive band at 192-193 nm and double minima at 208 nm and 222 
\ 

nm (Fig. 4.1), features that are characteristic of helical structures (Holzwarth and Doty, 

1965; Woody, 1995). The content of heiix is listed in Table 4.1. The increase in the 

helix content for both peptides with the addition of SDS is apparent according to either 

CCA (Perczel et al., 1991) or simply the 222 nm band estimation using Eq. 3.3 (Jackson ,. 
et al., 1973). Furthermore, similar helix percentages were found by the two methods for 

these peptides in the SDS-bound state (Table 4.1). The Table also suggests that all of 
1'. 

npoE(267-289) was bound to SDS i~airaktari et a,  1990) at a lower peptide/SDS ratio 

( 1 : 10) than apoE(263-286) (1 :40). The final helix content at 1 :90 is 67% for apoE(263- 

286) and 51% for apoE(267-289), indicating a longer helical segment in the former (16 

out of 24 residues) than the latter (12 out of 23 residues). The longer helix in apoE(263- 

286) is also suggested by the ratio of the molar ellipticity at 222 nm to that at 208 nm, 

1.09 for apoE(263-286) and 0.82 for apoE(267-289) (Rizo et al., 1993; Fasman, 1996). 

The correlation between the helix length and lipid affinity supports the notion that 

amphipathic helices are responsible for lipid bidding (Sparrow & Gotto, 1982; Ponsin et 

al., 1986; Segrest et al., 1994). The increase of temperature from 25 to 37 "C caused a 

decrease in the helix content of apoE(263-286) in SDS by "1 1%. The peptide was found 

d b e  most helical at pH 6-7. The helix content decreased by 5% with the decrease of the 

pH by 3 units but by 13% when the pH was increased by 3 units. . 
J ' 

'" 
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Fig. 4.1: CD spectra of apoE(263-286) (A) 'ind apoE(267-289) (B) in the absence urd presence of 
. 

SDS. The peptide concentration is 0.10 mM and SDS concentrations are: (A) 0; (0) 0.5; and (a) 9 mM at 

25 * O.S0C, pH 5-6 [Adapted from Wang ct al. (1996a)l. 

Table 4.1: Helix Percentage of ApoE(263-286) and ApoE(267-289) with Titration of 
SDS 

- 

PeptidelSDS ratio ApoE(263-286) ApoE(267-289) 

CD' C D ~  NMRc CW CDb NMRC 

1 :O 18 7 1 1  2 

'Hetix conten& estimated using the 222-nm band (Jackson et al., 1973). Qelix contents from convex 
constraint analysis (Perczel et al., 1991). Yhlculated using Eq. 4.2. 



4.2.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy 

In the absence of lipid, both pptides fluoresce at 350 MI (Fig. 4.2), indicating. 

the exposure of the Trp to the aqueous solution ( J o q ,  1992). The fhorescence of 

apoE(263-286) is stronger than that of apoE(267-289) since there are two Trp residues in 

the foAer yet od) one in the letter. The maximum emission for both peptides war fourid 

to shift to a short& wavelength (blue shift) with the addition of SDS. At the saturating . 

levels of SDS a 19 nm blue shift was measured for both peptides although more SDS was 

required for apoE(263-286) (Fig. 4.2). Such a shift in the maximum of the Trp 

fluorescence arises h m  the movement of the Trp aromatic ring@) from an aqueous to a 

hydrophobic milieu (Lakowicz, 1983; Jonas, 1992; Mishra et a!. , 1996), indicating the 

association of the apoE peptides with SDS. A si-milar blue shift was observed for 

apbE(263-286) bound to DMPC (Sparrow et al., 1992). 

@ Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 4.2: Fluorescence spectra of 0.01 mM apoE(t63-286) (A) rad apaE(267-289) (B) before and after 

the addition of SDS. Spectra in the absence of SDS are depicted in thicker lines and thinner lines in the 

presence of SDS at the pepdde/S~S ratios of I :23O and 1 :80, r e s ~ v e l y ,  at pH 5-6 and 20 OC. 



4.2.3 NMR resonance assignment 

The &R re&narices of apoE(267-289) in water were found to shift considerably 

with the addition of SDS at a peptidelSDS ratios of 1 5  or greater, indicating a . ' 

conformational change. At the p e f l d e / ~ ~ ~  ratios of 1 :5,& lower, the spectral lines were 

Two-dimensional NMR spectra of apoE(267-289) were assigned to one set of 

resonances using the sequential assignment strategy (Wiithrich, 1986). This was 

achieved by identifying spin systems on the TOCSY spechum. Each ve&al line in Fig. 

broad due to exchange between the free and lipid-bound states. However, a single set of 

weW resolved, sharp peaks was found at a peptide/SDS ratio of 1:90. The spectral 

linewidths, approximately 10 Hz, made it impossible to obtain spin-spin coup!ing 

constants between Hq-HNi (-5 Hz in a helical structure) (Wiithrich, 1986). This is 

consistent with the association of the peptide with lipid (Henry and Sykes, 1994; Rozek et 
* 

al., 1995; Wang et al., 1996b). Optimal resobtion of H: resonances in the presence of 

SDS was obtained at pH 4.8 for apoE(263-286) and pH 6.0 for apoE(267-289). Further 

increase in pH from 7 to 10 gave rise to a selective decay of amide signals of apoE(267- ' 

289) i r i ' s ~ s  without noticeable signal shift. At pH 10, onli amide signals from residues 

L279 to V287 were observed (Fig. 4.3). Comparison of NOESY spectra from pH 4 to 7 

indicates no measurable conformation change for both peptides. 
? 

4.4 shows the cross peaks of the amide proton to its side chain, corresponding to one spin 

system or one amino acid residue. These spin systems were mapped onto the amino acid 

sequence of the known peptide via NOE connectivities such as HNl-HN,, (Fig. 4.5A) and 

H ~ - H ~ , , ,  (B). The complete assignment of spin systems such as aromatic, N, and Q 

residues were achieved with the aid of the NOESY spectra. The assignment for side 

chains was confirmed by DQF-COSY. 



t 

Fig. 43: NMR spectra of apoE(w-289) in SDS at various pH value+ ~ p b a  were followed from pH 

7 to 10 at 37 OC. Each spectrum is the accumulation of 128 scans over a spectral width of 7352.9 Hz . 



Fig. 4.4: Fingerprint region of the TOCSY spectnun ofspoE(267-U19) in SDS. The spectrum was 

collected by Dr. Pierens for a 2.9 mM sample (pptiddSDS. 1 :go) in H~O/DZO (9: 1, vtv) solution at 6.0 
a and 37 'C. Each labeled vertical line corresponds to one spin system identified and assigned using the 

NOESY spectrum (Fig. 4.5). 



Fig. 4.5. Portions of the NOESY spectrum of apoE(267-289) in SDS. Shown in (A) is the amide region 

and in (B) (NEXT PAGE) the fingerprint region recorded for a 2.9 mM peptide sample at a mixing time of 

150 ms in aqueous solution (H20/D20, 9:1, vlv) of SDS-dZ5 (peptideISDS, 1:90) at pH 6.0 and 37 "C. The 

constructs follow the sequential NOE connectivities with HNi-Hai (A) and HNi-HNi+, (B) cross peaks labeled 

(This spectrum was collected by Dr. Pierens). 
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Fig. 4.5 (Continued) 



Fig. 4.6: Portions of tbe NOESY 'spectrum of apoE(263-286) ia SDS. Shown in (A) is the amidc proton 

region and in (8) the fingerprint region collencd at a mixing time of IS0 nu in &ow s o l u k  01;- 
. 9: 1. VIV) of SDS-6  (peptidelSDS, 1 :90) at pH 4.8 and 37 OC 



a 

4 
, - Table 4.2: Proton Chemical Shifts (ppm) of ApoE(267-289) in SDS-4,. Micelles at 

the PeptideISDS Molar Ratio of 1:90, pH 6.0 and 37 "C* a 

r"". 
Residue HN , Ha AHd H@ W Others 

Thr289 7.60 4.22 -0.13 4.16 1.18 

'Chemical shifts are referenced to external-standard DSS (0.00 ppm). b ~ ~ a  is calculated according to Eq: 
4. I.. Ha, was taken from WUthrich (1986). 'Relative to the average value of the Ha chemical shift. - 



Residue HN Ha .  AH& H@ W Othets 

, - *A.  
""CSame as in Table 4.2. "- 



Because of the overlap s f  HN signals for h4272 and W276 in apoE(267-289), their 

side-chain connectivities were corroborated by comparison with the NOESY spectra at 
fl  

other temperatures. The chemical shifts for apoE(267-289) are listed in Table 4.2. The 

1 spectra of apoE(263-286) were assigned similarly to apoE(267-289) and the sequential 

assignment is depicted for both the fingerprint (Fig. 4.6A) and the amide proton (B) 

regions of the NOESY spectra of apoE(263-286) in SDS-d2,. The chemical shifts for 

apoE(263-286) are presented in Table 4.3. At 37 "C, the HN signal of W264 was verj. 

weak and the assignment was confirmed by NOESY at 27 "C. Also, at a lower 

?- 
temperature HN and H6 of F265 were completely resolved. As a result of the shift of the 

, water signal to high field with increase of temperature, the assignment of the resonances 

near water was verified. S263 was identified by DQF-COSY (Fig. 4.7). 

4.2.4 Secondary shifts 

The Ha secondary shifts were calculated and are plotted in Fig. 4.8A. The 

secondary shift ( A H a )  is defined as 

where Ham is the Ha chemical shift measured and Har the corresponding residue in the 

random coil (Wiithricti, 1986). The secondary shifts for both apoE peptides are plotted in 

Fig. 4.8A. A grouping of three or four secondary shifts less than -d.l ppm is indicative of 

a helical structure whereas a dense grouping d secondary shifts greater than 0.1 ppm 

indicates pstrand (Wishart et al., 1992; 1995). For apo~(267-289) the region V269 to 

A285 is most likely helical whereas for apoE(263-286) the region S263 to 4284 appears 

to be a helical structme. For both peptides, secondary shifts for most of the residues in 

the region 4275-G278 are close to zero, suggesting that the structure around that region 

is less helical (Wishart et a/. , 1992; Rizo et al., 1993; Chupin et al., 1995). 
11 



Fig. 4.7: Portion of the DQF-COSY s p e c t r u m ~ p ~ ( 2 6 + ~ 6 )  in SDS. The spectrum was collect 

for a 5 mM pept~de in the presence of SDS-d3 (peptidelSDS. 1 :90) in D 2 0  at pH 5.5 and 37 "C. 
'9 

d- 
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Fig. 4.8: Plots of the secondary shifts or temperature coefficients versus the residue number bf - 

apoE(267-289) or apoE(263-286) in SDS. (A) secondary shifts of the a-protpns of apoE(263-286) (whlte 
column) and apoE(267-289) (black column) (B) Temprature coefficients of grnimide protons of apoE(263- 
286) (wh~re column) and apoE(267-289) (black colum!). Data were read from the NOESY spectra (r, = 
I00 ms) collected with 2K data points in t2 and 400 ikrements (16 scans each) in t i ,  



s' 

Prom Fig. 4.8A, the periodicity of the secondary shifts is evident, suggesting 

amphipathic helical stnrctuy (Bruix et at., 1990; Sdlagyj, - 1995). Based on the 

secondary shifts, the helix content can be estimated using the fdbwing formula (Bwix et - 

al., 1990; Rizo et al., 1993): 
t 

~el ix?!  = (ZlAH~@d/0.35) x 100, (4.2) 

where ZlAHd is the sum of the absolute values of the secondary shifis, n is the number of 

residues in the peptide, and the constant 0.35 is an average ,secondary Ha shift value 

where 100% helix is assumed. The helix content thus obtained is 60% for apoE(263-286) 

and 58% for apoE(267-289) in SDS. In the calculations, 0.5 ppm was deducted from the 

% sum. to reflect the ring current effect of W276 on the Ha of V280 (see below) (Johnson 

and Bovey, 1958). These helix percentages are similar to those found by CD for the two 
* 

peptides (Table 4.1). 
-. 

4.2.5 %ernperatu~e dependencd of arnide proton chemical shifts 

*Temperature coefficients for the HN protons of apoE(263-286) and apoE(267- 

289) in SDS micelles are presented in Fig. 4.8C. Temperature coefficients have been 

utilized as evidence for hydrogen bonds or solvent accessibility, and to determine the 

secondary structwres in peptides (Basu et al., 1991 ; Liu et al., 1993; Raj et al., 1994; Yee 

er al., 1995; Sejbal et'al., 1996a). Temperature coefficients ranging from -3.0 to 0 ppbK r 

are indicative of hydrogen-bonded; -3 to -4.5 ppbK of weak hydrogen-bonded, and -5 to 

-1 2 ppbK of solvent exposed amide protons (Liu et al., 1993; Yee et al., 1995; ~e jba tb t  

al., 91996a). In apoE(263-286) arnide protons of residues W264, E266, L268, ~ 2 7 1 ,  ' 

G278, E28 1, K282, A285, and A286 are probably hydrogen-bonded whereas for , 

a - apoE(267-289) amide protons of residues E270, D271, G278, E281, K282, A286, and 

G288 may be hydrogen-bonded. While hydrogen bonds were found along almost the 

intire sequence of apoE(263-286), in apoE(267-289) most were located at the C- , 

terminus, hdicating that the N-terminus of apoE(267-289) is less structured (Fig. 4.8C). 



- 
In both peptides, the backbone amide protons ofresidaes 272-277 are most sensitive to 

3 

temperature,,indicating that the region is high!y s o h t a c e s s i b l e .  

g 

4.2.6 NOE connectivities and secondary structures 

Fig. 4.9A is a summary of interresidue NOEs of apoE(263-286) in the presence of 

SDS-4,. Medium to strong HN,-HNl.,. Ha,-HN,+,, H~-H~:+ , ,  H:-H~+, and weak to medium 

Hal-HN,+,, Hal-HNl+,, H~,-H~, . ,  NOE connectivities were found for the region L266 to 

A286, indicating a helical structure (~u thr ich ;  1986). In addition, the N-terminus 

contains many (i, i+3) and (i, i+4) NOE connectivities between aromatic rings of W264 
- or F265 and the side chains of L268 or V269, suggesting that the helical structure extends 

to W264. NOE cross peaks %tween P267 H! and E266 HN as well as P267 H6 and ~ 2 6 6  

Ha, but not between P267 Ha and E266 Hq indicate the E266-P267 peptide bond is 

predominantly in the trans conformation (Wutluich e~ al., 1984).. Inclusion of a proline 

in a helical region has been reported for several peptides (Barlow and Thomton, 1988; 
a 

Y un et a!., 1 99 1 ; Johnson et al., 1994; Yuan et al., 1995). @ 

Interresidue NOEs for apoE(267-289) in SDS are summarized in Fig. 4.9B. 
? J 

These NOE connectivities support an-a-helix structure for the region 277-288 (Wiifhrieh, 

1986). A combination of strong H4-HN,,,, weak H4-HN,+,, Hal-HNl+,, H ~ , - H ~ , + ~  and weak 

to medium HS-H!., NOEs (Fig. 4.9B) was found for residues 267-276 of apo~(267-289j, 

suggesting an unstable helical structure in that region. This is further supported by strong 

TOCSY relayed peaks front amide protons to side chains for residues 267-276 but weak- 

- . relays for the region 277-288 (Fig. 4.4). The former is similar to what was observed for 

apoC-I(35-53) (Buchko et al., 1995), apoA-II(18-30)+ (Chapter 5), and other peptides in 

water (Dyson et al., 1988 & 1992) while the latter resembles the well-defined helical 

regions of apoA-I peptides in micelles (Chapter 6). Therefore, the N-terminus of 

apoE(267-289) is probably weakly bound to SDS (Pierens et al., 1995). 



Fig. 4.9: Summary of interresidue NOEs for apoE(267-289) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B) in SDS. 

NOEs were derived from the spectra collected in an aqueous solution of SDS-dl, (peptideISDS, 1:90) at a 

m~xing time of 100-150 ms. NOE intehsities are indicated by the height of the bar [From Wang e! 

of.( 1996a)l. 

4.2.7 Three-dimensional structures of apoE(263-286) and apoE(267-289) in SDS 

For the final ~DGI1,calculations. 370 NOE distance restraints (194 inter- and 176 
& 

intra-residue) for apoE(263-286) and 276 NOE restraints (143 inter- and 133 intra- 

residue) for apoE(267-289) were used. The number of NOEs per residue for both 

peptides is piotted in Fig. 4.10. More NOE restraints were obtained for the aromatic 

residues (W264, F265, and W276) and L268, V269 and V280 than other residues. 

: Therefore, the larger number of NOES for apoE(263-286) than for apoE(267-289) arises 

mainly hom the N-terminus in the former. Fig. 4.1 1A shows an ensemble of 41 

struct,ures of apoE(263-286) and Fig. 4.1 1B an ensemble of 37 structures of apoE(267- 

289), where the backbone atoms (N-Cu-C=O) have been superimposed. From the 

ensemble of structures, the RMSD for superimposing residues 265-284 of apoE(263-286) 

65 



0.34 f 0.10 A for residues 276-286, respectively. 
+ 

1 

Fig. 4.12 is a plot of pairwise RMSD versus residue number in the sequence. The 

RMSD for superposition of 41 atoms for both peptider is generally below 1.5 A. 
Increased RMSDs at the termini for both pptides indicate end hying (Shaemaker et ak, 

1987; Rozek et ol.: 1% ~ackboie atoms in the Nhmninus of apoE(267-289), e.g., 

from residues 267-275, are less well defined than those at the C-temrinus and the N- 

tenninus of a&(263-286) is better defined than that of apoE(267-289) (refa to Figs. 4.9 

& 4.10). For ap~(263-286), the RMSDs for residues 4273 to 9275 are as large as those . 

of terminal residues (Fig..4. KIA), suggesting that this middle part of the helix is distorted. - 

1 

8 

Fig. 4.10: Number of NOE restraints pr- residue found fol apoe(263-286)-(wlhte columns) and , 

apoE(267-289) (black columns) bound tw SDS. Data wen obtained from the s&istical aklysis df the . 3 - - restiaiit tiles employed in the &culations. 
. . . - 



fig. 4.1 1: Superimpos* bgckbone view .of an ensemble of the structures for apoE(263-286) (A) and - . '1 
epok(267-289) (BL: A tokl of 41 structures for apo~(263-286) (A) and 37 shuctuetures for apoE(267-289) 

bound to SDS-d25 (B)  was calculated based on NOE-derived distance restraints using the DGII progmm. 

-< 
- .  The backbone atoms (N-CO-C=O) at residutis ~ i 6 6  to Q284 for a~oE(263~286) and residues Q275 tb 4286 

I _ for apoE(267-289) have been superi.rnposed [From Wang er al. (1996a)j. 
' -  % - _ a " %  ~ 

. % 



1 
\ 

A stereoview of side-hain orientations for both pepti+ies is shown in Fig. 4.13, 

(dark) facks can be seen. side chajn~,*espekally hydrophilic ones, are less well defined . - 
-, 

than backbone atoms due to fewer interresidue restraints and yenching of NOES byside- 
I - * 

chain mobility (Bemdt et a'/., 1996; Doucet & Weber, 1996). In Fig. 4.14. we show the 

average orientation for side chains of apoE(263-286) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B) with the 
'\ 

backbone atoms replaced by ribbons. For apoE(263-286). an aniphipatsic helix-bend- 
2 

j, 

helix structural motif was found with a bend angle of -150". This helicahbend around 
\ 

residues 273-278,also evidetit from Figs. 4. kl A and 4.13A. is consistent with near zero 
- L 

secondary, shifts as well as large temperature coefficients for the'region (Fig. 4,8). All , 

hydrophobic side chains in apo~(263-286) are clustered on the concave face and'E266. * 

C P267. E270, R274. E281, and A283 on the convex hydrophilic face. Residues d27 1,  
* 

4273, Q275, A277, K282, and Qq84 are found at the interface. Similar side-chain 

orientations a >  can be seen in ihe structure of apoE(267-289) (Figs. 4.13B and 4.14B). The\, 

colored amphipathic helical structures for apo~(263-286) and apoE(267-289) can be \, 
viewed at: http://pdb.pdb.bnl.gov/. The PDB identification qumber is loef for the. former 

and loeg for the latter. 
, - 

~ i ~ . *  4.12: Plots of pairwise .s RMSDs for the structur&bf apo~(263-286)  and apoE(267-289) (B) 

bound to SDS. R.MSDs are relative lo the mean structure for superposition of all atoms (solid squares) and 

backbone atoms N-Ca-C=O (open squares) of each residue of apoE(263-286) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B). , . 

Data were smoothed in a three-residue window*[From Wane et al. (1996a)l.. 



Fig. 4.13: Stereoview of the side chains of apoE(263-286) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B) in SDSdZ5. The 

backbone atoms are omitted for clarity. Hydrophobic side chains are shown in medium grey, hydrophilic 

side chains in light grey, and interfacial side chains in dark grey. Side chains are selectively labeled. In 

(A), interfacial side chains from top to bottom are D271, Q273, Q275, A277, K282, and Q284. In (B), side 

chains of residues 267-273 and 288-289 are not shown due to fraying [From Wang et al. (1996a)l. 



, 
P 

Fig. 4.14: Side view of the average structures of apoE(263-286) (A) and apoE(267-289) (B) in SDS- 
,dB. The backbone atoms are replaced by ribbons. ~ydrophobic side chains are clustered on the same side 

forming the hydrdphobic face whereas hydrophilic side chains are distributed on the opposite side. 

. Ihterfacial side chains. D27 1.Q273. 4275. A277, K282, and 4284. are not labeled for clarity. Excursions 

-of longer side chains such as R274pnd K282 were defined by a cone (Fig. 3.13) with the average 
- 

orientation corresponding to the axis of the cone [From Wang et at. (1996a)l. 



of both peptides forms a 30-50' anglewith the helix long axis and lies clo; to V%0. As . 
% 

a result of the 

are shifted to 

ring current effect, the chemical shies of Ha, FIB, and one of the W of V280 - f 
higher field (Johnson and Bovey, 1958; Plesniak et al., 1996) compared to . 

other valines in Tables 4.2 and 4:3. This ring current effect between residue i (W276) and 

residue i+4 (V280) further supports a helical structure for that part of the molecule and 5 
* '  r 

kdicates hydrophobic side-chain interaction in the hellx.. In apoE(26+286), Fig. 4 .14k 
i -= 

F265 forms an 85" angle with the N-terminal helix long axis. In addition, W264 lies , 

close to ~ 2 6 8  and F265. This accounts for theupfield shift of HN, H ~ ,  HB, of F265, and 

HN of L268 (Table 4.2). ' Successikl interpretation of these ring current effects on proton 

chemical shifts indicates that an accurate geo&etry has been obtained for these apoE 

peptide structures in the lipid-bound state. 
, 

4.3. DISCUSSION 

4 

4.3.1 ApoE(263-286) has a helix-bend-helix structure 

- 
In the lipid-bound state, CD and Ha secondary shifts suggest helical 

conformations for these apoE peptides. The detailed 3D structures, shown in Figs. 4.1 1,  
t 

4.13 & 4.14. confirmed the arnphipathic helical structures. While K282 lies in the 

interface, R274 is located at the center of the hydrophilic 'face (Fig. 3.14). Such a 

"random" orientation of cationic side chains on the hydrophilic face of both peptide 

structures elucidated in the micelle model fits the definition for the class 6* amphipathic - 
helix (refer to Section 1.4 and Fig. 1.2). However, the helices determined are not "ideal" 

as predicted. ApoE(267-289) is a fwo-domain structure with a flexible N-terminal helix. 

As a.result, V269, on average, is not located on the hydrophobic face (Fig. 4.14B). In 

addition, apo~(263-286j was found to be a curved helix-bend-helix motif with a bend 

angle of approximately 150" (Figs. 4.1 1A and 4.14A). Based on sequence p 



Y 

algorithms and CD data, Noite and Atkinson (1992) proposed a helix from residues 264- 

271, a p s t i a d  from 273-277 and a helix b m  279-285 of apoE. While we see no. 
- -  1 

evidence of /%rand -the helical bend we find in the vicinity of ~sidues~273-278 
L 

- . -  
corresponds exactly to ~ o l t e  and Atkinson's propped /%region. A similar cuffed helical - * - 

structural motif was reported for melittin bound to DPC micelles (Inagaki er al., t989), in * Ir; 

methanol (Bazzo et al.,-I988), aqd in the crystal structure, where the peptide is in the - - 
tetramer state (TerwilIiger et GI., 1982). Interestingly, these structures all bend at GI2 

L . 
with a proline in the vicinity. Chupin et al. (1995) found that the signal peptide adopts - 
similar secondary structures in SDS, DPC, or TFE with a break again at (312. As - - 

- f 

apoE(263-286) showed near zero Ha secondary shifts at ~ 2 7 8  in either TFE (nLt shown) c- - 
e ---- 

or in SDS, it ap&irs that the secondary structure of apoE(263-286) is determined 

primarily, by the peptide sequence (Inagdcia et al., 1989; Cordier-Ochsenbein et al., t 996). - 
t 

In addition, the chemical shift differences in different environments (Fig. 4.88) indicate . 
a* 

that the lipid also modulates the peptide conformation to some extent as ap~(263-286) is 
6 

% .  

more helical at the N-,terminus in SDS than in TFE probabp due to. the peptide-lipid 
"c, 

5 - s 
interactions (Section 4.3.3). These 'interactions may have causg near zero secondary 

shifts for two more residues, 4275 and W276, in SDS (Fig. 4.88) but not in TFE. In this ,. 
1 

sense, the helix-bend-helix motif may be said to better confdrm to the micelk. In 

conclusion. the pep\ide sequence, lipid, and the peptide-lipid intergctions all play a role ;n 

determining the final conformationof the peptide in lipid. 

- 4 

f * 
43.2 Factors that stabilize class G* amphjpathic helices 

5 

I .  

From the average structure, the (i, i+4) hydrogen bond between the carbonyl 

group and the amide proton can be measwed using the program HBond in the NMR- 

1 Refine module of Insight 11. A hydrogen bond satisfies the following ~onditions: HN-.O 

distances less than 2.5 A and N-He-0 bond angles between 120 and 180". According to 

these criteria, nine hydrogen bonds involving amide protons of L279 to V287 were found 
I - 



- 
for apoE(267-289), all at the C-terminus. This finding is consistent with the two-domain 

structure of ipo~(267-289) (Fig. 4.1 1 A). The existense of these hydrogen bonds 4nly at . 
the C-t-inps may explain, at l& in part, the sektive decay of amide signids with 

increase of pH at the N-terminus of apoE(267-289) (Fig. .4.3) (Englander & Kallentjach, 

1983; Pemn-et al., 1 9 9 0 . ' ~ e m ~ n ~  et a/., 1994; Finucane & Jardetzky, 1996). a 

Recently, Wang et al. (1996b) found that all interfacial arginine side chains of 

apoA-I(166-185) showed intermolecular NOES with SDS alkyi chains, thus enhancing 

the binding of the class A amphipathic helix to the rnicelle. The association of these 

apoE peptides with SDS is supported by CD (Fig. 4.1), fluorescence spectroscopy (Fig. * .  
4.2), and chemical shift change and line broadening of peptide resonances (Section 4.2.3). 

As only K282 was found in the interface, electrostatic interactions b&w&$negatively 

charged SDS head groups and positively charged peptide side chains do not appear to be 

essential in the binding of these apoE peptides to the micelles. Instead, these G* helices 

bind to lipid predominantly by exposing a large hydrophobic surface due to the existence 
L 

of hydrofiobic pairs in the sequence such as W264F265, L268V269 and ~ 5 7 9 ~ 2 8 0 .  

Hence, these structures substantiate the notion-that the hydrophobic effect dominates in 
''?\ 

stabilizing the peptide structure complexed with the micelle (Buchko er al., 1996a,b; o 

Waqg et al., 1996b; 1997b). 

Since the hydrophobic effect plays the major role, we may neglect other factors 4 

here A d  calculate the hydmph obi; binding energy for solely comparative purpose. On 

the'basis of the transfer free energies for amino acids-(Nozaki & Tanford, 1971 ; Tanford, 
H 

1980), Karplus (1997) has tabulated the estimated hydrophobic effect for side chain 
* m 

burial (6GJ (Table 4.4). We may estimate hydrophobic binding free-energy (AG,,) for an 

amphipathic helk by summing the transfer free energy of all hydrophobic side chains. . 

viz.. 

AG,, = C(6Gi). 

From the residues found on the hydrophobic faces of the structures (Figs. 4.1 3 and 4.14) 
* 

AG,, was calculated to be -22.8 kcaWmol~ for apdE(263-286) and -17.6 kcaVmol for 
K 

apoE(267-39). Since the fragments are of similar length (24 versus 23 residues), we 
b - ,  



I - - + - %  * 
- .  gmibute the bore fa&fable AGhb for apo~(263.-286) to .the additional hydr&hobic &ir of : 
' 

c- 

- ' 6 -  .a 

.I aromatic residu s,-W264 and F265 This may explaii in part, khy b ~ ( 2 6 3 - 2 8 6 )  binds . ' i *  to DMPC and p~{26?-286) (AG,,, = -1 5;4 keal/mol) does not i ~ ~ m k v  era€. , 1992). 
1 I *  C - ". $- 

I- 3 
* 

B F 

..- 
~ a b l e  4.4; Transfer Free Energies (&ia~mol)for Atoms, ~ ~ d r o ~ h o b i ;  Side Gain>, 
hydrophobic Pairs and Some Hydrophobic Clustersb + 

L 

, Side chairs 6G, - Hydrophobic pair . AG, Hydrophobic cluster AG, 
B 

-5.6 &* 
dg- * 

LLLL 

4 

3 

e 'L 

. . '~arplus (f997). b~ydrophobic pairs are defined as a pair of residuesLat are adjacent in sequence such as 

W264F265 while a hydrophobic cluster is a lipid binding unit characterized by the packing of a group of 
-t I- 

S~~ , hydrophobic side chains (Section 43.3). AG, and AGc ari  cal&lated similar to M,, by summing the 

'<omponent side chains. 

4.3.3 Arom~ticisromatic internetick; hidrdrpphabic p i i n  and hydrophobic clusters 
0 

$ 

9 are lipid-bindi~g elements a 

Like cationic side chains, the indole- ring of Trp is zimphipathic. As can be seen 

, . h m  Fig. 4.14, WZ64 adopts an drientation \*;ith the hydPphobk six-membered ring 
I 

1 *a 



facing inward and the five-membered ring outward. On the other hand, W276 is on the 

hydrophobic face near tfre h i i d  bend region, which may account fur the large negative - - 

temper&- coefficients of the amide protons (Fig. 4.;sB). A statistical mdysis of -- 

membrane proteins ivealedihat most of the aromatic residues (Trp, Phe, and Tyr) appear a 

- - 

to prefer the interfacial kgions (Landolt-Marticorena et al, 1993), where Trp and Tyr 

residues may form hydrogen-bonds with the lipid head groups or water (Haltia & Freire, 

1994)- Such orientiitions of Trp side chains are believed to be energetically favorable . 

(Jacobs & White, 1989; Cowan et a!., 1992) and would explain the blue shift in the 

fluorescence spectroscopy of a p E  peptides (Fig-. 4.2). 
a 

- 

In proteins, aromatic rings are frequently found to be perpendicular to one 

another, app~oximately 4.5-7 A apart. This is believgd to result from favorable partial 

charge interactions between 8+ hydrogen atoms on the edge of one ring and 6- x- 

electrons on the face of the other ring (Bwley and Petsko, 1985;1988; Serrano et al., - 

1991). As can be seen from Fig. 4.14A, the aromatic rings of W264 and F265 in the 

average structure are oriented more or less perpendicular to each other. The distances 
%. 

between aromatic7Hs or IT protons of F265 and the six-membered ring of W264 were 
'L 

calculated to be 4-6 A. Such an edge-to-face aromatic-aromatic interaction may explain ' 
.J 

the lower fluorescence for apoE(263-286) than apoE(267-289) in SDS (F;~. 4.2) owing to 
Q ,  

quenching (Siemion et al., 1994); It caused ring current shifts  for.^', H*, and HN of F265 
eL 

(Johnson and Bovey, 1958). A large upfield shift of H~ of L268 (1.42 ppm) is also 

observed. 'These ring current effects are a good indication of the packing of hydrophobic 

side chains in the amphipathic helix. Taken together with the NOES found between 

W264, F35 ,  L268, and v269, a hydrophobic cluster of these four residues is proposed, 
n 

(AG, = - 10.3 kcal/mol). While -such aromatic-aromatic interactions (-1 to -2 kcal/mol) 

have been fouhd to stabilize protein tertiary and quaternary structures (Burley and Petsko, 

1985; S e r r m  er al., 1991); we pro- that the hydrophobic cluster, including the - 

7 

aromatic-aromatic interaction in apoE(263-286), creates ,a qy lipid biding site- and 

plays a crucial role in -the stabilizationxof the amphipathic helix structure at the N- 

terminus of apoE(263-286) via intercalating the hydrophobic cluster into the hydrophobic 

core-of SDS micelle (Figs. 4.13 and 4.14). R simih N-terminus stabiliziition has' been 



I observed with apo~-I(166-185) in the presence of SDS, wherein the terminal Y 166 
Q .  

' aromatic ring orients tow&d the-hyd~ophobic face due to interaction qith SDS (Chapter 
, --? 

- 6). As a'conseqmce of intercatatim in& tfte mi@k inter&, the W276 M e  chain in 'i 

both apoE peptides has very restricted motion (Fig. 4.13), resulting in ring current shifts" 

of Ha, H ~ ,  and one of the W of V280 (Tables 4 3  a d  4.3). Hence, W276, hydrophobic 

pair L279V280, and V283, constitute another hydrophobic cluster (AG, = -10.2 kcal/mol, 

Table 4.4). The fact that apoE(263-286) contains two hy&ophobic clusters whereas 

apoE(267-289) only one would further explain why apoE(263-286) binds to DMPC 

"avidly" and apoE(267-286) does not (Sparrow et ol., 1992). In addition, ihe 

hydrophobic packing and formation of hydrophobic clusters may be the direct reason for 
/- 

the curved helix structure of apoE(263-286). Interestingly, a similar ring current effect of 

the Trp (i) on residue (i+4) has been observed with one df the apoC-I fragments (Rozek et 
di 

a/, 1.995; Buchko ef al., 1995) and the LCAT-activating pe&ide LAP-20- (Buchko et al., 

1996b) in both SDS and DPC. Therefore, hydrophobic packing involving aromatic . 
B 

residues appears to be general. We propose that aromatic and paired hydrophobic 

residues are especially important in anchoring apolipoproteins to lipid. 

> 
- 

4.3.4 Biological Implications 

+ 

tbre have elucidated the detailed structures for the primary lipid binding segment 
* 

kt the C-terminus of a p E  (Sparrow et al., 1992; .Westerland & Weisgraber, 1993; De 

Pauw et al., 1995). The molecular basis for high lipid affinity of apoE(263-286) was 
* 1 

imibuted to several komatic residues and hydrophobic pain in.the sequence by forming 

hydrophobic clusters. Scanning &rough the entire apoE sequence revealed that there are 

I 
onfy two such regions that itre rich in aromatic and paired hydrophobic -kidues. They 

I 

are residues 29-40 and 260-294 the latter corresponding to apoE(263-286). Therefsre, * 

such g se&ence'analysis may be useful in locatiog strong lipid .binding segments in 
-w 

apolipoproteins. Indeed, sequence analysis found that such strong lipid binding domains , 

exist at the carbexyl termini of all human exchangeable apolipoproteins except a p C 4 ,  



" I 

consistent with the deduction from pepid; srUdi4%s-i--Miiii in W&g et =l. (1996a). 
. I .  

However, €he simil@ty between the C-te*nusg of apoA-l and &at of apoE ;wore '  
* . 

striking, Deletion of the €-termkid segment from. either pr e i n  reduqs not 'only the "t, 
- .  

%m.4 

lipid affinity but also thepopensity to aggregate in the absence of' lipid (Westiirlbnd and 

Weisgraber, 1993; Holvoet et al., 1996;. Ji & Jonas, 1995). In addition, such an apoA*I 
.- v 

mutant has a much higher catabolic rate in wivo than the wild type (Schmidt et al., 1995). 

Therefore, the significance of these hydrophobic amphipathic helices may be to anchor 

apolipproteins to lipid, to stabilize the lipoprotein structures, and to determine the 

lifetime of these proteins in rhetab+..sm. They may also detirming the lipid carrier * . 
f apacity of the protein and particle size of lipoproteins @lease also refer to Wang er al., 
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CHAPTER 5: SOLUTION STRUCTURES OF APOA-II(18-30 
? 1 

PRE~ENCE OF SDS 0 

6 
0 1 

r P 
- 

- - 

4 -_ 
r - 5 

* 5.1 Introductiop * - . P 
* = - ..,. = . 

iC 
d' 

.s 

L a  : Human - apoA-I1 is the second major gotein of HDL M c l e s .  Its primary 
.I B 

structure contains two identi* polypeptide chains of 77 residues eacb, linked at Cys6 via - * f 

- 
a disylfide bond (Brewer et al., 1972). The reduction and alkylatioj)of the disulfrde bond 

6f apoA-I1 led to complete conversion of the dimer *to the monomer without afkting the 

structure, composition h d  particle size dikbution of HDL,&(~alabresi et al., 1996). 
4. 

Such-a treatmen&&fapoA-I1 does not Impair its lipid affinity significantly (Jackson et al., . 

1973):' Segrest et al. (1974) predicted that two regions, residues 17-30 and 3947, of 
. , 

t apoA-11 are arhphipathic helices. Based on the lipid-binding studies on synthetic 

peptides, segment 50-77 was found to be the minimum C-terminal lipid-binding region 

(Maw et a]., 198 1). On the other hand, Chen et al. (1 979) found that the N-terminal 

syilthetic peptide aw~-LI(17-fl) did not bind to DMPC but apoA-II(l2-3 1) or (7-3 1) did. 0 

' These data illustrate that the N-terminal lipid-binding domain of FA-I1 should be 

slightly longer than predicted. Therefore, apoA-I1 contains at least two lipid-binding 

regions, whjodare at the C- and N-termini (Sparrow and Gotto, 1982). 
A *  i 

I 

In Chapter 4, we showed that aromatic residues and hydrophobic pairs are key 

lipid-binding elements.. Here we attempt to enhance the lipid affinity of the segment, 

apoA-II(18-30), by adding to_ the C-terminus five more residues EWLNS, which contains 

a hydrophobic pair WL. ApoA-II(l8-30, EWLNS) is herein referred to as apoA-II(l8- 

30)+, where the sign "+" denotes our effort to increase the lipid affinity. The 

amphipathic potential of apoA-II(l8-30)+ has been maintained (Fig. 1.2). Introduction of 

a Trprpfrsidue to the peptide facilitates fluorescence measurement The binding of apoA- 

fI(l8-30)+ to SDS, DPC, and TMA was also investigated by CD. Based on CD and 
I x 

fluorescence spectroscopy, 2D NMR studies of the p e e w e r e  performed in the 
r' 



presence of SDS. The solution tpctures o i  the peptide bound to SDS were detimined 
- 

I 3 - - 
using NOE reskaipts and d i s m b  geometrfcalculations in cooperation with Dr. Buchko 

- 

(Bwhko et al., 19%a). 
< * 

-- C 

, 
JB 5.2J Optical spectroscopy 

* f  
B 

* - 
4% 

t * -  
A= 2 

In the absence of iipid; the CD speftrum of apo~-11(18-30)+ showCd &:cong ; . * .  

negative band at 200 nm, suggesting .that the major confRrmatio; is rand%m (wobdy, 

1995),. With the addition pf SDS, CD spectra exhibited a strong positive band a\ 192 nm 
\ 

and two minima at 208 and -220 q p  nm, re pectively, indicating the formation of a-helix 
S 

(Holzwarth & Doty, 1965). Similar spectral changes 0 &.upon the addition of 
- ? 

dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) or tetradecyltrimethyl ammonh&&&l~ride ,\ (TMA). The 
'4 

helix content of apoA-II(l8-3O)+ jn water and in various lipids wa3 analyzed by CCA - 4 

(Table 5.1). Apparently, the peptide became helical in all three lipids. Table 5.1 suggests 

that SDS is most effective and TMA is least effective in t$e promotion of helical structure 

The maximum emission of the fluorescence spectrum appeared at 350 nm in the 
6 

absence of lipid, indicating that the Trp is exposed to water (Jonas, 1992). The addition 

of SDS, DPC, or TMA all induced a blue s h k  (Table 5.1), illustrating that the Trp in 

apoA-II(18-30)+ moves to a more hydrophobic milieu (Lakowicz, 1983; Jonas, 1992) as 

a result of helix formation (above). This is reminiscent of apoE peptides, where blue 

shifts of Trps correlate with their locations on the hydrophobic face of the arnphipathic 

helix and intercalation into the micellar interior (Chapter 4). Both CD and fluorescence 

spectroscopy suggest -that apoA-II(18-30)+ also binds DMPC (Buchko et al., 1996a), 

confirming that our enhancement of the lipid affinity of apoA-II(18-30) has been 



-- 

Table 5.1: Helix Content and'wavelength of the Maximum Emission of A'poA-II(18- 
30)+ in. Various Lipids' 

- d 
Lipid Net charge Peptideibpid ratio Helix coatent (YO) La 

SDS - 1 1 :40 5 5 ' t  338 

DPC 0 1 :40 45 
b 

336 

TMA + 1 1 :40 39 337 

a. Adapted from Buchko et al. (1996a): Helix contents were estimated from CCA analysis (Perczel et al., 

1991). The Last column is &e wavelengthof the maximum emkion of  the fluorescence spectrrrm of the 
t 

tryptophan in the peptide. * 

5.2.2 NMR Structure , 
b 

5.2.2.1 Signal assignment 

In aqueous solution at pH 2.6, all backbone arnide protons of apoA-II(18-30)+ 
4. 

f- 

showed clear doublets 07iving to spin-spin coupling with the a-protons (Fig. 5. I&). The 

coupling constants measured rhge,from 5.5 to 5.8 Hz for Y21, D24, E27. and K30 but 
*_ \5c 

7.6-7.7 ~ z f o r  T19 and D20. While the terminal residues of the peptide have -a coupling 

constant .typical of conformtkional averaging, the coGpling constants for the residues in 

the middle region indicate some populations of "nascent helical structures" sampled by 

NMR - - (Wiithrich, 1986). Supporting this notion are the weak (i, i+3) NOES but strong 

H ~ ~ - H ~ , , ,  cross peaks in the region (Buchko et al., 1995). Increase of pH to 4.8, however, 
a 

brought :bout a dramatic broadedhd shift of signals and those cdupling constants 

could no longer k measured (Fig. 5.1B). We attribute this ef@ect to the peptide 

- aggregation (BucRko et al., 1996a). A similar phenomenon was observed for apoE(263- 

286) wim&ixyrease of pH. 
$-2%- 



Fig. 5.1: Amide and aromatic proton regions of h e  NMR spectra of apoA-II(18-30)+ under different 

conditions. Spectra were collected for a 5.0 m M  peptide (A)  in water. pH 2.6; (B) in water, pH 5.6; and 

(C) in  the presence of 200 mM SDS. pH 5.6, all at 37 "C (From Buchko et al., 1996a). 
. 



Fig. 5.2: Fingerprint reg& of the TOCSY spectrum of apoA-II(18-30)+ in SDS. The spectrum was 

cof!ected for a 5 rnM peptide in H20/D20 (9: 1 .  vfv) solution in the presence of SDS-dB (peptiddSDS. 1 :80) * 

a t S p ~  4.9 and 37 "C. The spin-locking pulse lengths in the MLEV-17 of TOCSY (t, = 100 ms) were 16.8, 

25.1. and 50.2 ps for 60"- 90". and 180". respectively. The HN-Ha cross-peaks of amino acid residues are 

labeled. 
I 

I- I 



Fig. 5.3: Fingerprint region of the NOESY spectrum of apoA-II(l8-30)+ in SDS. The spectrum was 
/ 

cdtected at t, = 100 ms fur a 5 mM peptide sohim (H20fDP,  9: t ,  vfv) in e picwrite of SDS-dB Y 
(peptideISDS. 1 :80) at pH 4.9 and 37 "C. The H*-H" cross peaks of amino acid residues are labeled. 
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Table 5.2: Prbtdn Chehical Sbifts (ppm) of A~OA-11(18-30)+ in SDS-dB8 in I 
- mO/D2O (9 1, v/v) at 37 OC and pH 5.0~ 

- * 
3 - 

iQ 
7 

i 
=E 

e 

Residue H " d  Ha A H d  H~ Others 
. - - 

Val 18 8.33 4.04 -0.14 2.27 
- 

11 

* . b  

Thrl9 -8.33 4.42 0.07 4.18, 1.15 , c 
s - * 

I _ 
- &*- 8 .* * tz* 

'chemical shifts are relative to external DSS (0.00 ppm). b ~ e p t i d e / ~ ~ ~  ratio 1 :40. C~alca@iES"ii according 
to Eq. 4.2. d~rorn the average measured Ha chemical shift. 4 F  



. . 
consistent with peptide assciathm'with . d SD_S (Liwkm&d at, 1979; Rim et&L993; 

Henry & sykes, 1994; Rozek et al., 1995). The spectral lines in SDS a? narrower than -, 

' tho& in the aggregat&rstate as mdfested by the N1 proton of the Trp ring (Fig. 5.1). 

This Iqay suggest that the piptide & miceHes is less restrictive than in the peptide 
* 

aggregates. In SDS, an optimal resolution in the amide region of the NMR spectrum of 
?la ap~~-11(i8-30)+ was acheved at pH -5.0 and 37 OC. nKZD NMR spectra of apA-  

11118-30fc were assigned to. a single set pf peaks wing the TXSY (Fig. 5.2) and i . - 

OESV spectra (Fig. 5.3).as &monstrated for apoE peptides previously (Chapter 4). 'The 

chemical shifts for the ap~-B(i8-30)+ in SDS are listed in Table 52. 

f 

X 5.2.2.2 Chemica hifts, ndary structure n. 

a .- 
. 
Based on Table 5.2 d t h e  definition in Eq. 4.1, ,the Ha secdndary shifts of apoA- 

II(18-30)+ were calculate#'and also included in Table-5.2. The secondary shifts (Jimenez 

er ol., 1 987; %ishart ef al., 1 99 1) suggest that residues 20-30c are l@cal (pier& et al., 

1995). The helix content of apA-II(18-30)+ is 67% estimated by Eq. 4.2. Fig. 5.3 

depicts the interresidu; NOE connectivities for apoA-II(l8-30)+ bound to SDS. The 

medium to strong HNi-~Ni+, a d  medium HarHNi+,aOEs for residues 20-30d indicate a 
e, 

helical conformation. This is further supported by numerous weak to  medium Hai-HNi+3, 

H"-H<+~, Hai-HNi,, Hai-HNi+,, and HNi-HNi, NOES (WUthrich, 1986). 

5.22.3 Three-dimensional structures of apoA-II(18-30)+ in SDS 

The helical conformation can be seen fromithe backbone view of the 

superimposed ensemble of f 5 for superimposing 



Y 
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+. c 

backbone atoms + 0.11 A for the region 20-30c and 0.54 + 0.16 A 
for dl backbone atoms, respectively. 

is- 

.% > >  

~ 6 5 . 4 :  Graphic represen&t&i of interresidue NO& from the NOESY rpectru& of apA-II(l8-30)+ - z - - t. C 

% SEW. The spectrum was collected at r, = 150 qs, Peptide/SDS. 1 :40, pH 5.0 and 3% "C. The thickness , 
-f* 

- - of h e  bar corresponds to the three classes of NOE intertiities [From Buchko et al. (1996a)j. 

d- "I 

Fig. 5.5B shows an end-on view of the average orientation of side chains. The 

hydrophobic residues are at the top and hydrophilic residues at the bottom, indicating that 

apoA-II(18-30)+ adopts an amphipathic helix structure when bound to SDS. The 

amphipathic feature of the structures is also evident in Fig. 5.6, where a stereoview of the ' 

side chains of all structures is given. 



\ 

\\ \ 

\ 

Fig. 5.5: Three-dimensional s$ructllra of mpoA-II(l8-3O)c h a d  to SDS. (A) is a backbone \ i,iew 
t where the backbone atoms ( N - C a - 0 )  of residues 20-30s of an&semble of IS out of 20 structures have 

been superposed; (8) is an end- view hwo the N-terminus of the average helical structure, where b e  - 
hydrophobic (top) and hydrophilie (bottom) faces are evident horn the midue labels. Note that V18 is o\ 

P s' 

the hydrophilic face consistent with an unstructured N-terminus (see the text). 
4 

- 

53.1 Factors that stabilize a elass A2 amphipathic helix 

As apo~-II(18-30)r b i d s  lipids of differnt head groups, it strongly suggests that ' 

the hydrophobic effect dominates in the association of apoA-II(18-30)+ with lipid. In 

fz t ,  Reynolds (1982) showed that both a@-I and apoA-I1 even bind alkanes in addition 

to detergents of different head groups. portance of hydrophobic interactions has 
a been discussed in Chapter 4~oLthis thesi proposed by many other researchers. 

For example, Mao et al. (1981) found that substitution of K54K.55 in apoA-II(50-77) by 



_ t 

SerSer did not affict the lipid binding affinity of the peptide. Subbarao er al. (1988) , 

showed that GALA, a 30-residue peptide, lacks cationic residues but binds lipid. 

The proposed intrahetix ion pairs (Segre? et al., 19743 were notnfound in apoA- 
I 

11(18-30)+ (Buchko et al., 1996a), in agreement with observations for apoC-I peptides 

( ~ o z e k  et al., 1995) and ap~-1(166-185) in both SDS and DPC (Chapter 6). Instead,, 

interactions between anionic SDS and cationic side chains of apoA-I peptides have been 
b 

observed (Chapter '6). The electrostatic interactions between SDS head groups and the- 

cationic lysine side chains may explain the more helical structure of apoA-II(18-30)+ in * 

SD$ than in either DPC or TMA. In the presence of lipid, pH had little effect pn the - 

conformation of either apoA-II(18-30)+ or apo~(263-286) (chapter 4). In the absence of . 

lipid, apoA-II(18-30)+ aggregated above pH 3.7 but not at pH 2.6 (Fig. 5.1). Also, apo6- 

I does not aggregate at pH below 3 ( 0 s b k  & &ewer, 1977). Otter-et a[. (1 98;;1989) 

showed that salt bridge forms only at physiological pH hut ndt at &gic pH. At acidic ... - 3 . t, 

pH, Asp and Glu side chains are protonated and there is su&$ent repulsion between net 
T 2". *-,,q- 

positive charges to prevent peptide or protein aggregation (Buchko et al., 1996a). The + - 
helix' bundle structures foi kither apoE(1-191) (Wilson et al., 199 1) or apolipophorin rr 

(Breiter et al., 1991) in the absence of lipid are stabilized by both hydrophobic 
-&G3: 

intera~tions and salt bridges These interactibns have be& extrapolated to apoA-I, where 
I -  . I 

the helix-helix salt bridges stabilize the tertiary structure in lipi@$$igs-et al., 1995). The . - 
# 

interaction difference we see for the peptides in the presence and agsence of lipid strongly - 

indicates that caution should be taken in extending the observations from the lipid-free to' 

lipid-bound states. J 

There has been the proposal that cationic side chains "snorkel", tfiat is, the 
/ 

cationic side chains of the class A amphipathic helices bend toward the hydrophilic face 

by 90•‹ (Segrest et al., 1990; Epand et al., 1995) (Section 1.4). All lysine side chains in f 

,- 

the ensemble of structures were ~ ' ,t& extended in the interfacial region of 

hydrophobic and hydrophific faces (Figs. 5.5 & 5.6). Similar orientations were seen for 

cationic side chains in class A1 (Chapter 6) and class A2 (Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko et 
.- d 

al., 1996a.b) amphipathic helices in SDS or DPC, indicating that snorkeling of catioraic 
- I 

side chains may not be a universal phenomenon (Rozek et al.. 1995). T 



Fig. 5.6: Stereoview of the side chains of apoA-II(18-30)+ structures in the SDS-bound state. 

Hydrophobic (medium grey) and cationic side chains (dark grey), K23, K28, and K30, are labeled. 

Hydrophilic side chains (light grey) are D20, D24, E27, E30a, and N30d, respectively, from top to bottom. 

However, the participation of cationic side chains in hydrophobic interactions is 

evident. Firstly, the &protons of arginine side chains of apoA-I(166-185) showed NOE 

cross peaks with hydrophobic leucine side chains, indicating that the cationic side chains 

are near the hydrophobic face (Chapter 6). Secondly, for LAP-20 in both SDS and DPC 



- . . 

( ~ h k o b t  a/., l996b), the chemical shifts- of K 16 (residue i+4) ;ide-chain &tons all 
I -1 ' .* 

shifted upfieid under the infltlence of the aromatic ring of W 12 (resit& i); indim& that 
* 

b 

the hydrophobic moieties of the amphipathic,cationic side chain of Kt6  are near the , 

% -  e 

hydrbphobic hie .  A similar Trp (i) ring current effect on ly&e (i + '4) id melittin occurs 
6@ 

in DPC micelles (Inagaki et al., 1989) or in methanol ( ~ a z z o  et a]., l988), suggesting that 
* ,  

the cationic side-chain orientation is not purely due to micelle environments. Thirdly, 

cationic side chains in class A1 amphipathic helices of apoA4 - peptides showed I 

t 
I 

intermole&lar NOES  with'^^^ alkyl chains, inditati& that they are sitting on. the 

micellar surface (wdg et al., 1996b). In con?lusion, cationic side chains may indeed 
* 

enhance lipid binding but ddnot "snorkel" at least iri micelles. 
rC 

r) 4 .  
9- 

5. 
1 

5.3.2 T'he lipid affinity of apoA-II(l8-30) is successfully enhanced by a hydrophobic - 

pair 

Both apb~-11(i2-3 1) (Chen et al., 1979) and apA-II(l8-30)+ (Buchko er al.. 

l9sba) btrnd DMPC with'a similar increase in helicity. In apoA-II(12-3 I), a YF arornikic 

pair was~included by elongation of the N-end of apoA-II(18-3 1) while in a p o ~ - l d l  8-30)+ 
t a 'hydrophobic pair, WL, was appended to the C-end of apoA-U(l8-30). Mao qGl. . 

(lb81) found -that substitution of the pair of hydrophobic residues L52153 of a lieid- 

b;;ding segment of apoA-I1 with AlaAla totally abolished lipid-binding ability. 

Therefore, residues L52153 are essential fpr lipid biriding. Since inclusion of the WF pair 

in apE(263L286) led to the formation of an extra hydrophobic cluster VJFLV (Chapter 

3), which greatly enhanced lipid-binding affinity (Spanow et al., 1992), we propose that 

the enhanced lipid binding of apoA-I1 peptides may result from the formation of an 

additional hydrophobic cluster,' namely Y29WL at. the C-terminus of apA-11(18-30)+ 
;+ 

and Y 14F 15V 18 at the N-terminus of apA-II(I2-3 1). In the NMR structures of apoA- 

fI(l8-30)+ bound to SDS rnicelles (Figs. 5.5B & 5.6), V18 is not lbcated on the 
"Z 

hydrophobic face, probably not involved in lipid binding. This is reminiscent af the N- 

terminus of ipo~(267-289), where V269 was found on the hydrophilic face and the 



. , - I* - + 

4 

several residues nearby became flexible (chapter 4): s, it may be the case that 

deletion of a hydrophobic pair from a -  lipid-binding peptide 'disrupts a potential 

hydrophobic cluster. Similar a~guments may be appfkd to mimy &her examples 

collected @I the excellent review on apo&oprotein peptides of various lengths @parrow 

- and Gotto, 1982). 
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CHAPTER 6: STRUCTURES OF APOA-I SEGMENTS~IN SDS, DPC, OR 
- 

-LYSOPC. PEPTIDE-LIPID INTERACTIONS , 

6.1 Introduction 

fj- 

* As mentioned in Section 1.6.1, the secolidary structure of ap~-l$lipid matrix is 

predicted to contain 6-9 helices linked by Pturng (Jonas et al., 1989; " ;ak  B eur et al., 

1990; Marcel et al., 1991 ; &$te and Atkinson, 1992; Calabresi et al., 1993; Segrest et al., 

1994). The putative arnphipathic helices (Section 1.4) are proposed to be responsible for - 
lipid binding (Segrest et al., 1974) and likely other functions of apoA-I (Segrest et al., 

1990; 1992; 1994). In addition, the tertiary structure of apoA-I is proposed to be 

stabilized by adjacent helix-heiix interactions via forming ion pairs (Brasseur et al., 1990; 

Lins et al., ,1995). 

As no 3-D structure of apoA-I is available, synthetic peptide analogue, antibody 

binding an$ site-directed mutagenesis studies have been performed in an atterppt to 

confirm the predicted structure or to locate the LCAT activation domain(s). sparrdLi&%d 
I 

Gotto (1982) showed that apoA-l(197-243) bound to DMPC but did not activate LCAT. 

The importance of the C-terminus of apoA-I in lipid binding but not in LCAT activation 

is consistent with limited proteolysis of apoA-I (Ji & Jonas, 1995) and site-directed 

mutagenesis studies (Schmidt et at, 1995; Holvoet et al., 1996). @so, 

residues 43 to 48 is susceptible to enzymatic hydrolygis (Lins et 

truncation of the N-terminal residues 1-43 from apoA-I was proposed to have little effect 

on LCAT activation (BrouiHette & Anantharamaiah, 1995; Rogers et al., 1997). Based . 

on the finding that the consensus sequence with a Glu residue at the 13th position best 

activates LCAT, ~nantharamaiah'et al. (1990) proposed that the major LCAT-activating 

domain is within residues 66-126 (Banka et al., 1991). Both apoA-I(1-86) and apoA- 
4 

11149-243) from C N B ~  digestion were found to activate LCAT to 2530% of apoA-I 

(Soutar et al., 1975). suggesting that residues 44-86 and 149-197 may be part of the 

LCAT activation domains. Monoclonal antibody studies (Meng et al., 1993; Uboldi et 

al., 1996) suggest that several putative helicai regions covering residues 96-1 74 of apoA-I 



@ are al1,implicated in LCAT activation. Although 
*r 

mutagenesis studies also 1 
C 

- imply the entire middle region, the importgee of residues 120-187 is more prono&ced 
- 

(Minnich et al., 1992; Sorci-Thomas et al., 1993; 1997; Holvoet et al., 1995). 
- 

Complementary to the site-directed mutagen& studies, synthetic peptides apoA-1(12 1 - 
164) (Fukushima et al., 1980) and apA-I(145-185) (Sparrow and Gotto, 1980) were both 

9 
shown to bind DMPC, to adopt helical conformations and to activate LCAT to 30% and 

25% of apoA-I, respectively. These "44mers" are believed to be the paradigm of apoA-I 

(Nakagawa et al., 1985). In addition to LCAT activation, the region 122-187 was also 

shown to play a role in chdestetoi eflhx (Con Wardstein et d., 1993; FieUng et d., 
= 

I. 

1994; Sviridov et al., 1996). 

Because of the potential biological importance, 2D NMR was employed to study 

the conformations of peptides within residues 1 14-187 of apoA-I in micelle models. The 

micelles (-50-60 A) are comparable in size with the smallest spherical HDL particle and 

thus should be a good approximation. As anionic detergent SDS is subject to criticism 
L 

for modeling lipoprotein environments, we have also determined the structures'of apoA- 

I(166- 1 85) and apoA-I(142- 1 87) in zwitterionic DPC. These two model lipids (SDS and 

DPC) with different head groups may mimic anionic and zwitterionic lipids, respectively, 

to some extent. In addition, .the use ofanionic SDS provides an excellent chance to test 

the role of cationic side chains in the class A arnphipathic helices. The peptide-lipid 
s 

interactions were investigated by CD, fluorescence spectroscopy, and intermolecular 
a 

nuclear Overhauser effect. The signal assignment of apA-I(122-187) was aided by the 
- --F - 

assignment of apoA-I(142-187) and apoA-I(114-142). - 

6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Circular dichroism 

ApoA-I(166- 1 85) (20mer), apoA-I(142- 1 87) (46mer), and apoA-I(122- 1 87) 

(66mer) have net positive charges and are readily soluble in water. Fig. 6.1 shows the 

CD spectra of the 20mer (A), 46mer (B), and 66mer (C) in the absence and presence of 



a SDS. In water, the CD spectra of all three peptidss showed a strong negative'band at 

202-203 nm ( ~ i g .  6. I), suggesting that the major codformation is random (Woody, 1 995). 
- 

- Convex constraint analysis gave 15% Mix and 47-50%. random structures for all 
- segments. The CD spectra changed titration of SDS and no M e t  change was 

observed for the 20mer, 46mer, an8 66mer above the peptide/SDS ratio of 1 : 10,1:40, and 

- * 1:20, respectively, suggesting that peptides were predominantly in the bound state 

(Bairaktari et al., 1990; Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko et al., 1996a,b). The CD cwves for 
1 

all segments in SDS are manifested by the double minima at 207-209 and -222 nm and a 
- 

strong positive band at -195 nm (Fig. 6.1), indicating helical conformations (Holzwarth 
- 

& Doty, 1965). 

When the SDS titration was performed at pH < 5, all three- peptide solutions - 

became turbid at the peptiddSDS tatio approximately 1:s. As a result, the CD 

absorbance dropped significantly. The turbidity disappeared upon raising pH or with 

furth'er addition of SDS. A similar phenomenon was observed for apoC-I fragments 

(Rozek et al., 1995), probably due to salt formation (O'Neil and Sykes, 1989). In the 

SDS-bound state, the change of pH fiom 3.7 to 10 had little effect on the CD spectra of 

apoA-I(166-185) (peptide/SDS, 1:40), indicating that the helical conformation was 

retained throughout the pH range. 

The variation of the molar ellipticity at the 222 nm for apo~-1(166-185) (A), 

apoA-I(142-187) (B), and apoA-I(122-187) (C),with titration of DPC or SDS at pH 6-7 is 

plotted in Fig. 6.2. While the 222 nm band of these peptides changed with the addition of 

SDS well below the CMC (8 mM, Helenius et at., 1979), little change occurred with 

titration of DPC until the DPC concentration was near the CMC (I.  1-1.2 mM, Ladmein  

et al., 1979; Cordier-Ochsenbein ,et al., 1996). A plateau was reached at about 

peptide/DPC ratio of 1:60 for all three peptides (Fig. 6.2), suggesting that one peptide 

binds one micelle. The trend of the 222 run b a d  with titrattion of a mixture of DPCfSDS 

(1 :1) to tbe 46mer resembles that of SDS, indicating that SDS may initiate binding* The 
z 

b 

contents of helix for the 2Omer, 46mer, and 66mer at the saturating amounts of DPC 

(SDS) are 48% (50%), 69% (62%), and 53% (56%), respectively, suggesting that these 

peptides adopt similar conformations in the two rnicelles. 



195 210 225 240 

Wavelength (nm) 

Fig. 6.1: CD spectra of 0.1 m M  apoA-I(166-185) (A), 0.035 m M  apoA-I(142-187) (B), and 0.035 m M  

apoA-I(122-187) (C) in the absence (open squares) and presence (solid'squares) of SDS at pH 6-7,37 f 

0.7"C. 



A. B, & C: Detergent/peptidc molar ratio 
D: Temperature ("C) 

Fig. 6.2 Variation of the 222 nm band of the CD spectra of 0.1 mM apoA-I(166-185) (A), 0.035 mM 

apoA-I(142-187) (B), and 0.035 mM apoA-I(122-187) (C) with the addition of SDS (solid circles) or 

DPC (open circles) at pH 6-7.37 OC. (D) Change of the 222 nm band of the CD spectra of apoA-I(142- 

187) complexed with SDS (solid circles) or DPC ( o k  ci~~les) ,  peptiddipid ratio 1:80. with the increase 

of temperature at pH 6-7. 

* 
To compare the stability of the helical structure in the bbund state, the complexes ? 

of apoA-I(142-187) with SDS or DPC were heated from 37 "C to 87 OC in steps of 10•‹C 

(Fig. 6.2D). The decrease in the value of the molar ellipticity at 222 nm indicates less 

helical conformation with increase of temperature. Linear regnssh of the d a r  

ellipticity values at 222 nm against temperature gave the slopes of 327 and 245 deg em2 

dmol-' "c' in DPC and SDS, respectively, indicating that the stability of the apoA-I(142- 

187)/~~S%om~lexes is greater than the peptidelDPC complexes. 



J 

ApoA-I(142-187) contains a single intrinsic fluorescent probe: Y166, whifh is -- 

* 

i located in the putative p tum %on. Using Eq. 3.1, the dative quantum yields of Y166 
- in apoA-I(142-187) were calculated at various levels of SDS or DPC and the rrsdts oie 

f 

plotted in Fig. 6.3. Uwn the addition of SDS to FA-I(142-187) (0.01 mM) the 

\ quantum yield of Y 166 doubled from 0.031 in water to 0.059 in SIX (SWpeptide ratio 
h 

\* - 320: l), indicating that the peptide associates with the lipid (Narayanaswami et al., 1993). 

The addition of DPC to apA-I(142-187) gave marginal change in the quantum yield. 

when peptidJDPC ratio was bctow appruxima@ly 1:80. However, tlie qk tum yield 

increased dramatically at the peptide/DPC ratio of 1: 160 or the DPC concentration of 1.6 

mM. When the trtration was performed at the peptide concentration of 0.020 mM, a rapid 

increase in the quantum yield was seen at the peptideJDPC ratio of 1:80 or 1.6 mM DPC. 

In both cases, when a rapid increase in the quantum ykld occurred, the DPC 

concentration was above the CMC. These experiments here and also in previous section 

all demonstrate that one apoA-I(142-187) associates with one DPC micelle (Lauterwein 

et al., 1979; Cordier-Ochsenbein et al., 1996). 



6.23 Structure of apo~-1(166-1~!Q in miceller 

6.23.1 NMR signal assignment 

- 

=v 

Portions of the NOESY spectriyf apA-I(166-185) iri SDS, at pH 6.6 (A) and at 
- 

pH 3.7 (B),, in DPC at pH 6.0 (C), and in lysoPC at pH 3.7 (D) are s h o d  in Fig. 64. In #+ - .*- 
'2 

r SDS at pH 6.6, all amide signals were resolved except the overlap between R171 and 

4172. The resonance assignment of the peptide at pH 6.6 was achieved similar to the 

apoE peptides (Chapter 4). Due to the degeneracy in amide chemical shifts, the NOE 
- comectivities to d d e  protons of R171 and 4172 were confvmed at 27 T. The arnide 

proton signal of S 167 was not observed as a result of probably faster exchange with water 

at pH 6.6 (Wtithrich, 1986). The e- and pproton signals were identified in the Ha-HB 
fl *,-- 

correlation region and fiuther confirmed by the Hai-HNby and H i-H--&, NOE 
$ 

cggmectivities to Dl 68. The chemical shifts of apoA-I(166-185) in SDS at p e  6.6 are 
k % p + % *i* 

*&f *,=y :-z. - . . J=in=m 
" 2% 

were ,I' assigned similarly. The chemical shifts of apoA-I(166-185) in SDS at pH 3.7 are * 
r. 

> 0 

1istea:in Table 6.2 and the chemical shifts in DPC are tabulated in Table 6.3, where the , . 

Ha chemical shifts of apoA-I(166-185) in lysoPC are also included. In the DPC sample, > - 
-- 

impurities in the lipid gave resonances at 8.92,8.55, and 8.08 ppm at pH 6.0 and 37 "C. 

Occasionally, two sets of such impurity peaks could be seen. 

e 

6.2.3.2 Chemical shift change of the ionizablcgroups in apoA-I(166-185) with pH 
i 

The pH dependence of chemical shifts for the side-chain groups of Y166, D168, - 
m % 

E169, El79 and El83 in PA-I(166-185) boundto SDS (A) or DPC (B) micelles is 
r- - 3 

depicted in Fig. 6.5. The solid lines in the Eigure were calculated using the madifid - 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Eq. 3.4). The calculated pKa values are given in Table ' 

6.4. Compared to the pKa values in DPC (Fig. 6.5B), those in SDS, especially at the N- 

terminus of the peptide, are higher. We may attribute this difference to the electrostatic 
3 

effect of SDS head groups causing a decrease in the 1oca)pH at the micellar surface. The 



pKa values of the N-terminal Y 166 in the two lipids differ by as large as 2 pH units (Fig. 

6 X f ,  sugge3ting thal the ammonium &up may form a salt bibdge with the SSD heid 

grwp f3arde&y aed Roberts, 1981; Smt & Kqm, IW3; Pkhj& et at., 1995). W g  , 

the equation (Nicholson et al., 199 1) s 

, the Free energy (AG) for such a salt bridge was estimated to be 2.6-kcaVmol at T = 3 10 K. -- 
In addition, the pKa of Y I66 in the peptide in a mixture of SDS/DPC (1 : 1, mol/mol) was 

measured to be 8.1, which is closer to the pKa in SDS than the value in DPC (Table 6.4), 

implying the formation of a possible anionic SDS domain by the cationic side chains of 

i 
I 

Fig. 6.4: (NEXT TWO PAGES),Fingerprint regions of the NOESY spectra of apoA-I(166-185) in 

SDS, at pH 3.7 (A) and pH 6.6 (B), in DPC, pH 6.0 (C), and in IysoPC at pH 3.7 0, all collected at 37 

T. The peptideflipid ratio is 1 :40 except for &soPC, where 1 : 1 1 was used. The sequential assignments in 

the fingerprint regions are constructed fw the spectra in SDS (A 'Bt B) and DPC (C). m e  NOE constructs 

showing the sequential assignments of the m i &  protons of apoA-I(166-185) in both SDS and DPC can be 

found in Wang et d. (1996b) Biochirn. Biophys. Acta 1301,174-184. B 







a 

6.2.3.3 Chemical shifts, NOE eonnedvitks .ad secondary smclprrr 

~hemical shifts me a sensitive probe for conformational change or interaction 

between mole~ules @wek, 1973; Jardetzky & ~obettsi 1981; Sugiura ot 0%; 1987; - 

Wishart et a!., 199 1 ; Folkers et cd., 1989; dsapay & Case, 1 9W; Szilzigyi, 1995; Shuker 

et al., 1996). Most of the residues of apoA-I(166-185) showed H" chemical shift 

differences within 0.05 ppm with decrease of pH fiom 6.6 to 3.7 (Tables 6.1 & 6.2). 
+ 

However, the differences for residues D168, E169, and GI85 an as large as 0.2 ppm. 

From the Ha secondary shifts, the region ~ 1 6 8  t o ~ l  h is suggested to be helical st p ~ '  
4 

6.6 (Table 6.1) whereas at pH 3.7 only the region L170 to K182 appears to be helicd 
% 

(Table 6.2). Using Eq. 4.2, the helix content for apo4-I(1-185) was estimated to be 

71% and 57% at pH 6.6 and 3.7, rrppectively. Further iacrrase of pH above 7 had little 

effect since Ha chemical shifts showed little change;xcept that of Y166, which shifb 

upfield due to deprotonation (Fig. 6.5C). A similar pH effe* on the N-terminal . 
conformation of the peptide was also observed in DPC. The helix content, according to 

Eq. 4.2, is 79% at pH 6.0 and 67% at pH 3, respectively. Similar eh-cal shifts in SDS a 

@--' 

and DPC (Tables 6,l & 6.3) syggest similar.confomations in the two miklles. The 

peptide Ha chemical shifts in DPCdmgedliale with increase of tempenuun &om 22 to 

47 "C (Fig. 6.6). In SDS, the major kt of peaks suggests helical structure even at 80 "C. 

This is supported by CD, whicli showed that the helix percentage in SOS deerrased 

slightly •’tom 55% at 37 "C to 49% at 87•‹C. T 

8 The sequential NOE comectivities for apo~-i(166-1 8~)'in SDS, at the two pHs, 
+k - 

and in DPC are depicted.in Fig. 6.7. From a combinatib of NOE -4 such as the 
;, + 

numerous strong, medium and weak H ~ ~ - H ~ ~ , ,  H ~ ~ - H ~ ~ + ,  , H ~ - H ~ ~ ~ ,  Hai-HN*,, H~~-H<+, 

and Hai-HUM cross paks, a predominantly helical structure is indiked for the peptide 
8 

f w W c h ,  1986). S i t a r  NOE co-vie pmems (Fig. 6.7, A ik C) shollety support 



Table 6.1: Protom Chemical Sb 
PeptidJSDS 1:40+ad 37 "C- 

Ser167 

Asp 168 

Glu169 

Leu 170 

Argl71 

Gh172 

%- 
Arg I 73 

: Leu174 

Alal75 

Ah1 76 

kg177  

Leu178 

Glu179 

Ala180 

'Chemical shifts are relative to txtanal DSS (0.00). %P secondary chanicpl shift0 dcuW accordiag to 
Eq. 4.1. 'Relative to the average HQ chemical shift 3.75 ppm. 

As seen fkom Figs. 6.7A and B, fewer (i, i+3) type NOES were found at the N- 

terminus of a@-I(166-185) at pH 3.7 than at pH 6.6. In addition, the strong Hai-%, , 

connativities extend further to E169, suggesting that the structure at the N-tetminus at a 

lower pH is more extended fwnouicb, Im; Cam et at., 1994Je T6ertfbre, both HP 
s e m m k y  dib eed NUE amectivities s* thst tbc ~3erminw of apo~-I(166-18~) 

is more helical at physiological pH than at acidic pH. 



teuf 70 . 8.18 4.05 -033 

.Chemical rhifb are relative to e h d  DSS (0.00). "Ha secondary chnnical"shif?s calculated r e a d m g  to 
Eq.4.l. Y 



Fig. 6.5 (A,B), legend on next page. i 

1 05 



Fig. 6.5: Chemical shifts of the ionizable side chains of apoA-I(166-185) bound to SDS (A) or DPC (B) 

as a function of pH. (C) The pKa for the amino group of the N-terminal residue of the peptide measured 

in SDS (O), DPC (O), and SDS/DPC (1 : 1) (A) by following the chemical shift change of Ha of Yl66 with 

pH. In all cases the peptideflipid ratio is 1 :40 at 37OC. 

Temperature 

Fig. 6.6: Ha chemical shifts of the residues in apoA-I(166-185) bound to DPC at various temperatures 
from 22 to 47 OC.  Data were obtained from 2D NMR spectra collected at pH 3.1 using DSS as internal 
standard. 



Table 63: Proton Chemical Shifts @pm) of ApoA-I(M-185) in DPC-JI, or &soPC 
at 37 Ot" 

? 

Residue HN Ha Ha H~ W Others 

Ser 167 , 

Asp 168 

Glu 169 

a 
Leu 170 

. 
Argl71 

Gln 172 

Arg 1 73 

Leu 174 

Ala175 

Glu 179 7.99 3 -96 4.05 2.09 2.38.2.32 

Ala180 7.54 4.22 4 2  1 1.48 

4.73 4.76 2.85,2.7 1 yHN 7.53,6.84 a 
Asn184 8.24 

'I 

Gly185 7.88 3.70 3.80 
if 

3.76 3.87 

' S p e  Bs in ~able'6.2. me p e p t i d d ~ ~ ~  molar ratio is 1:40 at pH 6.0. b e  epmton chbmical shifts 
of apoA-I(166-185) in IysoPC, peptideAysoPC ratio I : 1 1, pH 3.7. 

Table 6.4: Ionization Constants @Ka) of Some Side Chains of ApoA-I(166-185) in 
SDS-ds or  DPCd,' + 

Residue pKa 6, 8, P K ~  6 A 68 - 
Yt66 8.56 4.35 3.73 6.69 4.27 1 3.74 
Dl68 4.92 3.05 2.67 3.80 2.96 2.65 
El69 521 2.45 2.27 4.23 2.48 2.30 
El79 5.35* 2.59* 2.33 4.95 2-56 2.37 
El83 5.23* 2.55 2-29; 5.06. 2.53 2.27* 

'Calculated according to Eq. 3.4. The standard deviations of the pKa values is less than * 0.1. Data 
followed by a star are averaged pKa's from two resolvable methylenc protons of the side chains (Fig. 6.5). I 



6.23.4 Three-dimensional structures of apok-I(166-185) in SDS-d,, - 

- 

- 

In SDS, 223 NOE distance restraints, including 101 inter- and 122 intra-residue, 

- .  were found for apoA-I(166- 185) at pH 6.6 whereas 259 distance restraints ( 14 1 inter- and 

118 intra-residue) were obtained at pH 3.7. A comparison of the NOE restraint files at 

the two pHs revealed that more distance restraints at pH 3.7 than at pH 6.6 stem mainly 
J L  -- 

from the N-terminus of the peptide. In Fig. 6.8, we show the NOE build-up curves for a 

select group of cross peaks representing different types of NOEs. Normal build-ups 

demonstrate that these NOEs result from proton gipolar interactions a d  spin diffusion 

plays a minor role at a mixing time less than 150 ms (Wpthrich, 1986). The ensemble of 

19 out of 20 structures, calculated for apoA-I(166-185) in the presence of SDS at pH 6.6 

and 3.7, respectivel&~is presented in Fig. 6.9. The  rookh haven PDB identification 
. . 

numbers for apoA-I(166-185) in SDS are lODP at pH 6.6 and 1ODQ at pH 3.7. The 

middle region of the structures is well defined at pH 6.6 while the ends are not due to 

dynamic fraying (Shoemaker et al., 1987) as reflected in the higher RMSDs (Fig. 6.10). 

As shown in Fig. 6.10, the RMSDs for residues L170 through L178 are below 0.1 A 

except for R173 to A175 in SDS at the lower pH, whose RMSDs are below 0.2 A. The 

RblSDs for the helical region and the entire moIecule relative to the average structure are 

given in ,Table 6.6.  The backbone RMSDs of the structures at both pHs for 

superimposing the well-defined helical region Rl71-K182 are below 0.5 A. The N- 

terminal structure of the peptide in SDS at pH 3.7 is better defined than that at pH 6 

owing to a larger number of NOEs between Y 166 aromatic protons and the side chains of 
--&g - 

residues 167- 1 69. -p= 

Fig. 6.7: (On next page) NO€ conneetivities of apoA-l(t66-185) in SDS, pH 6.6 (A) and 3.7 (B), and' 

in DPC pH 6.0 (C), all at 37 "C. Classification of NOE intensities into strong, medium, and weak is 

indicated by the height of the bars [From Wang et al. (1996b)l. 

-.e . 
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NOE Build-up 1 / NOE Build-up 2 

f 

Fig. 6.8: NOE build-up curves for select cross peaks of apoA-I(166-185) in SDS at pH 3.7 and 3'P "C. 

- 0 100 200 300 

Mixing time (ms) 

Mixing times are 50.75, 150, and 300 ms. Peak idendity: (on NOE Build-up 1) #9, S167 HN-Y 166 Ha; #5, 

0 100 200 300 

Mixing t ime (ms) 

A1 80 H"-~179 HN; #24, E l  69 H'-D~ 68 Ha; #23, D 168 HN-s 167 H*; #25, Rl7 1 HN-~170  Ha; #6, A176 

H"-~175 H"; X16. A1 80 HN-~179  Ha;115. A176 HN-A175 Ha; (on NOE ~ u i l d - u ~ b  #46. L174 H*-RI~ 1 

Ha; #47. L178 ~ 4 ~ 1 7 5  Ha; #30. L174 HP-A175 HN; #40, L178 ~ ' - ~ 1 7 9  HN; #14, S167 He-~167 HN; #3 1, 

L170 ~ ' - ~ 1 7 0  H"; #26, Dl68 He-€169 HN. 
B. 



* 

a b 

f 1 I 

Fig. 6.9: Backbone structuhaf  apoA-I(166-185) determined in SDS -riles at H 3.7 (A), pH 6.6 t (B), and in DPC micella'at pH 6.0 (C). The ensemble contains 19. 19. and 29 rtructur& respectively. 

all structures. the middle helical region has been swrimposed [Adapted from Wang et al. (1996b)l. I 

T ..= 



Residue number 

Fig, 6.10: RMSD plots of apoA-I(166-185) structures versus residue number. RMSDs of the structures 

in SDS at pH 6.6 (A) and at pH 3.7 (B) were calculated relative to the average structure. Each value was 

smoothed in a three-residue window. 

The main body of the structures at both pHs is helical from residues R171 to 

K182, At pH 3.7, however, the helix levels off starting L170 to an almost extended 

structure whereas the helical structure extends to Dl68 at pH 6.6. As a qsult, the 

distance from the amide N atom of Y 166 to the arnide proton of L170 decnp&s by about . - 

* 2.7 A at pH 6.6 compared to the mean distance at pH 3.7. The more compact N-terminal 

structure at pH 6.6 is in accord with the observation of NOES between Y16li.and L170 at * 

pH 6.6 but not at pH 3.7. The stereoview superposition of side chains of the structures at 

pH 3.7 is shown in Fig. 6.1 1. The ensemble of aromatic rings of Y 166 all bends toward 
a 

L170 and Rl7 1, probably participating in hydrophobic binding. Such an orientation of 

Y166 is similar to but not identical with the hydrophobic-staple motif, w h e ~  residue i 

interacts with residue i+5 at the N-tednus (Munoz et al., 1995). 



Fig. 6.11: Stereoview superposition of the side chains of the ensemble of calculated structures for 

apoA-I(166-185) in SDS at pH 3.7. Backbone atoms have been deleted for clarity. Hydrophobic side 

chains are shown in medium grey, negatively charged and polar side chains in light grey, and interfacial 

cationic side chains in dark grey [From Wang et al. (1996b)l. 

6.2.3.5 Three-dimensional structures of apoA-I(166-185) in DPC 

Fig. 6.9C shows an ensemble of 29 structures for apoA-I(166-185) in complexes 

with DPC at pH 6.0. The Brookhaven PDB identification number for apoA-I(166-185) in 

DPC is 10DR. Comparison of the average structures determined for the peptide in SDS 

at pH 6.6 and in DPC at pH 6.0 is illustrated in Fig. 6.12A, where the backbone atoms 

have been replaced by ribbons and overlaid. The mean structure in DPC (dark) 

superimposes nicely with that in SDS (grey) from R171 to K182, a region with well- 

defined amphipathic helices in both lipids. As shown, such a similarity in structure even 

extends to the majority of the side chains. The most evident Local structural difference 

was seen near Dl68 and E169. The similar structures of apoA-I(166-185) in SDS or 



a 

DPC, regardless of the lipid head group, demonstrate that hydrophobic interactions 
4 

i" 

determine the final lipid-bound conformations of the &tide. 

166 169 172 I75 1 78 181 184 1.87 

Residue number 
-l 

S 

Fig. 6.12: (A) Average structures of apoA-i(l66-185) in SDS (dark) and DPC (light) micelles with the 

ribbons superimposed. (B) Plots of secondary Ha chemical shifts of apoA-I( 166- 185) 

(0) and 6.6 (a). DPC. pH 6.0 (0). and IysoPC. pH 3.7 (m) against the residue number. 

I 

C 



The end-on views of the average stmctures of -A-1(166-185) detennined & / 
I 

I 

SDS and DPC are pmented in Wg. 6.13. All the acidic and polar side chains uc centenxi / 
i 

on the hydrophilic face at the bottom of the view,-defining a hydmphilic arc of 7S0, I 

i 
whereas leucine side chains are clustered in a hydrophobic face aa of appmnitaate 110". / 

1 

Cationic side chains are extended and located between the hydropWc and the i 
I i 

I 
hydrophobic faces. ~irni1ac'pattems were found i6 SDS *md DPC for the region El69 to i 

$f 1 
E183. Such overall orientations of the side chains indicate that the helical structures of / , 

I 

apA-I(l66-185), determined in either SDS or DPC micclles, fit the definition for class 1 - ' 
A 1 amphipathic helices (Segrest et al., 1990). 

I 

3.7, .Id (0 I. DPC at pH 61). .U v i e d  from the C-tamid end of &peptide. Oaiy sidcchain /yay 

atoms P. shown, that is all brtbo~ rmmr and sidechain hymo~an-have been anitad for d*rity. 

AIanincmethylcarbo~~~are~withanastaisk.  ~ h e t w o t e r m i n a l ~ a t ~ & i n @ ) & ( ~ )  

are oat ' h w n  btcause of hying fFrom Wang et al. (l-)]. 7 
C 

d 
% 
1 %. 

, 
115 



6.23.6 Structure of apoA-I(166-185) in &soPC 
Q 

LI 

Among detergents, l p P €  is regarded as m e  of the besf to sofubitize membrane 

proteins (Tanford & R ~ ~ W I Q  1976). To further test model lipids, we also investigated 

the possibility of IysoPC. The fingerprint region of the NOESY spectrum of apoA-I(166- 
4 

185) in IysoPC is given in Fig.' 6.4D. As lysoPC was not deuterated, the spectral quality - 
_ -A a , is poor compared to that in deuterated SDS or DPC (Fig. 6.4). The signals were assigned 

I by com@son with those assignments in SDS and DPC. Similar Ha chemical shifts (Fig. 
1 

6.12B) indicate hat apo~-i(166-185) also adopts a similar conformation in lysoPC as in 

SDS or DPC (Fig. 6.12A). The differences in chemical shift at the N-terminus of -A- 

I(166-185) suggest that fhis part of the peptide is sensitive to lipid as well as pH (Fig. 

6.128) (Sugiura et ol., 1987). Besides the chemicalhshifts (Tables 6.2 & 6.3), NOE 

connectivities at the ~-terkinus of apoA-I(166-185) in lysoPC at pH 3.7 were found to 

be similar to those in SDS at pH 3.7.- In addition, inter&olecular NOES were also 

detected between the aromatic ring protons of Y 166 and the acyl chains of lysoPC at the 

peptide/lysoPC ratio of either 1 : 1 or 1: 11, indicating @at Y I66 is involved in lipid 
/' 

binding. 

6.23.7 Intermolecular NOES between apoA-I(166-185) and SDS 

6.23.7.1 Interactions before helix formation 

In the absence of apoA-I(166- 1 85), SDS resonates at 4.0 1 (C 1 -H), 1.64 4C2?H), 

1.33 (C3-H), 1 . 2 4 ' [ ( C ~ a  and 0.82 (CH,) ppm (Fig. 6.14A) at 25 OC. On the other 

hand, in the absence of SDS, the proton signals of apoA-I(166-185) display spin-spin 
i 

couplings (Fig. 6.14B). Mixing SDS with the peptide* caused a shift of signals of both 

SDS and peptide. TIE shih O~SDS proton s i M s  by o.w.# ppm to higher field upon 

q addition of apoA-I(166-185) may be ascribed to hydrophobic interactions (Dwek, 1973). 

The arginine tHN multi&et of the peptide at 7.18 ppm in the absence of SDS split into 

three distinct singlets at 7.15 (R173), 7.18 (R171) and 7.22 (R177) ppm in premce of 



SDS. Meamwhile, most of ~ ~ the -~ spin-spin - 

line. broadening (Fig. 6.14C). W shift- 

c h g e  while peak brpadcaing suggests the e i a t i o n  of spoA-1(1 

pronounced for signals less than 2 ppm (side chains of cationic midues ard leucines) 

than for those between 2 and 2.9 ppm (hydmphilic side chains such as Glu, Gfn, and Asp) 

(Fig. 6.14C). Such a selective interaction would=suggest that anionic SDS ha9 a much 

h i g h e r p r o ~ t o i n t e r a a d B y d r e ~ k & p s i t i ~ c ~ * ~ t k a t t  

with negatively charged side chains 

Fig. 6.1 5A, bottom, is a portion of the TOCSY spectrum of apoA-I(166-185) 
- 

@eptide/SDS ratio, 1:1) showing cross peaks b e e n  pro-ted SDS C-1 and other 

protons as labeled. The NOESY spectnmr Fig. 6.lSA, top) shows intermolcculk cross 

peaks: SDS C 1 -H with leucine methyls, alank methyls, and b, y- and & ~ . b f  'all the M 

arginines. In addition, arginine EP signals, as wqLl as the ammatic ring protons of Y 166, 

showed NOE cross peaks with SDS G I  a d  (CH* protons (Fig. 6.158), consistent with 

the obwrvation in lysoPC (Sectioa 6.23.6). These 2D peaks (Fig. 6.15) and the 
yr . +%- 

selecfive broadening of NMR signals (Fig. 6.14) all SDS interacis 
B 

specifically with hydrophobic *d cationic side chains of ap0&1(1 &l85). 
'* -- #- 

= - 
r 

2 





Arg HY Leu CH3 
- H' I Ala CH3 I I 

SDS C-ZH C-3 H I 

Pi. &15: Portions of the TOCSY a d  intcrmdcculrv NOESY bpectra of apoA-I(166-185) at the 

pe@deBDS ratio of 1:l. Shown in (A) is the same He-side-chain regions of the TOCSY (bottom) and 

NOESY (top) spectra. Ihe amide and aromatic sido-chain region is given in (B). 



EH 

SDS C-1 H 

6.2.3.7.2 Interactions after helix formation 
f 

Fig. 6.16 is part of the NOESY spectrum of apoA-& 166- 185) at the peptide/SDS- 

d25/SDS ratio of 1 :5:5 at 25 O C .  The 1: 10 ratio is the minimum ratio required for apoA- 

I(166-185) to adopt a helical conformation as shown in Fig. 6.2. Also. the NOE 

connectivity patterns in the NOESY spectra of the h i d e  at the peptideISDS ratios 1: 10, 

1:40,-and 1:80 are identical. Although the intermolecular NOES were also observed at 37 



b 
OC they are clearer at 25 O C .  By 'comparison with the NOESY in SDS-du at 1:40, it was 

SDS (CH2)n and C-f protons. As welt mss peaks were abssmd betseen the Y164 r 

', aromatic protons and SDS Cl-H, C2-H, C3-H and (CH2)n peaks (Fig. 6.16). These cross 

peaks could be seen at different mixing times ranging from 50 to 150 ms and are, 

therefore, due to direct dipole-dipole interactions. The detection of weak intermolecular 

NOE peaks indicates &at the average distance between SDS C-1 protons and the E H ~  - 
protons of arginines is within 5 A (Wiithrich. 1986). 

4 

ratio uf 1:10 (pcptidefSDSISDSd~ I S ) .  The pgaide side-chain signals for Y 166, Rl? 1. R173, and , 
/'- 

R I77 as well as SDS signals art labcled. Intermolecular NOE peaks are at the cross of the SDS and peptide 

signals h r n  Wang et ai. (199fib)I. + 
I \ 

L 



6.2.4 Shctures of apoA-I(142-187) in SDS or DPC micclles 
i 

62.4.1 Signal assignment 

Y 

As shown in Fig. 6.17, the TOCSY cross peaks fiom HN to side chains for apoA- \ ~ 

11142-187) in DPC are sparse. This is true of the TOCSY spectrum in SDS. As a 

consequence, the assignment of apoA-I(142-187) was achieved by applying the 

sequential assignment kwiithrich, 1986), the main chain directed approach (MCD) 

(EnglandeY& Wand, 198 Di Stefano & Wand, 1987), and the pepti&-aided signal \ 
assignment strategy (PASA) (Wang et al., 1997qb). The fingerprint (A) and amide 

proton (B) regions of thePNOESY spectrum of apoA-I(142-187) in DPC-d,, micelles at 37 

"C are presented in Fig. 6.18. The assignment was started ftom the identification of 

unique spin systems on the NOESY spectrum (Revington et al., 1997). For example, the 

side chain of the single valine gave two sets of NOE co-tivities. The stronger ones 

resulted fiom the HN of V156 to its Ha, H*, the medium to weak ones 

were assigned as the NOE wnneetivities of ~ 1 5 2  From Dl 57, A1 58 

was deduced using the Ht-HN,, comectivities. Other useful starting spin systems were 
r -?-L? 

- Y 166, Dl 50, HI 55, H162, and the alanines. The assignment of Y166 and histidines was - 

facilitated by the NOE connectivities of HB to both HN and aromatic ring protons. The 

- spin systems were then linked using H",-H~,+,, Hai-HB+3, and HNi-~Ni+, as shown in Fig. 

6.18B. The Ha and side-chain resonances were confirmed by TOCSY spin patterns and 

the assignment of side chains was corroborated by DQF-COSY. The very C-temnninal 

residues such as G 1 89, G 1 86, and A1 87 were assigned using the zeroquantum dispersive 

peaks observed in the NOESY spectrum at 50 ms (Cavanagh et al., 1996). A similar 

@ peak was observed for GI 85 in apA-I(166-185) (Fig. 6.4). 

As shown in Fig. 6.194 the spectral overlap in the amide region is heavy at 3T OC - 

and a higher temperature (50 OC) was necessary to achieve the assignments in SDS (Fig. 

6.19B). The spectra of the peptide in SDS were assigned simiiarly. Shown in Fig. 6.20 is 

the fingerprint region of NOESY spectnun of apoA-I(142-187) in SDS. Since W signals 

of Dl 50 and Dl 57 resonated near the water signal at 50 "C in SDS, they were confirmed 



at 37 'C. Comparison of the spectra in SDS and DPC confinned the assignment for - 

G145, E146, Dl68 and E169, which are weak or incomplete in SDS. In addition, the 

side-chain E H ~  signals of arginines of apoA-I(142- 187) resonate between 7.49-7.83 ppm 

in DPC (Fig. 6.17) but 7.08-7.26 ppm in SDS. These side-chain signals in SDS do not 
a overlap with amide proton resonances of the peptide, thus verifying the assignments in 

DPC. Table 6.6 lists ;he chemical shifts of the peptide in SDS and the chemical shifts of 
?, 

apoA-I(142-187) in DPC rnicelles are tabulated in Table 6.7. h both SDS and DPC, two 

sets of peaks were found for residues El83 and N184 (Tables 6.6 & 6.7), indicating that 
e 

the C-terminus of apoA-i(l42-187) is flexible and exists in at I- two wnfenners 

(Cavanagh et al., 1996). 

Fig. 6.17: Fingerprint region of the TOCSY spectrum of apoA-I(142-187) in DPC. TJE peptide/DPC 

ratio is 1:60, pH 4.9 and 37 OC. The boxed region contains predominantly the TOCSY relay peaks from the 

&EN of arginines to side-chains. Note that these peaks in SDS do no1 appear in the arnids region (cf.. Fig. 

6.16). 



, , 

TabIeX6: Proton ChemicaI Shifts @pm) of ApoA-I(142-187) Bound to SbS-d, at 
the PeptidekSDS Wlar  Ratia of 1 H  at pH 4.9 and 50 'Ca 

? 
* 

i 

Residue ' H" Ha CSl a - H~ ' H" Others 

Ser 142 4.09 - 1 v 3.79 

Pros 43 

Leu 144 

Gly145 

Glu146 

Glu147 

Met 148 

Arg I49 
I ,  

Asp I 50 

Argl51 

. ~ i a 1 5 2  

Arg 153 

.Ala154 

His155 

Val 156 

Asp 1 57 

AIa158 

Leu 159 

Arg 160 

Thrl61 

His 1 62 

Leu 163 

AIa 164 

Pro165 

Tyr 1 66 

Serl.67 

Asp168 

Glul69 

Leu 170 

Argl7 1 



Gln 172 

kg173 * 

Leu 174 

Ala 175 

Ala 176 

Arg 177 

Leu 178 

Glu 179 8.13 4.00 - 1 2.19, 2.12 2.53 

Aia 180 7.56 4. 16 - 1 1.53 e - 
Leu181 7.72 4.18 - 1 1.89, 1.83 1.69 Hb 0.93 

Lys182 7.80 4.14 - 1 1.92, 1.86 1.59, 1.47 HS 1.69; Ht 2.97 

Glu 183 7.82 4.28 - 1 2.16, 2.09 2.54,2.45 

Glu 183' 4.34 2.16'2.03 2.52-2.46 

Asn 184 8.01 4.74 0 2.92, 2.85 y ~ "  - 
L Asnl84' 7.84 3.57 2.84.2.77 

Gly 185 8.06 3.97 0 

Gly186 8.14 3.95 0 

Ala 187 -4.22 - 1 1.35 

a. Chemical shifts are referenced - to internal standard DSS (0.00). 
- 

C 

J 

Table 6.7: Proton Chemical Shifts (ppm) of ApoA-I(142-187) in DPC& at the 
Peptide/DPC Molar Ratio of 1:60 at pH 4.9 and 37 "C a i( 

Residue H" Ha CSI H~ Hy Others 

Ser 142 4.03 - 1 o 

Pro143 - 4.50 0 2.41.2.10 2.05, 1.98 HS 3.83. 3.57 

Leu I44 8.34 4.26 - 1 1.70. 1.64 - g 0.95.0.90 

Glu 146 8. l'l 4.02 - 1 2.07 2.45.2.35 



Ah152 

Arg 153 

AIa 154 

His 155 

Val 156 

Asp 157 

Ah158 

Leu 159 

Arg I60 

Thrl61 

P Hts 1 62 

Leu I63 

P f 
1 Ah164 

Pro 165 

Tyr 166 

Ser 167 

Asp 168 

Glu 169 

Leu 170 

Argl71 
2 

Gln 172 

Arg 173 

Leu 1 74 

Ala 175 

A'la 176 

Arg 177 

Leu 178 

Glu 179 

Leu1 81 7.71 @-'4.19 

Lys t 82 7.75 4.14 

Glu183 8.03 4.26 

Glu 183' 8.04 4.32 

Am184 , 825 4.75 



-- - Gly186 8.20 3.94 0 

AIa 187 7.76 4.17 1.33 

a. Chemical shifts are referenced to internal standard DSS (0.00). 
- UI 

6.2.4.2 Chemical shift index, NOE pattern and secondary structure 

* 
Using Tables 6.6 & 6.7 and the Ha reference chemical shift table. (Wiithrich, 

- 

1986), the CSIs for apoA-I(142-187) 'in SDS and DPC were obtained and are also 
- 

included in the respective tables. A dense grouping of "-1"s indicates helical 

conformation while a dense grouping of "+l"s suggests Pstrand. Zeros are indicative of 

random coil. Thus, in both DPC and SDS the regions corresponding to residues 144-162 
.# 

and 168-183 were predicted to be helical. The extension of the first helix to at least T161 

is consistent with the observation that the Ha chemical shift is less than H: different from 
ii 

the unstructured terminal threonines in apE(267-289) (Table 4.2) and in apA-II(18- 

30)+ (Table 5.2) (Doak et al., 1996). A comparison of Tables 6.6 & 6.7 revealed that, 

except for residues S142, R153, A164, R173, and L174, whose Ha chemical shifts differ 

by 0.12 ppm or less, the differences in Ha chemical shifts of the 4mer  in the two miceltes 

are within A 0.05 ppm, suggesting that apA-I(l42-187) adopts similar conformations in 

the two lipid environments. 

Fig- 6.18: Fiigerpht (A) a d  am& ptoton (B) reglon of the NOESY spectzum of apA-I(14E.187) 

(S d) in D*& ( H ~ ~ P : ~ .  rh) (r, = 80 lat) at ppiBe/DPC Nio t :@, pH 4.9, and 37 OC. HH:- 

H", cross peaks for each residue (A) are labeled and the H*~-H~,, cross peaks (B) are labeled. For clarity. 

only the squential connectivities for the region 166-173 (B) are shown (From Wang er of., 1997b) 



I 
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Fig. 6.19: NMR spectrum of apoA-I(142-187) (5 mM) @cptidelSDS, 160) ia'SDS at pH 4.9, (A) 37 'C 

and @) 50 *C. 

O - r t s  '.U 0 
Al?•÷ El -* ,  0 0 

BI ** -*) 11.1 * @ -4 
L I W L I ~  d 
* @ #I= A J ' ~  - 
da. e Y - 

L I U  A t W  0 
L 

O l s ?  

Fig. W. Fbgerpriat w g b  of tk NOESY spectrum of .poA-I(l42-187) (5 mM) ie SIB-& 



Fg. 6.21: Sunumuy of intcmsbe NOE co~ccdvities of apoA-I(142-187) bound to DPC (A) and 

SDS (B) m*e0es Strong, medium and weak NOES arc de&ted with the height of the bars (From Wang 



The interresidue NOES for apoA-I(142-187) in DPC'(A) or SDS (B) micelles are 

summarized in Fig. 6.21. In both miceltes, a combination of the NOE pattern such as 

medium to strong HN,-HNl,,, weak to medium Hal-HNi+,, weak to strong H ~ ~ - H ~ , + ,  and H4- # 

HN,+,, and weak Hq-HN1., indicates helical structure in regions corresponding to residues 

146- 164 and 168- 1 82: The H~ signals of both Y 166 and A 164 showed NOE cross peaks 

with the H' of P165, indicating a tram conformation for the proline (Wuthrich--et a!., 

1984). A similar proline conformation has been found in apoE(263-286) (Chapter 4). 

6.2.4.3 Three-dimensional structures of apoA-I(142-187) in SDS or DPC 

., 

Fig. 6.22 shows the backbone view of the structures of apoA-I(142-187) in the 

presence of DPC calculated using 450 NOE distance restraints (227 intra- and 223 i'nter- 

residues). The Brookhaven PDB identification number is 1 GW3. Superimposing the N- 

terminal helix ( 146- 1 62) led to a "fmying" of the C-terminal helix (1 68- 1 82) (Fig. 6 . 2 2 ~ )  
9 - -  

md.~; iwersa ,  illustrating the interhelical structure is not uniquely defined. The RMSD 

for superimposing the backbone atoms of the helical regions 146-162 is 0.98 + 0 2 2  A. 
*r - 

Superimposing the backbone atoms of the helical-regions 168-1 82 (Fig. 5B) gave a jg q ,, 
-9 " ,,r3 
4 5  --- &$ -". 

RMSD of 1.99 it 0.42 A. The better defined N-terminal helix can be attributed to higher A i - ~ ? ,  + 
a 

- - h 
resolution of proton resonances (more NOE restraints). Finally, when-29 structures%of the 

hinge region, residues 163-168, are superimposed (Fig. 6.22C) a helical-like structure can * 

be seen. The RMSD for superimposing the8 backbone atoms of the' interhelical region, 
\ 

residues 163-168, is I .  1 1 + 0.39 A. 



Fk. 6.22:QacW riew of an ensemble of 29 structures of apo~-1 (14~ l87)  in DPC at pH 4.9 and 37 

"C (A) with residues 146- 164 superimposed; (B) C-terminal helical structures, residues 169- 183 with 

residues 170- 181 superimposed; and (C) the interhelical structures, residues 161- 169 with 163-168 

s'uperimposed (Form Wang et al., 1997b). 



Fig. 6.23: Backbone view of an ewmble of 29 structures of apoA-I(142-187) in SDS at pH 4.9 and 50 

O C  (A) with the N-terminal helix, residues 14'6-164 superimposed; (B) The C-terpidal helix, residues 169- 

183 with residues 170-18 1 superimposed; and (C) The interhelical structures, residues 161-169 with 

residues 163- 168 superimposed (From Wang er al., 1997b). 



Fig. 6.24:. Ribbon representations d the structure most resembling the averagi of apA-I(142-187) 

in DPC (A) and SDS (B). For clarity, only hydrophobic sidechains arc shown,(From Wang et al., 1997b). 
- 

Presented in Fig. 6.23 are &dar structural regions of apA-I(142-187) 

determided in SDS miceltes based on 397 NOE distance restraints (195 inter- and 202 

intra-residues). The Brookhaven PDB identification number for the 46mer in SDS is 

1GW4. The RMSDs for superimposing the backbone atoms of the helical regions 146- 

162 (A) snd 168-182 (•’3) are 2-43 f 0.23 and 2.02 f 0.21 A, mpecriveEy. Superimposing 

the herhetlical region. residues 163-168, gave a RMSD of 1.84 f 0.20 A (Fig. 6.23C). 
. . 

+ Themfore, the N-terminal helix in S M  is not as well defmed as in DPC. This may relate 



to the temperature at which the NOESY spectra were collected. More NOEs were 

obtained i~ DPC at 37 'C (450 NOEs) than in SDS at 50 "C (397 NOEs). ' 

Fig. 6.24 shows the average structures of apoA-I(142-187) determined in DPC \ 
(A) and in SDS (B) micelles, respectively. Both are curved structures with the 

hydrophobic side chains on the concave face. It can also be •˜een that the aromatic ring of 

Y166 stacks with the ring of PI65 with its hydroxyl group pointing toward the 

hydrophilic face. This local Kydrophobic packing may explain why one of the H! of 

PI65 shifted upfield by approx. 1 ppm. Further investigation of the average structures 

showed that the dihedral angles k@ and Y )  for the residues 146-162 and 168-1 82 in 
i 

general fall within the helical region (Fig. 6.25). Ijoweverf'the dihedralLangtes for 
3 

residues from L 163 to Y 166 have the structural pattem-of PayP in DPC, which has been 
I - 

classified as a half-turn (Efirnov, 1993): A half-turn differs from a P-turn in that the 

former changes the helix direction by 90' while the latter changes it by 180'. In SDS, thea 

same region was found to have pa&a structural pattern based on dihedral angles, which 

may be referred to as a helical bend. 

Reddme Nmrbu 
Fig. 6.25: Plob of the dihedral angles of the average structure of apoA-l(142-187) in SDS (A) and 

DPC fB). The solid and open circfes correspond to phi and psi respectively. 



Fig. 6.26: Intermolecular NOEs between apoA-I(142-187) and SDS. The peptide!SDS-d2,1SDS ratio is 

1 :5:5 at pH 4.9.37 "C. The SDS (CH2)n Frequency is labled horizontally whereas the peptide signals such 

as H 155, H 166, and Y 166 are labled vertically. At the cross are intermolecular NOEs. Intermolecular 
P 

NO€ peaks between SDS and arginine EH" signals are labled directly along the SDS (CH,)n Frequency. 

6.2.4.4 Intermolecular NOEs between apoA-I(142-187) and SDS 

in Sections 6.2.3.6 and 6.2.3.7, we showed that Y166 in apoA-I(166-185) 

interacts with lysoPC acyl chains and SDS alkyl chains, respectively. In Section 6.2.2, 

the fluorescence spectra of Y 166 in apA-I(142-187) suggest that Y 166 moves to a 



hydrophobic environment.. To substantiate the lipid binding of the interhelical region of 
- apoA-I(142-187) a d  to efucidate fmther structural information, interrnol$cufar nuclear 

-- Overhauser effect observations were g e r f ~ d  by addin% pretomted SDS to the apuA- 

I(142-187)lSDS-d,, sample. Fig. 6.26 shows a portion of the NOESY spectrum of the 

sample at pH 4.9 and 37 "C. Intermolecular NOEs from the side chains of arginines, , 

*. M148, HI 55, H162, Y 166, and K182 to SDS alkyl chains were identified. The 

identification and assignment of these intermolecular NOE peaks were possible since side , 

chains of those residues have well-resolved proton resonances from other peptide signals. , 

These NOE cross peaks were observed at a mixing time of 40 rns and were clearer at 80- . 

120 ms. The NOEs of M 148 and Y 166 with SDS indicate hydrophobic interactions. In 

addition, the NOEs between Y166 and SDS confirmed the lipid binding of the 

interhelical region (Fig. 6.3). The NOEs between SDS and His, Arg, and Lys indicate 
s 

that these amino acid residues are a located in the interface of the apoA-I(142-187)lSDS 

complexes. 

6.2.5 NMR study of apoA-I(l22-187) 

6.2.5.1 Signal assignment 

As  with apoA-I(142-187) (46mer), very few cross peaks from the amide protons 

to side chains appeared in the TOCSY spectrum of the 66mer. The fingerprint region of 

the NOESY of the 66mer is shown in Fig. 6.27. By comparison with the assignment 

achieved for the 46mer (Fig. 6.181, the signals for residues 146- 1 82 were assigned as they 

appeared at the identical spectral regions. These assignments were subsequently 

confirmed by the identical NOE patterns. The assignment of residues 122-144 

commenced wiih H135, which is readily recognized due to resonating to lower field of 

the water signal. From H 135, residues 4132, El 36, L 137, and 4138 were assigned based 

on NOE connectivities. L 144 and S 142 were assigned since both amide protons showed 
t 

cross peaks with the H' of El43 just as the NOE pattern formed by A164, P165, and 

Y166 (Section 6.2.4.2). Such a similarity hdicates that P143 is also in a tram 



<& 

conformation like P165. Some residues such as A124 and A1 30 were assigned by . 

comparison with apoA-I(114-142) (Section 6.2.6) or by the process of elimination (POE). 

In this manner, approx. 90% Ha and 80% arnide proton signals were assigned (Table 6.8). 

Fig. 6.27: Fingerprint region of the NOESY spectrum of apoA-I(122-187) in SDS-d,,-cont+ning 

aqueous solution (H20/D20, 9:1, vlv ), peptide/SDS ratio 1:60, pH 4.9 and 50 "C. For clarity and 

comparison with Figs. 6.18 & 6.20, only residues 168-184 are labeled. - 

Table 6.8: Proton Chemical Shifts (ppm) of ApoA-I(122-187) bound to SDS-ti2, at 

the PeptideISDS Ratio of 1:60, pH 4.9 and 50 "Ca 

Residue H" Ha CSI H@ W Others 

Leu 122 4.32 0 

Arg 123 N A 4.30 0 

Alal24 8.37 4.27 0 1.38 
Q 

0 Glu125 8.29 4.3 1 
- 



Gin 132 

Lys 133 

Leu 134 

His135 

Glu I36 

Leu 137 

Gln I38 

Glul39 

Lys 140 

Leu141 

Ser 142 
* Pro 143 

ly 

Leu 144 

Gly 145 

Glu 146 

Gtul47 

Met 148 

Arg 149 

Asp1 50 

Argl51 

Ala 152 

Arg I53 

Alal54 

His155 

Val 156 

Asp1 57 

Ma158 

Leu I59 

Arg I60 

Thr161 



His162 7.88 4.58 - 1 3.37,3.30 , 
Leu i 63 7.99 4.58 + l t.88,1.69 - Hb 0.9 1 

AIa 164 7.77 4.32 0 1 i56 

Pro 165' -_ 4.35 0 2.16, 1.12 1.85 H9.67.3.43 

Tyr I66 

Ser 167 

Asp 168 8.3 1 4.5 1 - 1 2.72 

GIu 169 8.13 4.18 - 1 

Leu I70 8.26 4.06 -1- 

Arg171 - 1 2.01 

Gln 172 7.86 :I: - 1 2.19 2.56.2.45 

Arg 173 850 4.13 - 1 

Leu 174 8.3 1 4.07 - 1 1.84 1.61 H6 0.90 

Ala 175 8.42 3.99 - 1 1.49 

Ala176 7.73 4.17 - 1 1.55 

Arg 177 7.77 4.20 - 1 

Leu 178 8.27 4.10 - 1 I .68 H6 0.9 1 

GIu 179 8.13 3.99 - 1 2.18,2.12 

Asn 184 8.0 1 4.74 0 2.92,2.85 

Gly 185 8.04 3.93 0 

Gly 186 8.12 3.97 0 

a. Chemical shifts are referenced to internal standard DSS (0.00). NA = not assigned or not available. 

6.2.5.2 Secondary structure of apoA-I(122-187) 

Fig. 6.28 show%-the CSI plot of apoA-I(122-187). As a comparison, the CSI for 

residues in apoA-I(l66-185) (A) and (142-1 87) (B) are also included. Fig. 6.28C 

suggests that apoA-I( 122- 1 87) contains three helical regions, 126- 140, 145-1 62, and 168- 

183. These helical segments are supported by the NOE pattern although sparse in the 
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Residue number 

Fig. 6.m Chemical shifts of amide (A) and a-protons (B) of residues 168-183 in apoA-I(166-185) 

(black squares), apoA-I(142-187) (solid mangles), and apoA-I(122-187) fopen circles) bound to SDS at 

pH 4.9.50 O C .  



L 6.2.6 Structure of apoA-I(114-142) in SDS 1 

6.2.6.1 Circular dichroism . 

In ordei to further confirm the helical structure for resid"esT 124-140 in apoA- 

I(122- 187). Dr. Sgarrow also synthesized apoA-I(114-142) on out request based on our 

finding of the peptide-aided signal assignments (Figs. 6.28 & 6.29). The segrzlent 124- 
E 

140 was extended by eight residues to L114 to include a tyrosine for quantification of the 

peptide. ApoA-I(114-142) is predominantly random in water as evidenced by the strong 

negative CD band at -200 nm (Fig. 6.20). The addition of SDS caused dramatic change 

in the CD spectrum. At the peptide/SDS ratio of 1:60, the helix content of the peptide 
9 

f 

was found to be 53% according to the 222 nm band (Eq. 3.3). However, the peptide 

appears to have lower affinity for DPC. It bound to DPC above the CMC and was not 

saturated until the peptide/DPC ratio of -1:120. At the peptide/DPC ratio, the helix . 
content is merely 4 I %, 10% lower than that in SDS. 

- 

-%--a 
L W . 0  a- am.. 

- 

Fig. 630: CD spectra of apoA-f(114-142) (0.08 mM) in the absence and presence of SDS at pH 6 f 1 ,  

+37 'C. The SDS/peptide ratio i s  0: 1 (solid), 5: 1 (dashdotted). 10: 1 (dotted), and 60: 1 (dashed): 



i * 
4 

r 

6.2.6.2 NMR of apoA-I(114-142) i 

& 

- - - Based on the CD data, NMR studiesFof apoA-I(l14-142) were performed in the 

I presence of perdeuterated SDS. Ihe signal assignment was achieved like a p E  peptides 
-- (Chapter 4) and the chemical shifts are listed in Table 6.9. The amide signals for Y11S 

\ 

- and Rl l6  were not found probably due to fast exchange with water (Wuthrich, 1986). 
4 

'Based on the chemical shifts of H q  the chemical shift indexes (CSI) (Wishart et al., 
-- 

- 1992; 1995) were assigned to all residues (Table 69). Except for ~ 1 2 9 ,  residues 122-140 

have "-1" CSIs, thus supporting the helical structure of residues 124-140 observed in the * 

66mer (Fig. 6.28). Residues 115-1 19 have alternative CSIs of 0 'and -1 but all shift 
d 

upfietd retative to the random shifts (Wishart et al., 1995), suggesting a less helical 

structure (Rizo et al., 1993; Chupin et aL, 1995). The residues in the middle of the 

sequence showed very weak or no TOCSY cross peaks from the amide proton to side 

chains whereas sthe residues at both ends, 1 17-1 19 and 139-142, have clear cross peak 

relays (Fig. 6.3 l), suggesting that only the middle region of the peptide is associated with 

the rnicelle. In addition, S142 gave two sets of peaks (Table 6.9). The helical region is 
- supported by the strong HHi-HN,+, cross peaks in the NOESY spectrum (Fig. 6.32) 

(Wiithrich, 1986). The cross peaks between the amide proton of El20 and the bprotons 

of P12 1 indicate that P12 1 is predominantly in a trans conformation (WQthrich et al. , 

1984). Similar proline confonnattions were observed previously for P143 and PI65 in 

apoA-I(122-187) (Section 6.2.5), and P267 in apoE(263-286) (Chapter 4). Although this 

peptide contains only 29 residues heavy degeneracy occurred in the NOESY spectrum. 

For example, L134 & L137, A1 30 & K133 have almost the same Ha chemical shifts. As - 
a consequence, NOES of the (i, i+3J type are not available between these residues. The 

- 

distance geometry caiculation was thus not performed to prevent misleading structures. 

The difficulty met in the 29mer illustrates that midues 122-142 in the -r is a difficult 

&pence h r  homonuclear NMR studies. - 



Fig. 6.31: Fingerprint region of the TOCSY spectrum of apoA-I(114-142) in SDS, peptide/SDS ratio 

1 160, pH 4.9.37 "C. Several peaks (R 123. L 126, R 13 1 ,  K 1333 E 136, aLd LL137) in the middle of the amide 

reg& stre not labekd for clarity yet lack of TWSY relay peaks is evident. 



Fig. 6.32: Amide proton region of the NOESY spectrum (z, = 200 ms) of apoA-I(114-142) in SDS 

micelles. For clarity, only part of the H ~ ~ - H ~ ~ + ~  NOE connectivities from residues 122-131 are shown. 



Table 6.9: Proton Chemical Shifts (ppm) of ApoA-I(114-142) in SDS-d,, at the -+ 
:--& 

Pepti&/SM Ratio of 1:60 at pH 4.9 and 37 "C' $- 
i 

Residue p W CS1 H@ W Others , 

Leu114 . 
Tyrl15 

Argl I6 

Glnl17 

Lysll8 

Val1 19 

Glut20 

Pro121 
m 

Leu I22 

ArplZ3 

Ala124 

GIu 1 25 

Leu I36 

Gin127 

Glu128 

Gly 129 

AIal30 

Argl3 1 

Gin132 

.Lqsl33 

Leu 134 

His135 

GIu I36 

Leu 137 

Gin138 

Gtul39 

Lys I40 

Leu141 

!Serf42 

Ser142' 

'~hemical shifts are relative to internal DSS (0.00). 
4 



6.3 Discussion 

6.3.1 Comparison of conformations of apoA-I peptides in SDS and DPC micelles 

w 

We have determined the structures of apA-I(l66-185) and apoA-I(142-187) in . 

both SDS and DPC. The conformation of the N-terminus of apoA-I(166-185) is pH 

dependent. It becomes more helical at pH 6-7 (Figs. 6.7 & 6.9), where the acidic side 

chains are .ionized according to pKa measurements (Fig. 6.5). The acidic side chains of 
- D 168 and E 169, when ionized, tend to stay away_ from each other due to potential 

-3 

electro~tatic - - repulsion. Altematively, this pH effect may be interpreted by the so-called 1 

, S 

chargi%lix dipole interaction (for a review, see Chakrabartty & Baldwin, 1995). Such 
&- 

an intc%action refers to an electrostatic interaction between a charged group qnd the partial 

charges on the peptide backbone on NH and CO groups. The a-helix has a positive ' 

dipole at the N-end of the peptide and a negative dipole at the C-end. A typical example 

in the literature is the model peptide (Gl~)~,(Ala),,, which adopts a helical conformatio~l 

more stable than that of (Ala),,(Glu),, (Ihara er pl., 1982). 

In the early amphipathic helix model, ion pairs were proposed between basic and 

acidic side chains (Segest et a!., 1974). The N - 0  distance is within 3.5 A when ion- 

paired (Baker & Hubbard, 1984). ApoA-I(166-185) has three potential ion pairs, D168- 

R 17 1, E 1 69-R 1 73 and E 1 79-K 182. Distances measured between these pairs i n  the 

average structure in SDS or DPC are all greater than 6.5 in either SDS or DPC at pH 6- 

7. Thus, intrahelix ion pairs may not stabilize the amphipathic helical structures of apoA- 

I( 1 66- 1 85) bound to micelles. 

The average amphipathic helix domains of apoA-I(166-185) determined in SDS 

md DPC micelles could be superimposed as shown in Fig. 6.12A. Similar results were 

obtained for LAP-20 (Buchko et al., 1996b). In addition, apA-I(142-187) was found to 

have similar curved helix-hinge-helix structures in both micelles (Fig. 6.24). These 

structures determined by different researchers for different peptides of different lengths 

strongly support that the hydrophobic effect dominates in the stabilization of the 

p e p t i ~ ~ p i d  complexes (Buchko et al., 1996a,b; Wang et al., 1996a,b; 1997b). In 



addition, wk demonstrated- that SDS or DPC is a good mimic of lysoPC. It thus 

reinforces th& . notion - .- that both SDS and DPC are usehl as model lipids to study surface- 

active peptides (~nagaki er al., 1989; Chupin et of., 1995; Rozek et af., 1995; Buchko et 

sf., 1 996b; Dunne et al., 1996; Seibal er al., 1996a,b). 

Local structural differences by Dl68 and El69 were observed at the N-terminus 

of apA-I( 166- 1 85) in SDS and DPC micelles. Such a structural difference (Fig. 6.12A) 

could be true since differences in pKa values were also observed for Dl68 and El69 

(Table 6.5). Moreover, the average structure in the interhelical region of apoA-I(l42- 

t 87), residues 163- 163, in the tWO mislles also S- differem, a Mid bad in SDS 

and a half-turn in DPC. Hence, there might be electrostatic repulsion between anionic 

SDS head groups and the acidic residue pair, Dl 68 and E 169. Such potential electrostatic 

interactions may cause a preference of Dl68 and El69 for zwitterionic lipid DPC, thus 
f 

leading to lipid selectivity. This speculation may explain the  fact that peptide/SDS/DPC 

(1:40:40) complexes are more stablen'toward heat than either peptideISDS (1:80) or 

peptide/DPC (1 :80) complexes. The potential repulsions between SDS head groups and 

the acidic side chains in the interface of the amphipathic helix of apoE(263-286) may 

explain the fact that the peptidefSDS complexes are less stable toward heat than the 

peptide/DPC complexes. Indeed, there have been reports that protonation of interfacial 

acidic residues of a membrane-bound protein enhances lipid binding (Arnold & Cornell, 

1996; Hanakarn et al., 1996). 
'5 

6.3.2 Cationic side chains initiate and enhance anionic SDS binding 

Sequence analysis revealed that the region 122-1 87 of apoA-I is rich iwiirginines, 

, but contains few aromatic residues and no hydrophobic pairs (Refer to Chapterf4). "- 0 
L " 

Peptides ranging from 20 to 66 residues in the region 122-187 associated with aniohic 
- ~ 

SDS below the CMC while they bind zwitterionic DPC near or above the CMC (Figs. 6.2 

& 6.3), suggesting electrostatic interactions between anionic -lipid head groups and 

cationic peptide side chains may initiate binding. Frank e r d .  (1987) also showed that 

deletion of either 122-E65 &44-186 h m  apoA-I decreases the initial association rate of 



the protein mutants with lipid. These observations differ from the proposal that residues 

44-65 and 220-241 in apA-I initiate lipid ', binding % - (Painugachari el al., 19961, 

In the solu!ion structures of apA-!$366-185), we found thit cationic side chains 
iC &. -s . 

cluster in &e interf&'bf the amphipathir&lix (Fig. 6.13). The intermolecular NOES . 
-between the cationic side chains of the peptide and SDS alkyl chains indicate thb cationic 

side chains enhance SDS binding. The intermolecular NOEs between SDS C-1 , C-2, C-3 

and fCHz),, protons and the aromatic ring protons of Y I66 confirm the solution structure 

at pH 3.7, where Y I66 bends toward the hydrqphobic face to participate in lipid binding. d 

The pKa difference observed in SDS and DPC supports salt bridge formation between - 

Y 1 66 and SDS (Fig. 6.5C) ( J d d y  & Rekfis, 198 1 ; Sem & Kasper, 1 9 3 ;  Paiiaghy et 

ul., 1995). Since intermolecular NOEs between SDS C-1 protons and arginine &HN 

protons were observed, we may extend the notion to other cationic side chains. Salt 

bridge formation between cationic side chains and SDS is M e r  supported by several 

lines of evidence. First, these apoA-I peptides'precipitated only at acidic pH during SDS 

titration but not during DPC titration. Second, apoA-I(142-187) complexed with SDS 

has a higher thermal stability than its complexes with DPC (Fig. 6.2D). Similar 

phenomenon was observed for apoA-I . (Surewicz et al., 1986) or synthetic peptide 

analogs (Mishra et a/., 1994) bound to lipids with different head groups. Third, the cHN 

resonances of the arginine side chains in SDS showed upfield shifts by -0.45 ppm 

relative to those in DPC (Tables 6.1, 6.3, 6.6, & 6.7). Fourth, SDS binds to apoA-I(166- 

1 85), apoA-I(142-187) or apoA-I(l22- 187) well below the CMC whereas DPC showed 
* s 

detectable binding only around the CMC (Fig. 6.2). Fifth, selective signd b roaden i~  a r 
was observed for apoA-I(166-185) upon addition of SDS (Fig. 6.14). The seleciive 

promotion of helix formation by anionic lipids has been observed for other membrane 

peptides (Backlund et bl., 1994; Johnson and Cornell, 1994). In some instances even 

anions of salts were found to be able to stabilize helix conformation of certain peptides 

probably due to charge neutralization (Rim e$ al., 1993; Agou et al., 1995). Taken 

together, we propose that salt bridges.- well as the hydrophobic interactions between 

cationic/hydrophobic side chains of +A-I peptides and anionic lipid are the major 
8 interfacial stabilizing forces in the complex. 



6.3.3 The curved Mix-hinge-trelix structure, tipid bindirtg and a medd Eer rrpoA- 

I(14Z 187)ilipid complexes 

k 

* 
ApoA-I(142-187) associates with SDS and DPC as shown by CD and 

fluorescence spectroscopy. It appears that a micelle is required for apA-I(166-185), 

apA-I(142-187) or apoAlf(122-187) to bind DPC (Figs. 6.2 & 6.3). Other researchers 

have shown that the complexes of peptides or protein (< 20 kD) with SDS or DPC are 

only slightly larger than the micelle itself (Lautenvein et al., 1979; Samso et a/., 1995; 

KalIick rt al., 1995). 

The NMR Ha secondary shifts of apoA-I(142-187) in both micelles suggest two 

helical regions: residues 146-162 and 168-182. These residues in helical regions 

correspond to 74% helix, which is similar to the values estimated by CCA (62% in SDS 

and 69% in DPC). The conformation of apoA-I(142-187), elucidated by distance 

geometry calculations, is a helix-hinge-helix structural motif ranging from the extended 

to the curved. In other words, the angle between the two helices is not hlly determined. 

Hence, we use the term hinge as a general description of the interhelical structures in S,DS 

and DPC. The reason for poorly defined interhelic structure may be attributed to fewer 

and weaker NOEs in the region (Fig. 6.21) and lack ofplong range NOEs as normally 

obsemed in globular proteins. In the average curved "conformation, the hydrophobic 

residues of both amphipathic helices and the hinge are located on the concave face (Fig. 

6.24). suggesting lipid-binding sites. Intermolecular NOE cross peaks between SDS 
b 

alkyl chains and the arginines, histidines, M148, Y 166, and K182 of the peptide 
B 

confirmed that cationic side chains on both sides of the amphipathic helices are located in 

the interface of the peptideBDS complexes. The involvement of Y 166 in lipid binding is 

consistent with fluorescence spectroscopy (Fig. 6.2). Thus, these intermolecular NOEs 

substantiate that both amphipathic helices as well as the hinge structure all interact with 

the hydrophobic core of the midelle (Figs. 6.2 & 6.3). Taken together, we propose a 

model for the peptiddipid complexes, wherein the amphipathic helix-hinge-helix 

straddles the micelle. 

I5 1 

\ 



In the proposed structures for the tandem helical repeats found in apoA-I, the 
- 

motifs are, almost without ekeption, anti-paralkel linked by P-hun (Jonas et al., 1989; 

the shape of the HDL particle. However, the parallel arrangement of helices is believed 

to be maintained from discoidal to spherical particles (Brasseur et al., 1990; Talussot & 

Ponsin, 1994; Lins et a!., 1995). Since micelles with a diameter of -50-60 A are 

c~mparable in size to the smallest HDL,, they may be regarded as a good mimic of the 

sphe&al HDL. In either SDS or DPC micelle models, no interhelix NOE was found in 

the spectrum of apoA-I(l42-187), indicating that helix 146-162 and helix 168-182 may 

not be close1 y packed. The adjacent helix-helix interactions, which have been proposed 

to be additional s~bilizing force in apoA-I (Brasseur et pl., 1990; Lins et al., 1995), do 
--- 

not occur in apoA-I(142-187) bound to micelles. This is'conaaent with the fact that both 

helices in the peptide are typical class A 1 amphipathic helices (Figs. 1.2 & 6.13) (Segrest 

et al., 1994). These helices, if tightly packed, would place cationic side chains in.the 

interhelical region, suggesting electrostatic repulsions rather than salt-bridge formation. 

In fact, these interfacial cationic side chains all interact with lipid. Our straddle model 

thus provides an alternative helix packing mode for helical repeats 5 & 6 of apoA-I in 
'- 

lipid. 

# 

6.3.4 Biological implications 

We found that prolines P121, P143, and PI65 are all in the trans conformation 

and located in the hinge'regions. P209 and P220 also adopt trans conformations (Wang, 
Y 

Sparrow & Cushley, unpublished data). We predict that P66 & P99 in apoA-I have 

similar conformations (Fig. 1 .I), The hinge structure near PI65 is, on average, a helical 

bend or half-turn and also participates in lipid binding (Figs. 6.3 & 6.25). Hence, the 
1 

major h c t i o n  of the proline may be to introduce a bend to the local sequence so that the 

hydrophobic faces of the two adjacent helices could be on the w e  side (Fig. 6.24), thus 

better conforming to the surface of the spherical HDL particles. Indeed, the P165R 

mutant of v A - I  is defective in promoting cholesterol efflux (von Eckardstein et al., . 



- 

b 

1993). Our structural model for apoA-((142-187) suggests that an arBjnine substitution 

would destroy the hydrophobic packing, e.g., ktween PI65 and Y166, in the hinge- 
- 

may become a longer helix as proposed by others (Epanki et ali,' 1995). If thii is the case, 

the long helix, being unable to conform to the curved HDL surface as well as the helix- 

hinge-helix motif, would leipito an increased clearance of apoA-I and explain the lower 

HDL-cholesterol level in patients (Epand et al., 1995). Similar ~onf6~$.nation change in 
s 

the hinge of t h e ' ~ 1 4 3 ~  mutant of apoA-I (Utermann et ol., 1984) or P143E mutation in 

hedgehog apgA-I (Sparrow el al., 1995) may explain in part the lower LCAT activating - 

ability of these mutants. We propose that the bend introduced by the proline may 

facilitate the transmission of the lipid-binding signal fiom helix i to the adjacent helix j 

via the hydrophobic residues in the hinge. Such a cooperative mode.does not occur in the 

helix-break-helix motif when the break contains more than foui hydrophilic o; helix- 

breaking residues. Further research may be conducted to see whether the number of - 
helix-breakhg residues such as glycines between two helices influences biological 

functions such as LCAT activation. 

It has been shown that the activity of LCAT also depends on the reconstituted 

HDL particle size, where the lipid ratio dnd number of protein molecules vary (Wald et 

a/., 1990; Jonas, 1992). Recently, Calabresi et al. (1 997) found that apoA-IMilm, where 

R173 is replaced by C173, promotes LCAT activity only 40 to 70% of the wild type. 
-*. 

They proposed that LCAT activity is triggered by a specific conformation o{ apoA-I 

regulated by the environment (lipid, protein, size, pH, etc.). The flexibility offered by the 

hinge may be essentia! for apoA-I to adapt to the surface of HDL with various sizes and 
. 

to achieve the active conformation. We showed that hydrophobic and cationic side 

chains are responsible for lipid binding. In addition, the cationic side chains do not form a 

ion-pairs with acidic side chains in the same helix (Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko et al., 

1996a,b). The binding and formation of helix led to a specifier orientation for acidic side 

chains as noticed by Wang et al. (1996b). If the hydrophilic residues are involved in 

direct interaction with LCAT (Labeur et al., 1997), the flexibility in the hinge may induce 



-=> 

a fit between the convex hydropbilic face of the helix-hinge-helix of apoA-1 and LCAT, 

leading to decrease in flexibility of the hinge of apoA-I yet increase in LCAT activity. 

- Not ail putative helices in human apoA-I are punctuated by prolines. As the C- 

terminus of apo'A-I(142-187) is unstructured in either SDS or DPC micelles (Figs. 6.228 . 
and 6.23B), such flexibility may not be due to purely end effects but may be due to GI85 

and G 186. The flexibility in this region of apoA-I may explain why it is most susceptible 

to proteolysis (J: & Jonas. 1995)r As these glycines are highly conserved in the 
ri 

homologous sequencebdfa$~:f~rom other species, it seems that glycines signal an 

'independent structural domain at the C-te&inus of apoA-I, which is essential for rapid 

and strong lipid binding, but not for LCAT activation (Sparrow and Gotto, 1982; Ji & 

Jonas, 1995;,Schmidt ef al., 1995; Holvoet et al., 1996). The C-terminal strong lipid 

anchor of apoA-I, not directly involved in LCAT attivation by &elf, may facilitate the 

relative1 y weakly bound segment 122- 1 85, an arginine-rich region, to interact somehow - 

with LCAT. Interestingly, the LCAT-activating domain in apoE has been located at the 

C-terminal region 200-299 (De Pauw et hi., 1995), which can be divided into two 
- 

hnctional domains: apoE(263-286), a strong lipid-binding segment (Chapter 4), and 

residues 200-262, an arginine-rich region. The arginine-rich region, having low -lipid 

afftnity (Sparrow ef a!., 1992), may interact with LCAT similar to apoA-I(l22-187) 

(above). Such a similarity in sequence betwien apoA-I and apoE may make it possible 

for apoA-I to play the role of apoE in chickens since apoE has not been found there 

(Lamon-Fava el al., 1992). 



CHAPTER 7: FT-IR BAND ASSkGNMENT OF APOLIPOPROTEIN 

FRAGMENTS IN LIPID&~IMETIC ENVIRONMENTS 
? 94 

7.1 Introduction A B 1 

In previous chapters, we showed that apoA-I(166-185), apoA-II(18-30)+, and 

apoE(267-289) adopt class Al, A2, and G* amphipathic helices, respectively, in the 

presence of SDS. These helical structures are also supported by CD. In this chapter, we 
T 

report the FT-IR study of these three peptides in the same milieu. The FT-IR work was 

done in cooperation with Drs. R.A. Shaw and H.H. Mantsch at the National Research 

Council (Shaw er al., 1997). NMR-aided IR band assignmenf led to a new assignment 

for the I R band at - 1 6f5 ern-'. 

7.2 Results 
& 

-3 

7.2.1 IR band assignment 

. 7.1 shows the amide I region (1600-1700 cm") of the IR spectra of apoA- 
r 

', II(18-31)i. apoE(267-289), and apoA-I(166-185) jn SDS. The spectral envelopes for 

apoA-I and E peptides are much broader than that of apoA-II(18-30)+, indicating that the 

conformations for the apA-I and E peptides are more heterogeneous than the apoA-I1 
I 

peptide. The broad amide envelopes were deconvoluted into component bands and the - 
deconvoliited bands were curve-fined to the original spectra (Shaw et al., 1997). Except 

the bands at 1673 cm" fiom TFA and below 1630 em-' from peptide side chains (Shaw et 

a!., 1997). two bands were found for apoA-II(l8-3O)+ at 1649 (80) and 1632 (20) cm-', 

respectively. Three bands were found for apA-11166-185) and apoE(267-289) each at 

I6541656 (40). 1645 (20), and 1636 (40) cm", respectively. The numbers in the 

brackts foilowing the wavenumbers are intensity of the band. The IR band at 1649-1656 - 

cm-' is usually assigned to helical conformations (Susi, 1972; Byler & Susi, 1986; 

Surewicz & Mantsch, 1988; Harris & Chapman, 1995; Zhang et al., 1995). The band at 



*; 

- a. 1645 cm-I in only apoA-I and E peptides was assigned to the random stn@ture. This 
e- . 
a + 

assignment is in accord with the temperature studies (below) and the IR spec- of 
'@ 

apoC-I(7-24) in water (Shaw et al., 1997), where it is unstructured (Rozek et al., 1395). 

There is no consensus assignment for the band at 1632-1636 em-' (Surewicz & Mantsch, 

1988; 1996; Azpiazu et al., 1993; Wolkers et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 1995). 

Fig. 7.1: FT-IR spectra and the deconvotuted bands of apoA-II(18-30)+, apoE(267-289). and apoA- 

I(166-185) bound to SDS in D20 solutions (From Shaw er al.. 1997). 

712.2 Effect of temperature 

The temperature dependence of the IR spectra of the three peptides is depicted in , 

Fig. 7.2. Little change occurred for apoA-II( 18-30)+ upon &sing temperature from 15 10 

80•‹C whereas the 1632 hand of apoE(267-289) decreases accompanied by an increase in 

intensity of the 1645 cm-' band. From Fig. 7.3. it is evident that the increase of the 

random structure of the apoA-I peptide st 1645 cm'l i~ at the expenses of the 1635 band 

while the- 1654 band decreases only slightly. 
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Fig. 7.2: Effect of temperature on the amide I band of the IR spectra of apoA-II(18-30)+. apoE(267- 

28% and apoA-I( 166- 185) in the SDS-bound state (From Shaw et al., 1997). 
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7.23 Effects of pH on the IR spectra of apA-I(16185) 

\ "  *) 

The IR spectra 'fix forA-I(166185) at different pHs are presented in Fig. 7.4. 

The band pattern at pH 6.5 is similar to that at pH 10 but differs from that at pH 3. At 

and above,pH 6.5, the 1638 band is more pronounced while at the acidic pH the intensity 

of 1642 band increases, indicating that the confohnation of apoA-I(166-185) is pH- 

dependent. 

Fig. 7.4: IR spectra of apoA-I(166-185) at different pHs (From Shaw et al., 1997). 

7 3  Discussion 

73.1 A novel as&gment for the hZ band at -16% ern-' 

Traditionally, the -1 635 band was assigned to psheet (Byler . & Susi, 1986; 
$ 

Surewicz & Mantsch, 1988; Hirsb et al., 19%); Based on this assignment, both apoE and 



A-I peptides would contain 40%. esheets, assuming that a11 IR bands have the same 

absorption coefficient. Such an assignment, however, is not consistent with the NMR 

structures nrx chemical shifts for these two peptides, where helka4 Wture-s  w ~ e  bud - 
to be dominant (Chapters 4-6). Hirsh et al. (1996) found 30% P-shJet based on the 1634 

cm-I band for an antimicrobial peptide Fnagainin by FT-IR. However, both high "- 
9, . L* 

resolption and solid-state NMR indicate &at the peptide is all helical in lipid (Gesell et 

. al., 1897). A similar IR band was observed in the spectra of apoA-I/DMPC complexes -+ 

(Yang et al., 1991) and in helical proteins sach as hemoglobin and myoglobin (Byler & - 
Susi, 1986). Recently, Zhang et a]. (1995) also noticed this IR band for a transmembrane 

E. 

helical peptide in organic solvents, micelles, and bilayers and proposed an interconverting 

helix model to explain-pe absorption. Consistent with Zhang el al. (1995), the -1635 
$ 

band in lipoprotein model systems was shown to be neither lipid nor solvent dependent 

(Cushley et al., 1994; Shaw -et al., 1997). With increase of temperature, the content of 
- 

rqdom structures (the 1645 cm-' band) was foEPld to increase for both apoE and A-I 

peprides whereas the band at -1635 cm-' decreased (Figs. 7.2 & 7.3). indicating that the 

latter may stem from one of the structured components in the peptide. Furthermore, the 

change of the IR spectra of acoA-I(166-185) with pH (Fig. 7.4) is reminiscent of our 

NMR study of the same peptide (Chapter 6). Both techniques indicate conformational 

change of apA-I(166-185) from ;H 3 to 6.5 whereas funher increase of pH from 6.5 to 

ldbas little&fect. "uch a correlatbn led us torassign the IR band by comparison with 

NMR structures we determined. According to NMR, apoA-I(166-185) is more helical at 
i 

physiological pH than at acidic pH regardless%f lipid (Chapter 6). It appears that the 
3 

more pronohced %wtured component" at -1 635 em-' at pH 6 is coupled with the more 

helical conformation at the same pH. We propose that the band at -1635 cm-' may arise 

from the solvent-exposed helices, which form bihrcated hydrogen bonds with water or 
i s  

water and the peptide (Baker and ~ u b b k d ,  1984). Increase in temperature breaks up 

such hydrgen bonds, thereby leading to ranciorn structure. These solvent-exposed helices * 

t. 

are evident at tlie N-terminus of apE(267-289) NMR stmctures*(Fig. 4.1 1 B). In apoA- 
d 

I(166-185) they are located at the termini, 3-4 residues each, and therefore are less 



obvious to see (Fig. 6.9). This new assignment suggests that caution should be taken in  
, 

interpreting the IR bands, especially when lacking high resolution protein structural data. 

7.3.2 FT-IR and lipid-binding af'finity 

 he 1649 cm-' helical band o f  apo~-l l ( l  8-30)+ is 5-7 cm-' lower than the similar 

and apoA-I peptides, so is the band at 1632 cm-', which is 4 cm-' less. 

amide 1 band reflects the strength of the hydrogen bond between the 

mi& proton and the carbcrnyl group. Thus, it appears that the hydrogen bonds in a p A -  - 

II(18-30)+ are stronger than those in kither apok(267-2 9 or ;PA-I(166-1 85). As t )  
-helical conformations result from lipid association (Chapte;p 4-6), we propose that the A- 

I1 peptide binds lipid more tightly either apo~- l ( )  66-1 85) or apoE(267-289). * 

Further support for this argument comes from the temperature experiments (Fig. 7.2). As - I I 

both apo~-1(7-24) and apo~-1(35-53)  haw et al., 1997) have the same IR spectraas 

apoA-II(l8-30)+, these three peptides may be grouped toget6er as the IR-group 1. ApoA- 

I(166-185) and apoE(267-289) form the IR-group 11. In the Segrest ~ l ~ f i c a t i o n ,  apoA- 

II(18-30)+, apoA-I(l66-185) and apoE(267-289) belong to class A2, A l ,  and G* 

amphipathic helices, respectively (Segrest et al., 1990; 1994). Both molecular 
* - 

hydrophobicity potential calculations (Brasseur et al., 1992) and peptide analogue studies- - 
by optical spectroscopy (Mishra and Palgunachari, 1996) suggest that the class A2 helices 

have a higher lipid affinity than class A1 or G* helices. Theie component helices appear 
-? 

- to determine the protein properties. For example, apoA-I binds most weakly to DMPC - 
compared to apohr-11, apoc-I, or apoC-111 (Rosseneu et al., 1976). In addition, apoA-I 

3 - .  

tvas shown tobe displaced by apoA-I1 from the surface of lipoprotein particles (Lagocki 

and Scanu, 1980; Rosseneu et al.. 1981) whereas apoE can be displaced by apoC-I 

(Swaney and Weisgraber, 1994). U 

The weaker intensity of the -1655 band for IR-group I1 M e r  suggests that the 

lipid-binding helical domains in the 1R-group I1 may be shorter than those in the IR- - - 
group I. suppoking this are the ratios of the molar ellipticity at 222 nm to that at 208 nrn 



%+ 

of CD spectra. The values range fiom 0.88 to 0.93 for the IR-group I (Rozek et a&, 1995; 

Buchko et al., 1996a,b) and 0.81-0.82 f a  the IR-jpttp II ( W a g  & Cwhiey, unpubfished 0 .  

data). A greater ratio corresponds to a more helical conform~tion (Rim er al., 1993;:# 
* 

Fasman, 1996). The short lipid-binding domain lies in the middle region of apoA-I(166- 
4- 

185) (Chapter 6) but at the C-terminus of apoE(267-289) (Chapter 4). In Chapters 4-6, 

we showed that aromatic residues, hydrophobic pairs, and cationic side chains are 

important in lipid binding. Indeed, these elements are more abundant in the IR-group f 

than in the IR-group 11. We, therefore, propose that the difference in the IR band 

po~ition, relative intensity, and thermal stability may be utilized as an indicator for lipid 

-affinity of apolipoprotein peptides (maw et al., 1997). Stronger bands at shorter wave 

numbers and high thermal stability indicate longer amphipathic helices with higher lipid 

asnity. Therefore, a combined use of IR, CD, and NMR provides a more complete 

picture for the amphipathic helix model. 
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CHAPTER 8: ~ I G H  RESOLUTION NMR  SPEC&^ b~ HUMAN APOA-I AND 
.r" 

APOA-I1 IN THE PRESENCE OF SDS 
.+*;;-- 

- 

8.1 Intraduction 

In Chapters 5 & 6, we reported the NMR structures for apoA-II and apoA-I 

fragments in SDS. In this chapter, we present the NMR spectra of intact apoA-II and 

apoA-I in the presence of SDS. (Some resonance assignments for intact apoA-I were 

made using the peptide-aided signal assignment strategy (Chapter 6). 

8.2 Results 

- 8.2.1 Isolation and purification of apolipoproteins A;+ 
z,. *= f 

Fig. 8.1 shows that apoC-I, apoA-II in the ,reduced form, and apoA-I are eluted 

from PBE-94 at pH 7.7, 5.8, and 5.5, respectively. The proteins are pure as judged by 
- 

* 
SDS-PAGE (Fig. 8.2A). 

* Number of tube 
% b 

Fig. 8.1: Chromatogram of delipidated HDL on PBE-94 column. The peaks for pure proteins, apoA-I, 
- 

reduced apoA-I1 and a@-I, are labeled. Each tube contains 4.5 mL fraction collected at a flow rate of 25 
4 

mUh. From 88 rng apolipoproteins loaded. 1 mg apoC-I. 8.6 mg reduced apoA-I1 and 18 rng of apoA-I 
- -& were obtained. 



Fig. 8.2: SDS-PAGE of apolipoproteins. (A) Lanes 1, HDL; 2, washed HDL, reduced; 3, washed HDL, 

not reduced; 4, protein ladder (molecular weights from top to bottom are 66, 29, 14.3, 6.5, and 1.6, 

respectively); 5 & 6, apoA-I; 7, apoA-11, reduced; 8, apoA-11; 9, apoC-I; The protein gel was Coomassie 

blue stained. (B) Lanes 1, protein ladder; 2, apoA-I1 sample (peptide/SDS ratio, 1:80), prepared as 

described in Section 3.5.1; 3, NMR sample of reduced apoA-I1 (peptide1SDS ratio, 1:40). The gel was 

silver stained. 

8.2.2 Apolipoprotein aggregates detected by SDS-PAGE 

Purified apoC-I in polybuffer gave only one band (Fig. 8.2A, lane 9). However, 

three evenly spaced bands of almost the same intensity were observed after running 

through a HTP column. A similar gel pattern was observed for the reduced apoA-11 (1.0 

mg/mL) in 0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) containing 0.5% SDS. They were 

assigned as monomer (MI), dimer (M2), and trimer (M3) of apoC-I or reduced apoA-II 

according to the estimated molecular masses. Teng et al. (1978) reported the same 

aggregation model for reduced apoA-11 based on sedimentation studies. However, the 

dimer of apoA-I was not detected under the same conditions. Hence, the propensity to 

aggregate is: 

ApoC-I z reduced apoA-lI > apoA-I. (8.1) 

Fig. 8.2B (lane 3) shows the SDS-PAGE for one NMR sample of reduced apoA- 

11, where aggregates of reduced apoA-11, ranging from Mz to M6, were detected even in 



the presence of SDS (proteiniSDS, 1 :4O) after storing the sample at room tempera&e for ' 
- 

40 days. M, was not detected probably due to the formation of the disulfi* bond. 

However, only one band was detected for the NMR sample of apoA-I1 prepared using the *' 

procedure described in ~ection3:5.1 (Fig. S.ZB, lane 2). 

8.2.3 NMR spectra of apoA-I1 
- '1 

% 

Fig. 8.3 shows the NMR spectra of apoA-I1 in SDS before (A) and after (B) 
*d 

1 
reduction of the disulfide bond. Over the envelope of the amide region, a few peaks 

showed clear splitting (Fig. 8.3A). The coupling constants, 35ma, were measured to be 

7.7 Hz (8.02 ppm, T76), 7.3 Hz (7.88 ppm, Q77). and 6.7 Hz (7.72 ppm, T72), 

+ respectively. These vahies are typical of conformational averaging (Wiithrich, 1986). 

The addition of P-mercaptoethanol caused spectral change maidy in the arnide region 

near 8 ppm, suggesting that reduction induces a local conformational change. Most 

evidently, 

e 

* 

a new appeared at 8.35 ppm. 
1 z2 :- 

1 - - *  - , . - - . , . - - .  1 . .  ..,..1....,.--.1.--.1....,....,....11....,.--.1.--.1....,....,....1,...., 
ppm 8.5 8.0 7.5 7.0 6.5 

~ i g .  3.3: NMR spectra of intact apoA-I1 (A) and reduced apoA-I1 @) in the presence of SDS 

@rotein/SDS, 1:80) at pH 5.7, 37 "C. Intact apoA-11 was purified using FPLC in cooperation with Dr. 

Buchico (Metdour et a!., 1987) h m  delipidated HDL, isolated from human blood plasma by the author 

(Section 3.1.2). Both specha ak the average of 128 scans over the spectral width of 6250 Hz. 



Fig. 8.4A shows the fingerprint region P-' of the 2D TOCSY of apoA-11, a protein of - 

17 kD consisting of two identical p p t i & ~  * 4  . The broad lines'and specoal overlap 
it 

made it impossible to Mlf assim& s d t n u a  y ~ t  terminal residues Q1, A2JC3* and 
* r ,  

n2 to 477 were assigned since they give veipstroh~ TOCSY relay peaks. The same 

spectral region of apoA-ll id SDS un- reducing &ndition is given in Fig. 8.48. As 
6 Z 

anticipated, the TOCSY peaks for the reduced apoA-I1 (Fig.8.4B) are much narrower &an 
I 

those for the intact apoA-I1 (Fig. 8.4A) Bs a result of the decrease in molechar weight. 

Superposing the TOCSY spectra of apoA-I1 before and after reduction revealed that all 
b 

" 

the peaks i M e  spectrum of intact apoA-1I.recurred in the same spectral positions of the P 

reduced apoA-11. This is strong evidence for symmetry of -the native dimer. Such 

symmetry explains the observation that reduction of apoA-11 influences neither structure 

nor lipid binding (Jackson et al., 1973; Calabresi et al., 1996). Some extra peaks can be 

seen upon reduction. Most evidently, a single peak appeared at '(8.35,4.74) ppm in Fig. 

8.48. Corresponding to this peak a pair of H~ protons at 3.21 and 3:13 ppm was clear. 

Thus, this new peak is assigned to Cys6 as the set of chemical shifts matches the random 

chemical shifts for this residue (Table 2.1), indicating Cys6 is unstructured. This 

observation is consistent with early elec spi$ resonance (ESR) spectra, which indicate *' 

that this region of apoA-I1 is not invodd ininpid"binding (Jackson er al., 1973). We 
\ 
\ attribute the extra peaks to the increased flexibility because of breaking up the disulfide ,, * '\ 

\ bond. i 

Portions of the NOESY spectra of apoA-I1 in SDS .are shown in Fig. 8.5. Most of 
* 

the kia signals resonate upfield of the water signal at 4.6 ppm (Fig.-8.5A), indicating a 
\ 

~ r e d o n h p t  helical conformation. This is supported by NOE comectivities such as Hai- - HNi+, (Fig. &.$A) and HNi-HN*, (B). Some resonances at the border of the spectrum were 

tentatively assigned, for example, Y 14 (8.27 ppm) and F 15 (8.66 ppm). In addition, the 

(i, i+4) NOES of these ammatic side chainswith the side chains of another Bydrophbbic 

pair LlOV11 were kund. These interactions are reminiscent of those between 

W264F265 and L268V269 observed for apoE(263-286) (Chapter 4), indicating the 

formation of a hy&ophobic 'cluster and local helical stn~cture. 



Fig. 8.4: Fingerprint regions of the TOCSY spectra of apoA-I1 in SDS before (A) and after (B) 

reduction, pH 5.7.37 T, a proteidSDS molar ratio of 1 :80. For both (A) and (B). 640 increments were 

collected in t l  with 32 scans 'each over the spectral width of 6250 Hz. 



Fig. 8.4 (Continued) 



I I ' I '  

.A 

.A -f' 
s% - P&$ 8.5: Fingerprint (A) and amide proton (B) regions of the NOESY spectrum (rm = 100 ms) of 

apoA-Il in SDS at pH 5.7, 37 "C. proteinlSDS molar ratio 1:80. 
1 



8.2.4 NMR spectra of apoA-I 

Fig. 8.6 shows the NMR spectra of apoA-I in the absence (A) and presence (B) of 

SDS. In the absence of SDS, NMR lines are very byoad.-and more than four Trp 

resonances were observed (Fig. 8.6A), suggesting protein aggregation. fn the presence of 

SDS, three Trp N l  proton signals at 9.62, 9.82 and 9.89 ppm were found in Fig. 8.6B." ~ 

Two-dimensional NMR spectra at 25•‹C confirmed that the absorption at 9.82 ppm results+ 
/ from two Trp N 1 protons. The four Trp N1 resonances are consistent with the notion that 

apoA-I is in the monomer state at the saturating level of SDS (Reynolds, 1982). Several 

valine spin system; were found in the TOCSY sp&6mrn with H" below 4 ppm. Relhtive 
r to the randoqchemical shift (Table 2.1), the H of these valines all'shifted upfieldeby 

=c j 

4' 

greater than 0.1 pprn, suggesting locations in helical regions. The N O E S ~  spectrum of 

Fig. 8.5 (Continued) 
m 

intact apoA-I, M, = 28,083, in SDS at pH 6.4 and 37 "C is shown in Fig. 8.7. Most of-the 

H" signals of apA-I in SDS appear to high field of water at 4.6 ppm, indicating that the 

main secondary structure is helical. This is supported by CD, which suggests 50% helix - 



in SDS. Two. prolines were found to have Ha chemical shifts of -4.7 ppm. As these 
- - shifts differ froq those found for profines in the interhelical regions, where H"chemical 

'5 
shifts are -4.4 ppm f d e r  to Section 6.3.41, they may suggest the existence of f3- r 

structures, most probably at the N-terminus of apoA-I, residues 1-7. 
B 

' ~ i ~ .  86: N P ; ~ R  spectra of &-~A-I in the absence (A) and presedce (B) ~l SDS. Th; b e i n  

concentration w B  0.36 mM in aqueous solution and 3.0 m .  in SDS (proteinlSDS, I :  l40) ,  pH 6.4, 37 "C. ' 

d 

The S p e h  in water is @e average of 2000 scans over, spectral width 8064.5 Hz'whereas 32 scans were , 

rolleeted for the specbum inSDS. 
L 



Rg. 8.7: NOESY spectnun of bunr~n apoA-I in the presence of SDS at pH 6.4.37 "C, protein/SDS iatio 



F@ It.& R ~ O I L S  of the NOrSff spectmn of (A) apA-i(142-187J. peptidelSDS m o k  ratio la, at pH 
6.9 and W OC (t, = 150 ms), (B) -A-I(122-187), pcptide/SDS ratio 1:60, at pH 6.2 and 50 "C (5 = 300 

* ms), and (C) apoA-I, proteinlSDS ratio 1:140, at pH 6.4 aird 37,OC (b = 150 ms). 6 o'e;dr, spectrum the 

NOE connstivities for ~ 1 5 3 .  V L ~ .  A164, P165 and A175 were lWcd(Fmm Wang ad, lp). 
' 4 F  



kg. 8.9: H ~ H ~  regions of the WCSY spectra of (A) apoA-I(201-243) in DPC, &ptid@PC ratio 1 :80.- 
r" 

at pH 4.4.37 "C; and (B) apoA-I in SDS as in Fig. 8.8. 7- 
r-C 

t 

,'- * - 
/ 

,'- 

, - I' - 4  - 
--' 173 



hasea on the assignments for apoA-I(142-187) and apoA-I( 122- 1 87) (Chapter 6), 

several resonances were found in the similar region of the apA-f spec-, where 
I 

overlap is not severe (Fig. 8.8C). As shown, the chemical shifts for R153, V-156, A164, 
3 

P 165, and A 175 (labeled) aie essentially- identical to those measured in peptides under 
i 

similar conditions. Such assignments suggest that the helix-hinge-helix motif found i'n 

apoA-I(142-187) and apoA-I(122-187) is very likely ma&taiied?iiintiiet apoA-I. 

Fig.ag.9 shows the same spectral regions of the TOCSY spectra of apoA-I(201- 

243) indDPC (M and intact apoA-I in SDS (B). Although the spectra were recorded in 

different model lipi& at different pHs, the three C-tewinal residues, N241, T242, and 
d 

4243, appear at sirni1,ar spectral regions. Hence, these residues in intact apoA-I were 

assigned using peptide-aided signal assignment strategy (PASA) (Fig. 8.9). Both the 

strong TOCSY peaks and the chemical shifts indicate that the* three residues do not 

form-helical structure and probably not participate in lipid binding. 

8.2.5 Heteronuclear apo&&spectra 

As only limited information is available from 2D 'H-NMR spectra ass result of 

severe spectral overlap (Fig. 8.7); the laboratory is currently switching to heteronuclear 
- multidimensional NMR techniques in cooperation with, other laboratories that produce 

isotope-labeled apoA-I or its fragments. The heteronuclear 2D ('H, "N) HMQC 

spectrum of intact apoA-I is giyen in Fig. 8.10. A preliminary 3D ('H, "N) HMQC- 

NOESY sp-ectnun is shown in Fig. 8.1 1. A brief investigation of 2D slices shows that 

even in the 'IN-edited 3D spectra there is still ~;~nific&t peak overlap and missing 
e - F -- 

signals. The difficulty can be attributed to the large siie, formation of -compl~xes with 
-C e 

SDS and predominantly helical conformation of apoA-I. . ? P 



Fig.+SdO: HMQC spectrum of '%-lnbeled apoA-I (-2 mM), p r o t e i n l ~ ~ ~ - d 3  ratio. 1: 140. at pH 6.4. 

3PC. The carrier frequency foi 'H is rer at 600.1300 MHz while it is 60.8100 MHz for "N. h e  speclral 

width IS I2 pprn for 'H and 50 ppm for 1 5 ~ .  The J-modulated coherence transfer time between between 'H 

and "N is set tb II(29. where J = 95 Hz for 'H-"N. 2K data points in tz and 512 increments in t t  were 

- colleetech . t . 

Fig. 8.11: 3D ('H, '%N)'HMQC-NOESY s p e c t y  pmol stpoA-1. The protein contains I I more residues at 

the N-leminus. MRGSHHHHHHM. to facilitak purification (Bergemn n a/., 1997). This spccmrm was 
iC 

collected uiih the aid of D.G. Naugler under the same conditions as in Fig. 8.10. The data size is 128 (ti) x - 
g*. 

64 (t2) x 1024 (t3). The water signal was presaturated-prior to data collecdon. 



8 3  Discussion 
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& 
e *. . 8.3.1 Apolipogrotein aligorneriza$ion, bash, and RMR study % 

= 1 

a" 9 ?  - 
.s 

4 

T 
t A@lipoproteins .have a strong tendency tdself-associate or aggregate (Gwyme et , 

s 

# al., 1974; Osbornc & Brewer, 1977; _Scanu, 78; Teng et a€., 1978; Donovan et al., - .  8 

1987). Adgregation is usually accompanied by increase in helicity of the protein but 

deciease i n  the ability- to bind lipids, sli&estiig hydrophdbic interactions between - 
& proteins (Scanu, 1978). We showed that aggregates could be monitored by SDS-PAGE - 

7 

plus silver-staining. The aggregation trend described in Eq. 8.1 is correlated with -. 
apolipoprotein lipid~binding affinity observed by others (Lagocki -& Scanu, 1980; - 
Rosseneu et al., 198 1; Swaney & &*eisgraber, 1994). In Chapter 4, we proposed that 

aiomatic residues and hydrophobic pairs are important lipid anchors. It appears that these 

elements also play an important role in proteirqaggregation since removal of the strong 

lipid-binding C-terminal segments from apoA-I or apoE greatly inhibited aggregation . 
.# (Westerlund & Weisgraber, 1993; Ji & Jonas, 1995). In fact, the oligomerization of 

- 
apoE(263-286) was observed. This correlation reinforces our notion that synthetic 

peptide studies and -site-directed mutagenesis studies may provide compfementary 

information about the protein (Section 1.4). 

It has long been known that the NMR sample preparation is crucial for membrane. 

prdtein studies (McDonnell & Opella, 1993; Opella & Marassi, 1996). The problem of 

aplipoprotein aggregation is more serious here since the protein concentrations in N N R  

samples are much higher than those used in biochemical studies. Previous studies did not 
% 

P offer a solution to the aggregation problem (Osbome & B'rewer, 197.7; Scanu, 1978). 
' 

Because it  is extremely difficult to remove the aggregates once formed, the best policy is 
* * L 

to btock their formation. The main strategies employed by the author to prepare 

apelipprotein NMR samples without detectable aggregates include keeping the protein 

in a dilute~solutim (< 1 rng/mL) and at pH < 3.5, minimizing the storage time, adding 
f 

suficient amounts of detergents so as to saturate the hydrophobic domains, and 



S I 
= .) 

lyophili&ng the solution for storage. For apoA-11, there is a great advantage to prepare . * 
the apA-11 sample first and.then reduce the disulfide ,bond to improve resolution of 

-6 
.F=- - 

NMR spactia - (Fig. 8.28). ApoA-11 and a m - I  saplples pkpared in this maber are' in 
L 

the monomefstate and are stable for at least three months at room temperature. Theqhigh 
L - 
.= . 

&dity of a 6 0 ~ - I  and apoA-11 spectra in the thesis illustrates that NMR studies 

of apo!ipoprotein conformations in iipidrrnimeticeitvironments are promising. The fifiak 
* 

assignme* of apo&l (243 residues)bspectra would require isot~~icafiy labeled samples 

enrichid with "C, "N, -and/or *H (Zhang et al., 1994; ~ h a n  ;t a!:, 1996; G-tt et al., 
* - 4 

1997). Dkuteration suppresses line broadening 'ilrisirig from spin-spin. interactions and 

improves sensitivity due to a Ionger T, relaxation times (Markley ei a!., 1968; Torchia et 
'% 

ul., 1 88; LeMaster & Richards, 1988; Venters et al., 19951 9 4 

8.3.2 Peptide-aided siPh assignment of apoA-I 

Before we had access to isdtope-labeled samples, we studied several 

apolipoprotein segments of potential biological importance (Chapters 4-7). We found 

that the assignment of apoA-I( i 66- 185) was usefil in the assignment of apoA-I(142- 1 87) 

since the same conformation was found for residues 168-1 82 in the two peptides (Chapter 
d Y! 

6). The chemical shifi identity for residues 146-1 82 between apo~-1(142-1 8 j )  and apoA- 

1022-187) is striking (Fig. 8.8pA & B); Using the general similarity of chemical shifts, 
r, 

the author was able to assign several resonances in apoA-I (243 residues) (Figs. 8.8 & 

8.9). We, therefore, propose that such a peptide-aided signal assignment (PASA) may be 

usefix1 in NMR studies of apoA-I and other members in the exchangeable apolipoprotein 

family (wang et al.. 1997a,b). A similar strategy has also been proposed for modular 

proteins (McEvoy et al., 1997) at approximately the same time. We believe that a 
* 

combined study of intact protein and the segments by NMR will ultimately lead to a 

complete structural understanding of apoA-I. 



.t 

83.3 The struchral and functional domains of apoA-I 
9 

In ~ecti& 4.3.4, we proposed to locate strong Iipid-biRding regiohs based on the 

density of hydrophobic pairs and aromatic residues in the protein,sequence. Here we 
' t  

have plotted the hydrophobic residue marks against the residue number in apA-I  

sequence. Although simple, soffie key features of this hydrophobic plot are interesting 

since they appear toexplain many, experimental data of ;PA-I. 

(1) Each vertical bar s-ds for a hydroph6bic residue, which appears regularly in 

the sequence separated by evert 2-3 residues, suggesting helical structure. Note that such 
s 

a periodicity can encohpass proline-containing regions (Section 6.3.4). Also, three 

hydrophobic residues, V19, L44, and V227 in  the vicinity of hydrophobic pairs, are 
i I - 

predicted to be on the hydrophilic face and thus may not iarticipatc&!i lipid binding. The 
X 

potential helical structures in such regions remain to be proved. ' ~ x c e ~ t  at the termini, - 
only four helix-breaking regions were four& namely residues 23-28, 34-37, 76-81, and. 

1 82- 1 88 (Fig. 8.12). The helix-breaking regions have four or more hydrophilic residues 

in a row. Therefore, the putative helix 0, residues 7-34, in Fig. 1.1 hay  bea helix(7-22)- - 
C * P 

break(23-283-helix(29-34) motif rather than a continuous hefix. The putative helix 2 may 
X 

be another - helix(66-75)-bieak(76-8 1 ) - h e l i x ( - )  motif.. The breaks near G15 and 
"si, 

G185G186 may form loop regions, which separate the independent structural and 

functional domains at the C- and N-termini from the central domain of apoA-I (Ji & 

Jonas, 1995; Rogers et ai., 1997). This may explain why both regions nearby are highly 

susceptible to proteolysis as mentioned in Sections 6.1 and 6.3.4. 



. '  
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Fig. 8.1;; A hydrophobic plot of human apA-I. 1; the hydrdphobic plot, residues Y. L, V. M. and A 
- have been assigned a hydrophobic mark of -1's while aromatic residdes. F and W, are given 2's and 

0 

hydrophobic pairs such as VY. VL. LL, FW, YL, and FL two 1.5's. The higher arbitrary mark for the 
k. 

-t 
hydrophobic pairs and aroniatie residues reflect their importance in lipid binding (Chapter 4). Alanines $21 

. f 
be assigned as,hydrophobic only when there are no other larger hydrophobic residues in the vicinity. 

Examples are and may be A 130. A k?. A 196, and A207. 

- 
- (2) As depicted by bars with 1.5's did 2's in Fig. 8.12, there are five regions in 

' 

apoA-I (helices 0, 1, 2, 3, and 8 in Fig. 1.1) that are relatively rich in aromatic residues 

and hydrophobic pairs. ~riniv& et al. (1991) showed that apoA-I(1-33) (helix 0 in Fig. 

1.1) associated-with DMPC but apoA-I(8-33) did not. Palgunachari et al. (1996) fohnd 
i 

that among the eight putative helices (helices 1 to 8 in Fig. 1.1) only the firsrdnd the last 

bound to DMPC but all associated with IysoPC except helix 2. The failure of the helix 2 

in binding lipid may be due to synthesizing only residues 66-87 instead of complete 3~2 
repeat residues'66-99. Therefore, all nine putative helical . . regions will bin$ lipid, in 

agreement with the hydrophobic plot - (Fig. 8.12). Frank et al. (1997) showed that helix 3 - 
is important in stabilizing protein-lipid complexes. The importance of the C-terminus of a 

rtpoA-I in lipid binding has been demonstrated by several studies (Sparrow & Gotto, 

1982; Schniidt et al., 1995; Holvoet et al., 1996; Davidson et al., 1996). Sorci-Thomas et 

a!. (1997) showed that substituting residues 143-1 64 by another eopy of residues 220-241 

increased the stability of protein-lipid complexes. Therefore, thk major role of these 

aromatic-rich - regions D is to stabilize the st'ruckre of apoA-I in lipid (Chapter 4). The N- 

terminal helices 0-3 may alsb play a role in stabilizing the structure of apoA-I in the lipid- 
< - 

free state (Palgunachari et al., 19%; Davidson et al., ,1996; Rogers et al., 1997), probably * 



by foming a helix bundle structure similar apoE (Wilson et.o{.. 1991). Wnally. 

different frdm the region m-187 (below), these aromatic' regions are accompanied' 

mostly by lysines rather than arginines. As the side ekaiRs & lysim aie more 

hydrophobic than arginines, these lysihes may be an extra determinant for the structural 
:. 

and functional role of these aromatic domains of apoA-I. 

(3) The region covering Rsidues 122- 185 is very smooth in the hydrophobic plot 

(Fig. 8.12) as a result of containing neither aromatic residues (W & F) nor hydrophobic 
*D 

pairs. It is agticipated that such a region will not bind lipid tightly. However, the 

implicatio* of t&s region in LCAT activation is evidknt .(Sparrow & Gotto. 1980; 
- 

Fukushima et al., 1980; Minnich er al., 1992; ~orci-~homas et 1.. 1993, 1997; Holvoet 7 
- et nl., 1995). The helix-binge-helix-h&e-helix secondary structural pattern of apoA- 

I( 122- 187) (Fig. 6.28) corresponds exactly to th& sequence periodicity. indicating that 

helix-hinge-helix motifs-are structural units in apoA-I (Fig. 8.8). 
w 



' CHAPTER 9: CONCLUDING REMARKS b 

, - - , 

.B " 
In the thesis, we have employed. seviral biophysical tec&iqbes to study the % 

h 

conformation of apolipoprotein segments. Optical techniques are not capable of 

prqviding structural details at atomic level. They, however, are usually not limitid by 

protein size or lipid type. 'l$e data obtained in the same lipid model' by;various 

techniques (Chapter 7) or in different lipid medels by the same technique may provide 
3 
a . 
%xnplementary information (Cam e t  al., 1994; Sejbal et at., 1996a). For example, 

apoE(267-289) does not bind DMPC but associates with SDS or DPC. NMR structural * 
8 

differ&es between apoE(263-286) and apoE(267-289) suggest that one hydrophobic 
C 

cluster is sufficient to bind to micelles but two or more are required to hind vesicles * b 

(Chapter 4): The similar gelical , . confornmtions and blue $hi& of apoE(263-286) in both - - 
SDS (Chapter 4) and DMPC (Spmow et al., 1992) suggst that the hydrophobic packing . . 

e 

found in micelles may apply to the peptide/DMPC complexes. In 'micelles, the 

determined interhelical structures for apoA-I(142-187), are in support of lipid binding of - 
# 

Y 166, bhich is M e r  substantiated by  int&molecular NOES between SDS and Y 166. 

The fluorescence of Y 166 has been observed in both SDS and,DPC for apoA-I(142-187) 

(Chapter 6, and also in DMPC for apoA-I(145-183) (used fora&antifying the peptide) + 

(vanloo et al., 1995), indicatingthat the interhelial region by PI65 is b&nd te lipid 
* 

regardless of lipid models, 
i. E 

3 -G - -+ 

9.1 General structural features of apolipoprotein segments 

The at6phipathic helix (Segrest et al., 1974) k characterized by clustering of 

hydrophobic side chains on one face and hydrophilic side chains on the opposite ?ace. 

The hydrophobic face of the hdlix was proposed to interact with the acyl chains of lipids, 
- 

thus explaining why these proteins serve as vehicles in human blood to transport water- 

insoluble lipids. Although the hypothesis is supported by many facp (Sparrow & Gotto, 
=s 

1982; Segrest et al., 1994), there was no detailed structure in the lipid-bound state. Thus, 
a 

this thesis represents one of the first high resolution structure determinations of 
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apoli~oprotein fragments in lipid-mimetic environments. The features of NMR stru"cture3 
t 

for the peptides of 18-24 residues reported here can - be summarized below: 
*- * - 

(1) Akcording .to Segrest's. classification (Segre? et a!., 1.990; 1994), apoA-I(166- l"'85), 

apoA-II(18-30)+, and apoE(267-289) belong to class Al,  A2, and G* amphipathic helices 

(Fig. 1.2), respectively. The NMR structures (Figs. 6.1 1, 5.6,. & 4.1 3B) for those three t 

L 
L. t 

peptides are consistent with such a classification and also reveal'ed additional new . f 

structural features (Cbpters 4-6). Other examples of class A2 amphipathic-helical 

, structurgs determined by NMR are from apoC-I and LAP-20 (Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko 
d % * 

ggi;al., 1996b). We conclude that amphipathic helices are indeed a common structural 
.. & 

hotif in exchangeable apolihoteins, at leas; in miceltes. - * -  (2) ApoA-I(166-185) possesses similar 'conformations in SDS, DPC or lysoPC with , 
% + ' =  

localized differences at the N-termini (Chapter 6). Similar conformations were also ' . 
found for LAP-20 in either SDS o; DPC (8ufhko et al., 1996b). We, therefore, conclude 

that hydrobhobic interactions dominate irf determining the lipid-bound conformation. As 

SDS and DPS mimic lysoPC weI1, we propose that both can be used to model lipid 

s L  nvironments for conformational studies of apolipoprotein peptides (Rozek et al., 1995; . 
Y .  4 

~ u c h k i  et al., l996b; Dunne et al., 1996; Sejbal et &I., 1 996a; upella et al., 1997). 

(3) Contrary to the proposal made by Segresbet al. (19$),?cationic side chains in both - 
I ' class A i  and A2 qphipathic helices are extended in the interface and, therefore, do not 

* 

preferentially "snorkel", at least in micelles (Chapters 5-6) (Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko et 

al., 1 996a,b). % 

b 

(4) contrary to "an earlier proposal of ion pair formation between acidic and basic side 
&- &$*? I - - nams in lipoproteins'(Segrest et dl., 1974); the intrahelix ion pairs do not occur in the 

NMR structures of the peptides in association with'either SDS or DPC (Chapters 5-6) 
6 s 

b- 

(Rozek et al., 1995; Buchko et al., 1996ab). Instead, it is more likely that cationic side 

chains form ion pairs with anionic lipid head groups (Chapter 6). 



9.2 Important apoA-I fragm@nt$ 
9 

-, 
0. 

w 

In .this thesis, the author li& investigated segments of different lengths from the 
t 

same potein, ~ ~ O A - I .  We showed that the helix 168- 1 82 fomd in  apoA-I(166-185), .a 

ZOmer, is retained in apoA-I(142-1871, a 46mer, and in apoA-I(122-187), a 66mer 
b f  

(Chapter 6). In addition, the helix-hinge-helix motif found ip apo~-1(i42-187) is retained* ,"- 
a 

in the 66mer, and most likely in intact ~PA-I (Chapter 8). These~tructural motifs lend 

support to the predicted secondary structures of apoA-I (Segresi et al., 1994) except the I- 
h 

hinge near P165, which_is; on average, % hel4kal bend or half-turn rather than a p-iurn. 
& 

The 'predominance of helical structures is in agreement with the NQESY spectrum of 
't 

apoA-I (243 residues),(Fig. 8.7). The NOESY spectra of hum& apoA-I1 (f54 residues) - 

in SDS (Fig. 8.5) and apoC-111 (79 residues) in DPC (Buchko et al., 1997) also suggest 

predominant helical conformations. The preliminary NMR shcture of apoC-I (57 
i 

residues) was shown to contain two helices separated by- an extended linker region . 
f - * - 

(Rozek er al., 1996). All these NMR studies strongly support the predicted secondary 

structures of apolipoproteins. This is fortunate because, unlike hydrophobic 

transmembrane helices, which can be predicted quite accurately (Engleman et a/.,* 1982; 

Aloy er al., 1997), se~uences with the.periodicity of an kPhipathic helix have been 

found in P-sheet proteins [Parker & Stezowski, 1996). 1- 

P 

9.3 ~ i~ id -b ind ing  elements . -  

It has long been ,proposed that hydrophobic interactions are responsible for lipid 
.I" 

binding (Stoffel et al., 1974; Assmann et al., 1974; Sparrow & Gotto, 1982; Subbaro et 

al.. 1988). From the NMR structures, we found that aromatic-aromatic and aromatic- + 

hydrophobic side-chain- interactions led to formation of hydrophobic clusters, providing - - = 

lipid-binding sites (Chapter 4). 'In addition, while electrostatic interactions between & 

- =  iZ ;Z 

apolipoprotein segmen and DPC play little role (Chapter 6), consistent with earlier P B 

observations (Stoffel et a[., 1974;) Assmann et al., 1974; Reijngoud et al., 1982), 

interfacial cationic side chai with anionic SDS (Chapter 6). The functions 
* 



0 

d 

- .  

of the cationic s a c h a i n s  are two-fold. First, cationic gide chains may initiate anionic 

lipid binding to peptides pr proteins, Second, upon fohnation of the helix, cationic side = - 
chains further enhance anionic iipid binding by (1) hydrophobic interaetions betwic;,en 

11 * 

SDS alkyl chaini and the cationic side chains; and (2) salt bridges between SDS head 
U 

groups and positively charged moieties of the cationic side chains (Chapters 5 & 6). k 

In conclusion, our NMR structures (Chapters 4-6) illustrate that there are'three 
CI 

major hydrophobic-lipid-binding elemeots:,hydrophobic si* chains, hydrophobic pairs, 
X - 

- &d cationic side chains and one lipid aflinity modulator: acidic or polar sihe chains, A 
LL 

semi-quantitative assessment of the lipid affinity is to-count the number of hydrophobic 

pairs, aromatic residues, and cationic side chains (in the interface). w e  may, therefore, 
t establish a ne;. clissification of amphipathic helices based on these lipid-binding 

* 

elements. An amphipathic helix consists of any combination of .the three classes of 

hydrophobic clusters listed below: 
> ,  

Class I, wophob ic  residues, hydrophobic pairs, very few or no cationic side . ,* * -  C 

* * 
chains; 

& . l a  1 ,  

Class 11, hydsophobic residues, no hydrophobic pairs, several cationic side chains 
*I 

(mainly arginines) . " 
a 

, Class 111, hydrophobic residues, hydrophobic pairs, several cationic, side chains 
e 

(mainly lysines) A *. % % .* 

f - f 

The concept of h y h r ~ p h ~ i e  clbter may be harnessed as a new tool in search for lipid- 
# 

binding segments in <plipoproteins and in de novo peptide design. Such an NMR- 
f 

structure-based dassifie$ion adds to our Lowledge on amphipathic helices, especially in 

binding lipids. From such a classification, it is evident that .hydrophobic interactions 

dominate according to class 1,'whke usually aromatic residues and hydrophobic pairs 

exist, which are good lipid anchors. Examples are segments- ne& the C-terminus of 

apolipoproteins such as apoE and apoA-I (Chapters 4 & 6). 

A typical example for class I1 s poA-I(166-185). The four Ieucines in this 3 peptide have a AG,, = -1 1.6 kcallmol, equ valent to only one hydrophobic cluster (cf., 



Table 4.4). It us not surprisjng to observe that the hydrophobic moieties of the 

catiohic side chains pkticipate in lipid binding (chapt;r 6): Class 111, corresponding to 

IR-group I peptides (Chapter 7), binds lipid tightly since they contain all lipid-binding 

elements above. Examples are segments in apd-11, apoC-I and apoC-111. The potential 

lipid-binding affinity (Chapter 7) may be good parameter in judging the 'possible 

biological function. ~ i g h  lipid affinity would mainly limit the function of the segment to 
lr 

lipid binding (Chapters 4-5) wlfereas segments with weak to medium lipid affinity may 

be potential candidates for other functions such as lipoiysis enzyme activation. 
v 

9.4 structural models for the peptidenipid'eomplexes 

Arnphipathic helices, proposed for apolipoproteins by Segrest et d. (1974), have 

now been recognized as one of the key proteihstructural units in n a t u r e ~ ~ e r k  et al., q 

1965; Segrest et al., 1990; McDonnell et al., 1993; ome et al.; 19%; Haltia & 

Freire, 1994; Dunne et al., 1996). ~ a s e d  onthe NM _ ctures, intermolecular NOES * 
*-- 

- 9 between apoA-I peptides kd SDS, and lipid-binding sfidi& propose two mode@ for 

. apoA-I peptides/SDS comhlexes: (1) the paddle model, where a single arnphipathic helix 
A 

'a' $s 
is bound to the micelle and (2) the straddle model, where the helix-hinge-helix structural 

a 

motif straddles the micelle. The paddle model' applies if the helix is a class A 
w 

amphipathic helix since the "pairs" of cationic side chains in the interface of the @ass A 

helix resemble pairs of paddles on a canoe. It differs from the snorkel model (Segrest et 
.f 

a1:,'1990; 1994) in at teast two aspects. First, the ensem~le of interfacial cationic side - - .- 
chains is 'extended in the interface in the shape of cone. rather than preferentially 

1-. , I 
--a- 

h*snorkeling" (chapter's). Second. our model is deduced from NMR data whereas the / -i%& 

snorkel model remains a hypothesis. 
is .- .* - '  

* - /f* a , 

. The helix-hinge-helix structures found in apoA-I(142-187) would conform to the 4 , " "  
$ - 

curvature of a spherical particle well and provide an alternative mode for helix packing' -i 
on lipoprotein particles (Chapter 6). A prominent feature of our models is the 

complement of both hydrophobic (SDS alkyl chains with peptide hydrophobic and 

side chains) and electrostatic ihtkractions (anionic SDS with peptide cationic side 



- 
Li 

t 

chains) in the interface. The significance of the straddle model may be that the 

amphipathic helix-hinge-helix (Chapter 6)  or helix-bend-helix (chaw; 4) structural 
w 

motif could have been ow of the major determinants for the formation of spi&jcal 
-5 

particles of lipoproteins. As- lipoproteins are .good model sjtstems to study piotein-)ipid 

. interactions pe orris& et-al., 1977), our rnddels not only cbntribute to the understanding 

of lipoprotein systems but also to other membrane binding peptides such as antibacterial 
.- .. 

peptides, peptide hormones, and lytic pebtides (Kaiser & Kizdy, 1984; Segrest er al., , - 
L 

1'990). e 

7 
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